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ABSTRACT

THEODORE ALBERT NELSON

Findings
I.

Most principals apparently know what supervisory functions they

should be performing to Improve the supervisory competence of department
heads but they do not seem to be actually carrying on these functions.
2.

Most department heads apparently agree with principals on what

functions should be performed by principals but they seem to feel these
functions are not being carried on.
3.

Most principals and department heads agree with experts In the

f leld of supervision as to what principals should be doing in Improving
the supervisory competence of department heads.
4.

Most principals have not established either formal or Informal

programs for Improving the supervisory competence of department heads.
5.

Principals and department heads in general have not developed

job descriptions for department heads that clarify their duties and
responsibilities.
6.

Principals apparently are not performing specific functions

that meet with agreement of the principals and department heads •

•

THE ROLE OF PRINCIPALS IN IMPROVING SUPERVISORY COMPETENCE OF STAFF IN
SELECTED SECONDARY SCHOOLS
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to analyze the role of prlnclpals In
Improving the supervisory competence of department heads.

This study

examined the role expectations of principals in relationship to the role
they performed In improving supervisory competence of department heads,
as perceived by principals and department heads.
Procedure
Twenty-seven principals and two hundred twenty-eight department heads
rated thirty-six functions on a five point scale in two areas:

"Principals

Shou Id Assume" and '1Pr inc i pa Is Actua 11 y Doing."
A chi-square technique was used to test agreement:
I.

Principals' perceptions of the "should assume" role
of principals were compared to principals' perceptions
of the "carrying out" role.

2.

Department heads' perceptions of the "should assume"
role of principals were compared to department heads'
perceptions of the "carrying out" role of principals.

3.

Principals' perceptions of the "should assume" role
of principals were compared to department heads'
perceptions of the "should assume" role of principals.

4.

Principals' perceptions of the "carrying out" role of
principals were compared to department h~ads' perceptions of the "carrying out" .role of prlnc.lpals.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement Of The Problem
First I ine supervisors In Industry and commerce represent one of the
most Important forces in our American economy.

Supervision can be found In

any organization that has made one Individual responsible for the end
results or products of other Individuals In the same area of work.
Supervisors are the front-I lne representatives of management In commercial
and Industrial enterprise, such as telephone companies, alrl Ines, auto
manufacturers, and merchandising.

Education, being a mammoth part of the

American economic structure, also has a need for
nature.

supe~visQrs

Qf front-line

In high schools, the department heads could be placed In that

classlf lcatlon.
A study of the educational literature reveals that there has been much
written with respect to the need for supervision and supervisory competence
In the administration and supervision of high schools.

Most educators agree

on the supervisory functions high school principals should be performing In
Improving the supervisory competence of department heads.

Role perception

of these supervisory acts and the program they constitute have been

2

analyzed by a few educational authorities, but there Is I lttle agreement
among professional educators as to the manner In which principals can
improve the supervisory competence of department heads.
Supervision Is defined in The Dictio.nary of Education as "all efforts
of designated school off lcials directed toward providing leadership to
teachers and other educational workers In the improvement of Instruction;
Involves the stimulation of professional growth and development of teachers,
the selection and revision of educational objectives, materials of
instruction, and methods of teaching; and the evaluation of instruction. 111
This def lnltlon of supervision is used in this study as the basis for the
examination of the role of the high school principals In the improvement of
Instruction through the Improvement of the supervisory competence of
department heads.
Kimbal I Wiies emphasizes the relationship of supervJslon to the
improvement of instruction:
Supervision consists of all of the activities leading to the
Improvement of Instruction, activities related to morale,
improving human relations, in-service education, and curriculum
development.2
1./1

Carter V. Good, ~., The Dictionary of Education, 2nd ed. (New
McGraw-Hi I I Bo&k Company, Inc., 1959), p. 539.
2
Kimbal I Wiles, Supervision For Better Sch90l,s, 3rd ed. ·(Englewood
CIHfs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hal.I, fncq'l96l'l, p ... 5,.
York:

3

He further notes that, to improve Instruction, supervision must provide;
leadership that develops a unlf ied school program and enriches
the environment for al I teachers; the type of emotional atmosphere In which all are accepted and feel that they belong;
opportunities to think and work together effectively as a
faculty group; and program change based on honest evaluation. 3
Ross Neagley and Dean Evans point out that "the primary aim of
supervision must be to recognize the Inherent value of each person, to the
end that the fut I potential of al I wl 11 be real I zed." 4 They further
describe supervision as "positive, dynamic, democratic action designed to
improve classroom Instruction through the continual growth of all concerne9
lndlviduals--t-be child, the teacher, the supervisor, the administrator,·
and the parent or other lay person. 115
The scope of supervision, then, extends beyond the I lmited aim of
improving teachers, and becomes the Improvement of the total teachlnglearning process.

6

As Glen Eye and Lanora Netzer state, "supervision Is

that phase of school administration which deals prfmarily with the

3

J.!lli!. ,

p. 8.

v'4Ross Neagley and N. Dean Evans, Handbook For Effective Supervision 9.f.
Instruction (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:

Prentice-Hal I, Inc., 1964),

p. I •

Vlb

I d • , p • I 7.

~iam

an~

a

H., Burton
Leo J. Brueckner, SupeNisign;
Social
Process <New Yorks Appleton ...century-Crofts, Inc., 1955), pp. 11-13.

4

achievement of the appropriate selected Instructional expectations of
educational service." 7 Therefore, the primary function of supervision Is
to Influence situations, persons, and relationships in order to stimulate
change that may be evaluated as Improvement. 8
Supervision Involves the processes of directing and control ling,
stimulating and initiating, analyzing and appraising, and
designing and Implementing those behaviors directly and ~rlmar1ly related to the Improvement of teaching and learning.
In short, supervision is aimed directly at the maintenance and Improvement
of the instructional process.' IO
Supervisory programs are essential; therefore, a continuous evaluation
process is needed in the procedure.
Professional growth of the supervisor lies' in his willingness
to discover his own abilities and limitations. This Implies
making a detailed survey of himself to determine hi? qualifications, personal, cultural, and professional • • • • 1
J. B. Edmonson poi·nts out that "supervision Is sometimes neglected because

ViGlen

G. Eye and lanore A. Netzer, Supervision of Instruction:~
Phase of Administration (New York: Harper and Row, Publishers, 1965),
p. 12.
J31bld., p. 53.
9

..!Jl.Ll!. ,

p. 223.

/1°James J. Jones, C. Jackson Salisbury, and Ralph L• Spenser, Secondary
School Administration <New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1969), p. 303. ·
II

S. E. Weber, Cooperative Administration ~Supervision of Ih!,
Teaching Personnel (New York: Nelson Publishers ,1937>., p. 314.

5

those responsible for this service have never formulated a series of
supervisory policies and practlces. 1112 He goes on to suggest that the
most glaring weakness of supervision has been the lack of suff lclent
standards:
The determination of standards for measuring classroom lnstr~
tlon has been extremely difficult In the secondary school.
The multiplicity of special lzed subjects, each with Its own
peculiar technique, has made the setting up of suitable standards
exceedingly complicated. Once the necessary parts of a balanced
program of supervision have been worked out In a given school,
they wll I tend to create a set of standards for that school. It
will be the princlpal's job continually to refine them In order
to keep pace with the best thoughts and practices avallable.13
The improvement of supervisory competence depends upon changes taking
place In persons and their working relationships, and these positive changes
are more likely to result when supervisory functions are expl lclty defined
and performed.

There Is a need to Improve the supervisory competences of

staff by careful analysis of the performance of each supervisory function.
Once these functions are evaluated, the degree of Improvement sought and
the method of achieving this Improvement should be the prime concern of the
principal and his staff.
The principal Is held responsible for Improving the Instructional

6

program In his school.

14

One of the greatest tests of an administrator's abll lty Is the
leadership he provides In Initiating and following through on
a program for staff improvement.15
Neagley and Evans view the supervisory role of the principal as that of
leading his faculty In the improvement of instruction:
He is largely responsible for the morale of his staff members
and their gen~ral attitudes toward the school program and Its
enrichment. To be effective, he must be vitally Interested
in his teachers and be able to assess their strengths, needs1
and Individual abilities to function as members of a profess Iona I staff • 16
The principal's role as instructional leader Involves many duties and
responsibilities, including the need "to assume responsibility for a
continuous program of supervislon. 1117
The professional literature states many opinions of writers on what
should be done by _supervisors, but little is said on how to develop and
Improve the competence of staff members In the area of supervision.

Little

)

is written on what methods should be used to evaluate supervisors and how
the measured results can be used to induce positive changes In supervisors.
As educational leader, the principal must be a skillful
supervisor of instruction. This entails organizing and
1'

V' 14J"-ones, p. 179.

,) 5 1'J1d., p. 339.

16 .•· ..
Neegley and Evans, pp. 25-26.
'
p.
v 17 Ibid.,

88.,

7

developing the staff into a coherent unit committed to
creating the best possible situation for education. It
Involves building a competent, balanced, professionally
alert staff through sound selection, thorough orientation,
and continuing In-service activities; supervising individuals to assist them in their self-Improvement efforts. 18
As the instructional leader of the school

a~d

of the staff, the

principal is responsible for improving teacher growth and eff lclency by
securing the maximum use of the supervisory services of his department
heads.

The principal must accept his obligation to the "Improvement of

educational servlces--not teachers alone--but the Improvement of teachers
and all those who influence them in their direct conduction of the
educational process. 11 19
The principal has, as one of his functions, the creation of a
l

wholesome emotional tone for the school by respecting the
personal tty of
,,
al I the lndlvlduals with whom he comes tn contact and by Involving these
Individuals In decision making. 20 John Corbal ly points out that
Instructional Improvement does not take place In a vacuum:
It occurs in the minds and attitudes of people--teachers, administrators, citizens, students, and all others connected in any
way with the school program. As people grow in ability to pool
18
George E. Melton and John Stanavage, The Prlnclpalshlp: Job
Specification and Salary Considerations For The 70's (Washington, D.C.,
Natio~al Association of Secondary School Prlnclpals, 1970), p. 21.
9
Chester T. McNerney, Educational Supervision (New York:
Hl 11 Book Company, 1951), p. 23.

vfi

v2°1btd., pp. 143-145.

McGr~w

8

energy, ideas, imaginations, experiments, evaluations, and
Inspirations In a cooperative effort to Improve instruction,
the possibility of satisfactory change is proportionately
enhanced.21
In his role as the instructional leader of the school, the principal
must be able to perceive, procure and make effective use of the resources
that aid the process of improving Instruction.

He must also be able to

recognize and encourage Individual contributions from group members, and
he must possess the integrity of leadershtp. 22
There are administrative performances frequently cited as role
expectations that the staff holds for principals.

While It Is Imperative

that the school principal be aware of the role expectations held by his
teachers, in so doing he is In danger of joining what Bartky terms "the
cult of permissive leadership." This school of thought champions the
concept of extremely "democratic" as opposed to "autocratic" leadership
style (the latter term being considered a bad word). Bartky attacks
23
either extreme and calls for a blend or compromise.
Let us adopt a reality leadership
diagnose the whole organizational
and that we swing to directive or
the situation demands: directive

which asks only that we
structure and the teachers
permissive leadership as
when the needs of the school

\/'2 1John

Edward Corbally, Educational Administration: The Secondary
School, 2nd ed. (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1965), p. 146.
. . 22.l!tl.<!· , pp. 143-145.
23 Richard W. Saxe, ed. Perspectives Q.!l The Changing
'
Role of The
Principal (Sprlrgfleld, I lllnois: Charles C. Thomas, 1968), pp. 86-87.
,; i. -~' \.

9

are being neglecte~ permissive when the needs of the teachers
are being Ignored. 4
In his much-quoted Introduction to an earlier book, he observed:
The school administrator Is not an Angel Gabriel watching over
a flock that can do no wrong; more often than not, his job Is
to keep the in2~bltants of a peculiarly complex Hades off each
other's necks.
While the principal has long been recognized as being responsible for
the Improvement of Instruction In his school, many principals have been
satisfied to ignore this role or to delegate to supervisors so that their
time could be devoted primarlly to management actlvltles. 26 Perhaps this
Is due, In part, to what prlnclpals perceive as their two greatest
problems:

the mounting demands of crisis management which preempt their

time and energies and the difficulties involved In bringing about change
27
within the school.
Even with these problems,
N. C. A. secondary school prlncipals perceive their fundamental
role to be that of educatlonal leadershlp, with management,
crisis resolution, and even general administration being quite
subordinate functions. Consistent with this, most principals
have been attracted to the position because of the greater
leverage It affords for effecting educational change within
the schoo I • 28

24

lli9_., p. 88

25lli9_.
26

V' James R. Ogletree, "Changing Supervision In a Changing Era,"

Educatfons,!I L2qdershlp, 29 (March, 1972), 507-508.
'
v2 7John A. St~navage, "N. C. A. Prlnclpals' Perceptions of Their
Prlnclpalshlp," The North Central Association Quarterly~ 46 (Winter, 1972)
329.

10
It Is true that no administrator can individually administer· al I the
educational processes delegated to him; consequently, he must select
qualified personnel to help him adequately fulfil I his responslbilltles. 29
One group the principals in most high schools (and In this study) have
available to aid them in performing their duties are department heads:
The department head, for better or worse, Is to be found In the
majority of high schools in the United States. There he occupies
a vaguely defined and constantly changing position. He Is In
part a classroom teacher, in part a curriculum consultant, and
also in part an administrative assistant to the principal of his
school ••• Under effective supervision, a conscientious department head beco~es an invaluable resource in the work of teacher
development ••• without appropriate direction, a department
head may become lazy, Indifferent, or tyrannical, thus damaging
al I of the programs begun by his administrative superiors In the
areas of curriculum and personnei.30
While John Bartky acknowledges a reluctance on the part of
administrators to ·give department heads greater responsibilities, he states
that there ls no reason why a department head cannot become a good
supervisor:
The error is committed when someone who ls totally untrained In
supervisory techniques is assigned the position ••• The
principal, however, must assume the responslbll lty .for training
al I departmen't heads in the techniques of supervlsion.31
An important factor to be considered In the selection of a department head

29

McNerney, p. I •

0°Mlc:~ael

G. Callahan, The Effective School Department Head (New
Parker Pub I ishing Company, 1971 >, pp. 20-21.
31
..
/
John A. Bartky, Supervision As Human Relations (BOston: O. C.
Heath and Company, 1953), pp. 269-270.

York:

II

is his knowledge In his subject area; he should be superior In teaching
(

ski I Is and in curriculum development.

He Is responsible for the supervlslon

of Instruction within the department and must be, above all, "a dynamic,
creative admlnistrator. 1132
Before a person is appointed to the position of supervisor,
he should have demonstrated that he is capable of providing
leadership, Inspiration, and direction to that phase of the
educational program for which he has been given the responslbl I ity. He should also be able to design, with the cooperation of the educational personnel Involved In his delegated area of responsibility, evaluative techniques that
will promote the continued achievement of both students and
teachers.33
If the department head ls to be an effective supervisor, he must
realize that he exists primarily to improve instruction and to close the
34
gap between the classroom and the prlnclpal's office.
In order to do
this, he and the principal should agree completely about his duties and
responslbll !ties, and he ought to be given on-the-Job training as he
prepares to take over his supervisory role. 35 The supervisor's role
requires far more preparation and orientation than ls often provided, and

32
Glen F. Ovard, Administration Of The Changing Secondary School
(New York: The MacMll Ian Company, 1966), p. 198.
33
McNerney, p. 10.
v'

~John Minor Gwynn, Theory ~Practice Of Supervision (New York:
Dodd, Mead, and Company, 1964). p. 234.
;slbld.
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it deserves more attention and support than it ordinarily receives. 36
Bartky comments that the department head's role has been sadly
neglected In the secondary school and suggests that department heads need
definite preparation in the field of supervlsion. 37 Callahan further points
out that school administrators must be alert to the need for careful,
systematic, and regular reappraisal of the pol lcles and practices
to guide department heads. 38

estab,lsh~d

Decisions vital to the administration of the schools have to be
made. The heads of departments have to decide to what extent
they are consciously to act as "change agents" among their
colleagues, enacting a role which, In the American context, has
been strongly advocated for the high school prl~cipal.39
With decisions vital to the school being made by the .department heads,
demands are placed on the principals to help develop programs for the
constant Improvement of the staff.

But the problem Is a lack of sound

and wel I developed programs.
In this study, the role of the principal In Improving the supervisory
competence of department heads relates to Getzels' def lnltlon of role In
36Robert H. Anderson, "Superv Is ion as Teach Ing: An Analogue,"
Sypervlslon: Per~pectlves and Propositions (Washington, D. C.: Association
for Supervision and Curriculum Development, NEA, 1967), p. 39.
;l

~ 37 sartky, p. 270.
~8

.
Callahan, p. 21.

!P9

.

Meredydd G. Hughes, Secondary S9bool Administration (New York:
Pergamon Press, .1970), p. 10.

•
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terms of role expectations:

"the normative rights and duties which def lne

within I imits what a person should or should not do under various
circumstances so long as he Is the incumbent of a particular Institutional
role. 1140 The principal 'son-the-job behavior will be judged effective ff
it meets with the role expectations held by department heads.
An evaluation of the effectiveness of the leadership role, then,
would depend upon how that role was perceived and by whom:
To be effective and to communicate as Intended, a leader must
always adapt his behavior to take Into account the expectations,
values, and Interpersonal ski I Is of those with whom he Is Interacting. This applies to al I his relationships with other
persons: his superiors, his peers, and his subordinates •••
Sensitivity to the values and expectations of others is an
Important dimension of effective supervision. Measurements of
the intervening variables can be of great assistance. They can
reveal the expectations, values, and perceptions of the persons
with whom each supervisor Interacts. Supervisors can be guided
by this Information and adapt their behavior accordingly as
they deal with their subordinates. Moreover, In order to create
the conditions for effective supervision, organizations must
establish an atmosphere and the circumstances which enable and
even encourage every supervisor to deal with the people he
encounters In ways which f It their values and expectations. 4 1
Studies cited by Lucio and McNeil support Llkert's statement about role
expectations and role perceptions:

/4oJacob W. Getzels, "Administration as a Social Process," Admlnfstratlve
Theory l!l. Education, Andrew W. Halpin, ed. (Chicago: Midwest Administration
Center, Universlty'of Chicago, 1958), p. 153.
41
Rens,ls Likert, New Pattern~ 21 Me!lagement (New York: McGraw.,.Hi 1.J Book
Company, 1961), pp~ 94-96, as cited by 01 Iver R. Gibson ~nd Herold C. Hunt,
The School Personnel Administrator (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company,
I 965 >, p • 21 I •

14
When working with others, It sometimes seems to matter
I ittle what a supervisor actually does. It matters more
that what the others think the supervisor does Is what
they think he should do. Studies show, for instance,
that members of a school system tend to evaluate a
supervisor's behavior by comparing what they think he
does with what they think he shoul~ do.42
.
Dale Baughman states:
The fact that different subordinates react differently to
a given supervisory act is partially accounted for In a
number of research studies described by Llkert. Perceiving clearly that the supervisory act alone does not determine the subordlnate's response, he concluded, the subordinate's reaction to the supervisor's behavior always
depends upon the relationship between the supervisory act
as perceived by the subordinate and the expectations~
values, and iflterpersonal ski I I of the subordinate.4~
Louis Amnese emphasizes that the staff reacts to the staff's perception
of the princlpal's behavior. 44 Nicholas J. Vigilante encourages an
examination of

th~

perceived role of the principal and supervisor as

,

seen by the principal and supervisor.
42

'

45

Wiles emphasizes the need for

wil I lam H. Lucio and John D. McNeil, Supervision: A Synthesis Of
Thought and Action, 2nd ed. (New York: McGraw-Hiii Book Company, 1969),
p. 29.
43
Dale Baughman et. EJ_., Administration and Supervision Of The
Modern Secondary School (West Nyack, New York: Parker Publishing Company,
1969), p. 27.
~4 Lou Is E. Amnese,
'
"The Pr Inc I pa I As A Change Agent:," The CI ear Ing
House, 45 (January, 1971>, pp. 273-277.
·
v-4 5NIcho Ias J •. Vig 11 ante, · "When Superv Isor and Pr Inc i pa I Work
Together," Educational Leade'rshlp, 23 (May, 1966), p. 641.

15
Investigation of the ways in which an individual can develop the kind of
46
self-perception that is associated with effective leadership.
The
effectiveness of the princlpal's role as leader Is dependent upon how
his role is perceived by himself and others.
The perceptions principals and department heads have of the role
expectations of principals in improving the supervisory competence of
department heads and the performance of these expectations will determine,
to a great extent, the principal's effectiveness in this responsibility.
If principals are to be effective, there must be a similarity between the
role which department heads believe principals "should assume" and the one
which they think principals are "carrying out." This apparently Is more
' 47
Important than what he actually does.
The functions that constitute the
role principals "should assume" and "carry out" In Improving the supervisory
competence of department heads should be well planned and organized.
In researching the role of the department head, Michael Callahan
notes "a general absence of any kind of effective, systematic, and on-going
training program for new or veteran department heads" and states that:
46
~7

wi les, p. 308.
.

Andrew W. Halpin, "The Leadership Behavior of School Superintendents,"
The School Community Development Study, Monograph No. 4 (Columbus: College
of Educaflon, The Ohio State University, 1956), pp. 74-78.

16
It ls lndefenslble--professional ly and economically--for a
district to appoint a teacher to flll a position as complex
and demanding as that of department head and then stmgly to
leave him there to shift for himself as best he can.4
He would include the following as essential elements In a training program
for department heads:

(I) the creation of a job description In which

responsibilities are clearly defined; (2) administrative guidance in
performing these duties; (3) the opportunity to observe and confer with
department heads in other schools; (4) academic work in the theories and
practices of providing leadership in his field; and (5) involvement in a
regular program of in-service training activities within his own schoo1. 49
Glen Ovard stresses that the principal is responsible for the
implementation of these growth actlvltles. 50 However, these activities are
seldom organized into a well defined program which the principal can follow
in carrying out his role.

Few sources deal specifically with concrete
'

programs which theI principal can employ in improving the supervisory_
competence of his department heads.
Purpose of The Study
The purpose of this study is to analyze the role of, principals in

Jla Ca I lahan,
f i Ibid.,

-

50

p~

I08.

pp. 109-116.

Ovard, p. 233.
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selected secondary schools in improving the supervisory competence of
department

head~.

This study wil I examine the role expectations of

principals in relationship to the role they perform in improving supervisory
competence of department heads, as perceived by prlnclpals and department
heads.

This study will further determine if there are specific functions

that principals and department heads agree are being "carried out" by
principals and if principals have established programs for improving the
supervisory competence of department heads.
The principals' performance of these functions should be similar, In
v

degree, to the importance they place upon these acts.

If there is a

significant difference between the "should assume" and "carrying out" roles,
then principals are not performing their part In Improving supervisory
competence of department heads.
The department heads should perceive the principals' performance of
these f.unctions In a siml lar degree to the Importance department heads
place upon these acts.

If there is a significant difference between the

"should assume" and the "carrying out" roles of principals as perceived by
department heads, then there is a need to resolve this before principals
can work effectively with department heads.
Principals and department heads should perceive the importance of
these functions In a similar manner.

If there is a

slgnific~rt

dJfference

between the principals' and department heads' perceptions of the "should
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assume" roles, there exists a role conflict that must be resolved before
principals can institute plans for Improving the supervisory competence
of department heads.
Principals and department heads should perceive the principals'
performance of these functions In a similar manner.

If there Is a

slgnlf lcant difference between the principals' and department heads'
perceptions of the "carrying out" role, then the causes of differences In
perception should be determined and rectified so principals can fulflll
their programs of Improving the supervisory competence of department heads.
Those functions with a high performance level should be incorporated
Into programs for Improving the supervisory competence of department heads.
If principals are to improve the supervisory competence of department heads
there Is a need for well planned and organized programs.

Principals, as

leaders, cannot leave this Improvement to chance.
The fol lowing hypotheses wil I be accepted or rejected In terms of the
results of this study:
Hypothesis
There is no'signlflcant difference between the role principals
"should assume" in improving supervisory competence of department heads
as perceived by principals and the role they think they are "carrying
out."
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Hypothesis I I
There Is no sfgnlf lcant difference among department heads as to the
role they bel Ieve principals "should assume" in Improving supervisory
competence of department heads and the role they think prtnci·pals are
"carrying out."
Hypothesis Ill
There ls no slgnlf icant difference between the role principals
"should assume" In Improving supervisory competence of department heads
as perceived by principals and department heads.
Hypothesis IV
There is no slgnif icant difference between the rolE! principals are
"carrying out" in Improving supervisory competence of de,partment heads as
perceived by principals and department heads.
Hypothesis V
There are specific functions for Improving the supervisory competence
of department heads that are being performed by principals that meet with
agre~ment

of principals and department heads.

Hypothesis VI
'
Principals In general have established programs for
Improving the

supervisory competence of department hea<js.
lmeortpnce of the Problem
To anyone sophisticated l.n the complexities of a supervisory situation,
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it ls almost a miracle that leadership In such a situation, with Its many
variables, can be successful.

The naive and unsophisticated should be

warned that supervisory leadership Is no simple matter, no responsiblllty
to be assumed carelessly by a person with I tttle tralntng. 51
There ls present a great demand for programs that principals can
employ to Improve supervisory competence In staff.
The role of instructional leader is that most often declared
to be central to the functioning of the principal. This
declaration may be found both in the I lterature and In the
statements or evaluations by school administrators of the
princlpal's functions. Yet, fulfillment of this role Is
commonly subordinated to the demands of management and
housekeeping or is neglected for other relevant reasons.
Primary among these reasons are the settings in which the
principal Is expected to function and his individual
qualifications for fulfilling the role.52
The establishment of a program ts Important, but the implementation of
the program ls the key to success in supervision.
Advancement of knowledge in the field of supervision must go
deeper than just evaluating various techniques and ,processes;
a particular technique that works in one situation must be given
meaning in another situation; further research Is needed In the
areas of leadership, emotional needs, human relations, group
work, communication, and self-acceptance by the official leader. 53

JSI Bartky, p. 216.

~2 Lee

C. Deighton, editor-in-chief, The Encyclopedia of Education,
Volume 7 (New York: The MacMiiian Company and The Free Press, 1971),
p. 2J4.
53
Wiies, p. 307.

•
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The princlpal's role In Improving supervisory competence must be
examined, because he is the instructional leader as Deighton

states~

It Is expected that his behavior toward other school personnel
wil I make expl felt his attitudes and values, his perceptions
of the organizational goals, his commitments to the attainment
of those goals, and his modes of operation. from these, others
in the organization may infer appropriate responses to his
behavior, and In choosing to respond appropriately, modify the
organization in the direction of the princlpal's perception of
It. The organization becomes a reflection of what the
· I •1s • • • • 54
pr i nc1pa
Principals and staff alike are guided by their role perceptions.

It is

role behavior which unites and stimulates followers toward particular
objectives In an educational environment.
Investigation is needed of the ways in which an Individual can develop
the kind of self-perception that is associated with effective leadership.
What can he do to avoid assuming that he has a monopoly on virtue and that
people who disagree with him are wrong?

What can he do to avoid the
'
temptation of attempting to create others In his own image? 55
The future of supervision rests on
to questions such as these.

succe~s

in securing accurate answers

Anyone working In the field of supervision or

entering it should recognize how scanty the evidence ls,and should be
committed to an endless search for data that will enable him to test more

V·54 Deighton,
55

.

p. 215.

WI Ies , p • 308 •
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fully the hypotheses on which supervisory actions are based,

56

Method and Procedure
Twenty-seven (27) principals and two hundred twenty-eight (228)
department heads participated in the study.

In addition, lndepth interviews

were conducted wtth f Ive (5) high school principals and .thirty-five (35)
department heads. 57
The related professional literature was reviewed and analyzed In order
to develop a I 1st of functions that educational authorities consider to be
important duties of principals in improving the supervisory competence of
department heads.

The developed I ist was reviewed by eight (8)

administrators and five (5) teachers for "clarity and understanding."
A panel of experienced principals (of high schools with department
heads and with an enrollment of 1000 or more students) rated the

func~ions,

and those considered·to be the Important functions were selected for the
role expectations of principals in improving the supervisory competence of
department heads.
The selected functions were put into a form that could be rated by
each pr Inc i pa I and department head i nvo Ived in the study:.

Those samp Ied

were asked to rate each function In two areas, A and B.
56

.ll?..!.Q., p. 309. '
51
'

ihe detail method and procedure Is given In Chapter Ill, pp. 45-51.
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A = Principal Should Assume (Measure this against how
important, in your opinion, it Is for the principal
to perform this function, whether or not he is
actually doing it).
B = Principal Actual'ly Doing (Measure this against how,
in your opinion, the principal is actually performing or carrying out this function).
The terms of the rating scale were:

always, usually, half of the

time, seldom, and never.
A chi-square technique was used to test agreement:
I.

Principals' perceptions of the "should assume" role
of principals (those functions that shouJd be done)
were compared to principals' perceptions of the
"carrying out" role (those fonctions that are
actually being done).

2.

Department heads' perceptions of the "should assume"
role of principals (those functions that should be
done) Were compared to department· heads' perceptions
of the "carrying out" role of principals (those
functions that are actually being done).

3.

Principals' perceptions of the "should assume" role
of principals (those functions that should be done)
were compared to department heads' percept-Ions of
the "should assume" role of principals (those functions
that should be done).

4. · Pr Inc i pa Is 1 perceptions of the "carrying o~ut" ro Ie of
principals (those functions that are actuaJly being
done) were compared to department heads' perceptions
of the "carrying out" role of principals (those
functions that are actually being done).
The study instrument was analyzed to determine which functions being
performed by pr inc I pa Is in i mprov I n.g sup~rv I sory compete~ce of department
heads, met with agreement of principals and department heads.
Each principal sampled was asked if he had an established program
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for Improving the supervisory competence of department heads and to
submit~

copy if he had one.

The hypotheses were accepted or rejected as a result of the analysls
of the data obtained In the·study.
The area where the study was conducted is located In the southern
section of Cook County, excluding the Chicago area.

The area Includes a
sufficient number of schools to insure a proper sampl lng. 58
lndepth Interviews were conducted with five (5) high school prlnclpals
and thlrty-f Ive (35) department heads for the purpose of determining the
role of the principal in Improving the supervisory competence of department
heads.

A series of questions related to the hypotheses and the study were

used In the interviews.
Def inltlon of Terms
(as used In this dissertation)
,"Carrying Out:"

Individual perceptions of the performance

of functions.
Function:

Method, procedure, act, or means secondary school

principals use to try to Improve the supervisory
competence of department heads.
Program:

A plan consisting of functions with objectives and

long range goals.
58rhe detailed method and procedure Is given In Chapter Ill, p. 48.
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Role

Those acts or functions ldentff led from

Expectations~

profess Iona I I lterature and reviewed by experienced
principals and considered to be the most Important for
~

the improvement of supervisory competence of department
heads.

Role of Principal:

It wl 11 be 1lmited to those functions

related to the Improvement of supervisory competence
as developed from the related professional literature
and panel of experienced principals.
"Should Assume:"

Individual perceptions of those functions

that should be done, whether or not they are being done.
Limitations of Study
Limitations of the study would be ones that are Inherent in rating
sheets, vocabulary, Interpretation of Interviews, and human factors In
evaluating performances.

Attempts to meet these ilmitatlons were made

by presenting the rating sheet Jn a non-threatening situation.

The

vocabulary was reviewed by educators, and a common evaluation process
was established.
'
This study Is not of principals Individually but a study of a group

of principals collectlvely.
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CHAPTER 11
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE AND RESEARCH
An Investigation of the research and literature revealed several
studies In the general area of the prlnclpal's role In supervision and the
lmproyement of instruction, but none was found using the same method,
treatment, and purpose as this study.
In a study of the role expectations of the public school prlnclpalshlp
In 1965, Stanley R. Morgan discovered that neither teachers nor superiors
viewed the principal as having primary responsibility In lnstructlonal
leadership.

However, no other staff position was assigned slgnlf lcant

responsibility in this area, suggesting that no clear perception existed
as to the instructional leadership role.

I

Similarly, ·Ivan Muse found

principals, teachers, and supervisors to be particularly divergent In
2
their assignment of responsibility in the area of currfculum.
In 1966, Phil Ip Winstead studied the responslbllftf&s of the
secondary school principal in instructional supervision In North Carol Ina.
He attempted to determine whether secondary school principals as a group
and teachers as a group perceive and agree on the Importance of the areas
of instructional supervision.

Through the use of two questionnaires, one

for principals and one for teachers, the study compared the extent the
I

.

,

Stan I ~y ~y Morgan, "The Pub I i c Schoo I Pr inc Ipa Ish Ip: Ro I~ Exp,ectat ions by Relevant Groups" (unpubl Ished doctoral dissert~tlon, University of
Utah, 1965). .
.
2 1van David Muse, 1iThe Pub I ic School Princlpalshlp: Role Expectations
by Alter Groups" (unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of Utah,
1966).
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principals felt that they were performing their supervisory duties with
the extent the teachers felt their principals were performing these duties.
Kendall's coefficient of concordance was used to show that significant
agreement existed among the principals as a group and among the teachers as
a group in their r:anking of the supervisory duties.

However, Winstead also

concluded that the principals were not performing their supervisory duties
to the extent that their responses indicated they should; both the teachers
as a group and the principals as a group consistently responded that various
supervisory duties were not being performed at a level oonmensurate wtth
their importance.

3

Two years later, in a study Identifying and analyzing the perceptions
elementary school principals have of their ideal and actual roles, Willard
Snyder concluded that there Is a need for further research to def lne the
terms instructional leadership and administrative responsibility as they
relate to the modern role of the elementary prlnclpalshtp.

After surveying

thirty elementary ,school principals representing nineteen school districts
In San Diego County, California, Snyder discovered that'most of the
principals were

s~endlng

only eighteen per cent of their time in curriculum

and Instruct iona I JI eadersh Ip wh 11 e they Ind Icated they
over thirty per cent of their time In this area.

~u

Id I Ike to spend

4

3

Phi I Ip Conner Winstead, Jr., "A Study of The Respo.nslbl I !ties of The
Secondary School Pirinclpal In Instructional Supervision 'in North Carolina"
(unpublished docto.ral dlssertetlon, Duke University, 19~6).
4

'

. '.

.

.

WI I lard Shle,1ds Snyder, "The Elementary School Principal 's Perceptions
of His Ideal and Actual Role" Cunpubl Ished doctoral dissertation, United
States I nternat Ion~ I Un Ivers Ity, 1968 >.
{
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A study conducted by Jose Cardenas, under the supervision of Ben M.
Harris, divided the work of the Instructional supervisor Into ten tasks of
supervision:

(I) curriculum development; (2) organizing for instruction;

(3) staffing; (4) providing facilities; C5> providing materials; (6) inservice education; (7) orienting new staff; (8) relating special services;
5
Lawrence Marquit used these
(9) public relations; and (10) evaluatlon.
.categories In order to compare teachers' and principals' perceptions of the
supervisory behavior of the secondary school principal.

He found the

principals' perceptions of the frequency of their performance of supervisory
tasks to be consistently higher than the teachers' perceptlons. 6
Everett Walden, In a study Involving role perceptions, discovered
similar discrepancies between teacher and principal perception in relation
to supervision.

The study concluded, In part, that Improvement of

supervision must be based on common understanding between the principal and
his teachers.

To achieve this, the principal should

en~ourage

cooperative

planning and decision making and should provide opportunities for his
teachers to participate In curriculum Improvement.
The study also stressed that the principal must become actively
Involved In the improvement of instruction and evaluation of teachers if he
5
Jose Angel Cardenas, "Role Expectations for Instructional Supervisors
.as Expres!;\e~ by Selected Supervisors, Administrators, and Teachers" (unpubl lshed doctoral dissertation, The University of Texas, 1966).·
6Lawrence Jo~I Ma~quit, "Perceptions of the Supervisory Behavior of
Secondary Schoo I Pr Inc i pa l,s in Se Iected Schoo Is of New York State" ( unpub Ii shed doctoral dissertation, Syracuse University, 1967).
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is to provide the necessary stimulation for his teachers to Improve.

Walden

concluded that the position of the department head In large high schools
should be studied In depth to determine Its effectiveness and potential 1.n
the supervisory process and that the leadership role of the high school
principal should be examined In detail to determine how his role affects
7
the attitudes of teachers toward supervlsion.
Another study, conducted by Nick Marchak in 1969, also suggests the
need for further research In the area of Instructional supervision.

The

purpose of his study was to determine the congruence In the role expectations
for the supervisor of Instruction by three different groups:
Instruction, teachers and principals.

supervisors of

Data were collected through the use

of a sixty-two Item questionnaire which utilized a five-point Llkert Scale.
Marchak found a consistent lack of congruence In the expectations held for
the role of supervisor by supervisors, teachers, and prlnclpals, with the
largest discrepancies occurring In the areas of In-service education and
supervision of Instruction.

8

In the same year, John McNel Is Investigated the functions, role, and
characteristics of department chairmen as perceived by secondary school
principals and recommended that the role the department

~halrman

plays In

7Everett Lee Walden, "Perceptions of T'3achers and Principals Concerning
Supervision in Outstandl,ng Large High ~Schools of Colorado" (unpublished
~octoral dissertation, University of COJora,do, J967).
8Nick Marchak, "The Role Expectations for the Supervisor of Instruction
as Seen by Supervisors of Instruction, Teachers and Principals" (unpublished
doctoral dissertation, University of Oregon, 1969).

~------------------------------------.
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supervision should be thoroughly investigated.

McNelts selected stx school

systems, each having a pupil population exceeding 90,000, located throughout
the United States.
A questionnaire was sent to the principals of the various secondary
schools located in the selected areas, and the fol lowing conclusions were
drawn from the data collected:

(I) the use of department chairmen indicates

that an effort to place greater responsibility for helping teachers grow
professionally and for coordinating the Instructional program has been
placed at the school level; (2) In-service training does not seem to be a
necessary program for developing competent department heads; (3) the
functions most closely associated with the position of department chairman
include leadership In curriculum development, conducting experimentation
and research, developing a professional I ibrary, providing demonstration
lessons, and teacher assignment; (4) the functions considered least
appropriate for department chairmen Include preparing the budget, selectIng and hiring teachers, evaluating teachers In writing, and evaluating
faculty for continued employment or dismissal; (5) the department chairman
should receive greater responsibility In the areas of providing demonstratlon lessons and conducting research and experiments In his f leld; (6)
essential characteristics to be considered in the selection of department
cha I rmen Inc I ude a w1111 ngness to work, Iea.dersh Ip ab 111 ty, and a cooperat Ive
'

spirit; (7) popularity, graduate study, and administrative ability are Important but not essential In the

sel~ctlon

of a department chairman; also,
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seniority is of little importance as a factor in such a selection unless
covered in procedural agreement; (8) the departmental organization is an
efficient method of supervision and administration and enhances communication
between faculty and administration; (9) the departmental organization has
been established as a result of need and has I ittle effect on compartmentalfzation within the schools; and (10) the role the department chairman plays
In supervision is questionable but can be more effective if chairmen are
9
given adequate time and authority to perform this function. -:i
In a similar study, James Hoeh examined the necessary conditions
which must exist If the department head is to function effectively as an
Instructional leader.

He administered a questionnaire to principals,

teachers, and department heads of twenty large suburban high schools.
personal and environmental variables included were the

~lze

of the

The

departmen~

'

the amount of financial remuneration, the amount of released time provided
'

to the chairman fdr supervision, his post-graduate training, his legal
.

'

position with respect to the teachers' bargaining U(llt, his professional
experience, and his sex.
Hoeh found that the effectiveness of the department head In improving
Instruction, as perceived by teachers, did not depend uJi?n his graduate
semester hours in

~Is

subject f i~ld, his number of

(~Joh n'°Jo~ep ~Ne
,Characteristics of.iDepartment Chairmen
h

year~

experience as a

II s , "An I nVest 19at I on of the Fune;t Ions, Ro I •, and

in Selected Schoo.I Systems Throughout the United States as Perceived,by Secondary School Ptlnclpals" Cunpubl ished doctoral dissertation, The 'Gaorge Washington Utllversity, 1969).

:
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supervisor, the number of teachers assigned to him, his sex, or his f lnanclal remuneration beyond the regular salary schedule.

However, the study

did show a direct relationship between the effectiveness of the department
head in the improvement of instruction and the amount of, released time
provided for him to carry out instructional improvement activities.

Hoeh's

study also revealed that principals and department chairmen tended to see
the department head as more involved in the Improvement of instruction than
did the teachers who were the actual recipients of that involvement. 10
Randall A. Cognetta conducted a study into the organizational and
personal variables affecting the performance of high school department
heads.

After randomly selecting a sample of one hundred California high

schools from those having more than 1,000 enrollment, Cognetta administered
a questionnaire to teachers, department chairmen, and prlnclpals in these
schools.
One conclusion drawn was that the department head's behavior Is more
influenced by his perception of what teachers want him to do rather than
by what the administrator seems to expect.

In addition, the questionnaire

results indicated that the principals and teachers consistently expected
10
James A. Hoeh, "The Effectiveness of the Department Head In The
Improvement of Instruction" (unpublished doctoral dissertation, University
of Michigan, 1969).
, I
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a higher level of competence in the department chairman than he perceived
the principal and teachers would expect. II
Another examination of role perceptions, conducted by Cecil Carlton
in 1970, tends to substantiate Cognetta's findings.

A six page survey

Instrument mailed to 1,044 Florida elementary teachers and fifty-two
principals revealed meaningful differences between their perceptions of
the actual and the ideal role of instructional supervisors.

The researcher

concluded that supervisors need to be sensitive to the need for the clarif ication of role expectations. 12
In an attempt to clarify the role expectations of Instructional
supervisors, Beatrice Davis Carman anlayzed available related research
findings from 1955 through 1969 and concluded that:

Cl) the Improvement

of Instruction is the primary purpose of supervision and is dependent upon
the provision of leadership, the creation of a productive environment,
curriculum development, and in-service education; (2) the responslbilittes
of the supervisor include coordinating in-service education and workshops,
improving human

r~lations,

and providing consultative help and lnstruc-

tional services; (3) -local school personnel perceive the following supervisory practices most helpful -- curriculum development, the provision of
special materials and resources, and the provision of practical assistance
II

t1 Randall A. Cognetta, "The Relationships of Selected Organizational
and Personal
(unpubl lshed
12
cecil
Perceived by
(unpublished

Var:-iables to the Behavior of High School Department Heads"
doctoral dlssert~tion, Stanford University, 1967).
Glover Carlton, Jr., "Role of Instructional
Teachers and Principals In
doctoral dissertation, The
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to specific problems; and (4) effective supervisory behavior as perceived
by local school personnel Is characterized by sincerity, consideration of
teachers' problems; showing a wll llngness to help, being unobtrusive during
'

classroom visits, Inspiring teachers to Improve their performance,'and
giving support to teacher-made declslons. 13
Gerald McGowan recently studied supervisory tasks

~nd

processes as

perceived by teachers and supervisors randomly selected from public
elementary schools in southeastern Wisconsin.

The participants expressed

both actual and Ideal responses to the tasks and processes listed; their
responses indicated that, while supervisors are content with the programs
they are providing, they are In reality not meeting the expectations of
t~achers

in performing the tasks of supervision.

Supervisors and teachers do not agree on how the tasks of
supervision are performed by supervisors.

McGowan found that supervisors

need to adjust their supervisory techniques and behaviors
In order to
,.
bring about congruence In teacher-supervisor perceptions. 14
Further support of the view that supervisors need to Improve In competence is Indicated In a study performed by Bob Stewart •. After surveying
elementary and secondary teachers, supervisors and principals In order to

13 Beatrlce Davis Carman, "Roles and Responsibilities In General
Supervision of Instruction: A Synthesis of Research Fln;dlngs, 1955-1969"
(unpublished doctoral dissertation, The Florida State University, 1970).
14Gerald Robert McGowan, "A Study of Perceptions of Supervisory Tasks
and Processes" (unpublished doctoral dissertation, The University of
Wisconsin, 1971).
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compare and evaluate their perceptions of supervisory behavior, Stewart
found basic agreement among the response patterns of teachers, supervisors,
and principals as they responded to the relative Importance of items
describing supervisory behavior.

When the teachers' responses were sub-

mitted to factor analysis, the following six factors of supervisory behavior
were identified:

human relations, administration, conceptualization,

technical ski I Is of leadership, curriculum development, and evaluation.
As in earlier studies, supervisors and principals consistently
recorded perceived higher levels of actual use of supervisory practices
than did teachers.

Therefore, while teachers, supervisors, and principals

agree in the role expectations for supervisory behavior, they differ In
their perceptions of the degree of effectiveness in the performance of the
supervisory tasks.

This difference leads Stewart to conclude that "the

real challenge is to help supervisors to execute the supervisory function
c
according to a pattern that enables peers, subordinates, and superordlnates
to perceive them as being more effective in the performance of their duties
15
and res pons i bi I it Ies."
An examination of the operational role of the secondary school
principal by Max Bailey suggests that the principal needs to perform a
,.

more extensive role in improving the supervisory competence of his staff.
Balley selected three Indiana high schools and made a three-day field
visit to each school In order to identify each principa·I 's operational
j

..

5aob R. · Stew~rt·, "Supervisory Behavior," 'Educattonal Leadership,
27(February~·1970), 521-525.
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role, each princlpal's "ought",,role, and the existing factors which were
deterrents to achieving the "ought" role.

In addition to observations by

the researcher, each visit included interviews with the principal, his
superintendent, teachers, and students.
In his review of the professional literature, Balley found that It
dealt extensively with the principal 's theoretical role but lacked depth
in studies or recommendations dealing with his functional role.

From the

three case studies, he concluded that the prlnclpals performed a minor
role relative to curriculum development and improvement of Instruction
even though principals and superintendents agreed that curriculum development and Improvement of Instruction should have been the principal 's most
important responsibilities.

The study recommended that each high school
principal initiate a study of his own role on an annual basis. 16
The need for the principal to strengthen his supervisory role was
further Indicated in a study by Buser and Humm Involving approximately
270 large North Central Association pub I le high schools and extending
from 1965 through 1969.
statistics:

Included In their conclusions were the following

Cl> almost one-third of the schools do not have Job descrlp-

tions or written statements of responsibilities to

direc~

the department

head in the Implementation of assigned functions; (2) less than one-third of
the schools make provision for on-the-Job i_n-servlce preparation for newly
16
Max Al Ien Bailey, "The Roi e Of The Hlgh School Pri nc lpa I in
Selected Indiana High Schools" (unpublished doctoral dissertation, Indiana
University, 1970).
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appolnteq department chairmen; (3) almost one-third of all schools and
approximately fifty per cent of the small schools are not providing released
time for department heads to administer and supervise Instruction; and C4l
most department chairmen are compensated for their responsibilities in the
form of release from extra curricular activity and/or by extra pay.,
Buser and Humm pointed out that while the department head was
Increasingly immediately responsible to the high school principal, the
principals had become less satisfied with the department organization In
1969 than they were in 1965.

These findings led the researchers to conclude

that far too few principals have implemented effective Job descriptions and
in-service training programs for their department chairmen:
The failure 9f those concerned including teachers, administrators, and department heads to understand their functions, roles,
and position~! expectations can only lead to reduced eff lciency
in the instructional processes.17
The need for the principal, in particular, to understand his leadership functions and the expectations others have of him is Indicated in two
recent studies.

In a study of the Catholic secondary s<;hool principal,

Rowland Hughes found slgnlf lcant differences In the perceptions of the
prlncipal's superwisory role as perceived by principals -and as perceived
by teachers. 18 Similarly, Bobby Gray Malone discovered statistically
s I gn If i cant differences between what secondary schoo I pr.Inc i pa Is in
~~--,.~~~~~-'-

\}\~<;>bert

.

L., Buser and WI 11 iam L. Humm, "The Department Head Revi sJted, 11

Journal of Secondary Education, 45 <October, 1970), 284.
18
·- ' .;, '
-_·
Rowland S. Hughes, "The $4pervlsory Role of the Cathol lc Secondary
School Principal as Perceived by Principals and Teachers" Cunpubl Ished
doctora I di ssertat Ion, Fordham University, 1971).
,.
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Mississippi said they were doing and what the teachers said the principals
were doing.

His pilot study administered a questionnaire to each principal

.

(

.

.

of 153 accredited secondary schools and to five teachers from eacn school.
The results also indicated a lesser, but still statistically significant,
difference placed on the value of supervisory practices by the teachers
. I pa I s. 19
an d by th e pr1nc
The high school principal must be able to Ident I fy and work w'tth staff
members who can fl'll leadership roles in Instructional Improvement.

He

must aid them in using appropriate supervisory practices and In clearly
defining their obJectlves:
In order to improve and strengthen instructional programs, more
time must be spent in planning strategies for the development
of climates in which teachers can change. The principal Is the
most important single person In determining the instructional
climate which prevails in a school. If such a cl lmate leads to
positive growth, a plan for teacher involvement and change must
be carefully developed.20
Landon Shelton emphasizes that, no matter how busy the principal Is,
Improvement of instruction should always be uppermost In his mind:
The purpose of each school and each teacher Is to teach each
pupil in the school to think and operate at maximum efficiency.
The prlncipal,·as head of the school, has the responsibility
of hiring, supervising, and recommending dismissal of teachers.
In order to carry out this responslbil ity, he must, develop a

19sobby Gray Malone, "Supervisory Practices of Principals in Selected
Accredited Secondary Schools in Mississippi" Cunpubl I shed doctoral
dissertation, Mlss~ssippi State University, 1971).

20
·
•
Wi 11 i am Georgi ad es, "More of How to Do It" from ''The Pr Inc I pa I 's Ro Ie
In Improving Instruction," J. Lloyd Trump and associates, The Bulletin of the
National AssoCiatlon of Secondary School Principals, 51 <May, 1967), 85.
0
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plan of classroom visitation and see that it is carried out. 21
Often, such planned supervision is carried out by subject-area department heads appointed by the principal.

As Jim Kidd noted, the secondary

school curriculum has become so broad that, in reality, few prlncfpals
have the training and background necessary to enable them to work
effectively with teachers in al I subject areas.

Consequently, the principal

must rely on an approach that Incorporates real utll lzatlon.of the department head so that teachers can have available specialists in their teaching
areas. 22
Paul High stresses the signlf icance of the relationship between the
principal and his department heads.

The principal must carefully describe

the functions of each department head; he should meet with them regularly
and may use them as a cabinet or staff councf 1. 23 He sets the tone of
respect for the department head by the amount of responsibll lty he
delegates to him

~nd

by his own impleme"tatton of the department head's

suggestions:
The principal can also aid the department head and at the same
time elevate his position with the administrative hierarchy by

21 Landon Shelton, "Supervision of Teachers: The Administrator's First
Responsibility," lli Bulletin of the National AssociatiQn of Secondary
School Principals,· 51 CMay, 1967), 85.
·

v22Jim L.

Kidd, "The Department Headship and the Supervisory Role,"
The Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary School Principals,
49 (October, 1965 >, 70-75.
·

j23Pau I

B. High, "The Super:,v i sory .Ro Ie of the Deparfment Head," The
Clearing House, 40 (December, 1965), 213-215.
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providing him with optimum working conditions: faclllties
such as an office, secretarial services, supplies, a storeroom, and equipment are essential pre-requisites for the·
improvement of instruction in our highly technical and
automated society.24
H. R. Douglass includes the following In-service growth activities
as techniques the principal can use:

local workshops; group conferences;

teachers' meetings; use of consultants; intervlsltatlon within the school
and between schools, preschool Institutes and workshops; demonstration of
teaching activities by teachers, supervisors, and principals; supervisory
bulletins from the principal or other supervisors to the teachers; development of professional I ibraries; research and investigation; self-rating
and analysis; and conferences. 25 In addition, Douglass suggests that:
In those schools in which department heads are rel led upon
for more than nominal leadership, theprlnclpal should attempt
to encourage them to keep abreast of new movements and
practices In their f lelds and should see that they have contact with department heads in other f lelds and with department
heads In higher or lower schools tn their respective subJectmatter f lelds.26
Four general areas of study--the analysis of teaching, Individual
and group counseling techniques, Instructional media, and the structure of

~

Saul S. Dicker, ''The Department Head as Instruct t onal Supervisor,"
Catholic Educational Review, 65 <December, 1967), 594.
25
Harl Roy Douglass, Modern Administration .Q.f. Secondary Schools, 2nd.
ed. (Boston: Ginn and Company, 1963), p •. 98.
26.LQ.!.9..,
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knowledge In the content areas--are listed by ,David Turney as constituting
the major emphasis In the preservlce and in-service preparation of the
27
Instructional supervisor.
John Prater concludes that supervisors should
be professional persons with characteristics and skills enabling them to
weld teachers into working groups for solving problems; "supervision
strengthens the

teache~.

It has no other reason for existing.

Whatever

ls done to Improve supervisory services ought also to Improve Instruction
for boys and girls. 11 28
According to Robert T. McGee, the principal and the supervisor have
a responsibility to review the three general areas of planning, humanizing,
and evaluation in order to develop an atmosphere ln which effective teaching
and learning can take place; "It is necessary for leaders to be, f lrst of
all, accountable to the staff and children they serve." 29 Accountable
Ieadersh i p Is stressed by W111 Iam Luc lo and John McNe t I;' they pred let that
supervision will take the fol lowing directions:
1..

Supervision by objectives wi 11 become the pattern.
Every supervisor and teacher will be expected to be
concerned with the rational accomplishment of school
objectives In which harmony of system, school, 'and
individual goals wll I be achieved by specifying

27
David Turney, "Beyond the Status Quo--A Reappraisal of Instructional Supervision," Educational Leadership, 23 (May, 1966), 668.
28
.
:
John Prater, "Improving the Ski I Is of Teaching," Educational
Leadership, 21 (November,_ 1963), 97-100, I05-106, as quoted ! n' Superv Is Jon:
Emerging Profession, Robert R. Leeper, ed. (Washington,· D. C.: Association
for Supervision and Curriculum Development, NEA, 1969), p. 136.
7
J2 9Robert T. McGee, "Accountable Leadership," The Cl~aring House,
46 (November, 1971>, 172.
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results rather than techniques.
2.

Particular schools, teams of teachers, and Individuals
wil I be encouraged to make necessary adjustments In
order to attain objectives. Information as to the
pathways fol lowed by others to common objectives will
be shared.

3.

Personnel policies wll I place greater emphasis upo~ the
adequacy of the teacher's preparation. Those without
the necessary academic and professional training will
serve as assistants, not as teachers. The professional
teacher wil I share status with others In the school's
hierarchy, leading to a diffusion of rationality and
ldentif ication with the objectives of the system •

. 4.

Supervisors will first recognize the Importance of
informal groups and then begin to regard them as assets,
seeking ways to extend the development and contribution
of these groups.

5.

There will be a sharpening of the distinction between
the authority necessary for Cl) coordination aQd stability
and (2) bureaucratic restraints that reduce eff lclency by
engendering apathy and resistance.30

Lucio and McNeil list six areas of duties for the supervisor--plannlng, administration, supervision, curriculum development, demonstration
teaching, and research 31 --and f lnd the common dimension of $Upervlslon to
be the abll ity to perceive desirable objectives and then to help others
contribute to this perception and to act In accordance with lt. 32
t./'30

William H. Lucio and John D. McNeil, Supervision: A Synthesis
of Thought and Action, 2nd. ed. <New York: McGraw-HI I I Book Company,
1969), pp. 160-161.
\/31..LQJ.s!.; I p • 24 •
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Likert has stated, supervision is a relative process; the wise supervisor
>recognizes his own I imitations and adapts his behavior to the expectations,
values, and skills of those with whom he is lnteractlng. 33
In a study of the principal as a change agent, Louis Amnese states
that the staff reacts to the staff's perception of the principal's ·behavior.
Thus, the perceptions of the principal are crucial, and he must be aware of
the effects of his behavior upon the staff. 34 Nicholas Vfgtlante notes
that "the supervisor'~ and the principal's perceived view can function as
a hidden source of disagreement and friction or It can serve as a catalytic
agent which brings about change." 35 Vig I lante recommends a close examlnatlon of the perceived role of the principal and supervisor as seen by the
principal and supervisor because "the quality of ·human relations determines
the productivity level of people more than any other single factor. 1136
John

Stanava~e

recently conducted a study of North.Central Association

principals' perceptions of their prlncipalshlp.

The principals were asked

to rank in priority order four role functions the principal can pursue:
general administration, management, crisis and conflict resolution, and
educational leadership~

Both junior and senior high school principals

!133 Dale

Baughman et.&., Administration and Supervision Of The
Modern Secondary School (West Nyack, New York: , Parker Pub I lshing
Company, 1969), p. 27.

\J4 Lo,~.ls E. Amnese, "The Principal As A Chan~e Agent:," The Cfearfng

House, 45 '(January, 1971), 273-277.
35

Nichofa~ J. Vigilante, "When Supervisor and Prlnclpal Work
Together," Educational leadership, 23 (May, 1966), 641.
,v361bid.
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ranked educational' leadership as the most important function.

The study

mgde no attempt to relate the principals' perceptions of different aspects
of their principalshlps to their actual practices, and Stanavage suggests
a need for further studies to determine the degree of congruence between
37
what the principal thinks he should do and what he Is actually doing.
In an earlier article, Stanavage Indicated the human relations aspect
of the principal's role in educational leadership by stating that "the
central objective of his educational leadership wll I be to meet face-toface and Idea-to-Idea with every professional member of the staff as
frequently as possible:"

38

To take the mandate of educational leadership seriously ls
to undertake an agonizing reappraisal of everything we
have been doing, or evading, as building administrators.
It requires casting aside the trappings of management and
parade dress and becoming once again the principal teacher
In the school.39

37

John A. Stanavage, "N. C. A. Principals' Percepttons of Their
Principalshlp," Th.a North Central Association Quarterly, 46, (Winter,
1972), 319-330. '
38

'
John A. Stanavage,
"Educational Leader:
The Education Digest, 33 (January, 1968), 20.
39 1b i d • , p • I9.
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CHAPTER 111
PRESENTATION OF DATA
FORMULATION OF FUNCTIONS TO IMPROVE SUPERVISORY COMPETENCE
In this Investigation, the related professiQnal literature was reviewed
and analyzed in order to develop a list of functions considered by
educational authorities to be the most Important duties of secondary school
principals In improving the supervisory competence of d~partment heads.
The functions were derived from many sources In the f leld of supervision,
which are listed In the bibliography.

In the final analysis, the

educational authorities yielded a list of sixty-nine functions to Improve
supervisory competence (list of sixty-nine functions in appendix).

RATING OF FUNCTIONS TO IMPROVE SUPERVISORY COMPETENCE
The sixty-nine

develop~d

supervisory

f~nctlons

were sent to a panel

of twelve experienced prlnclpals to be measured by how Important It Is
for the principal to perform these acts.
instrument met the following criteria:

Items used In the study
(I) rated by the panel as Important

more than half of the time (2) not rated by the panel In the seldom or
never classif icatlon.
The following thirty-six functions of the original sixty-nine
functions met the criteria (functions are numbered as in the study
Instrument):
I.

Principal should encourage department heads to establish a continuous
educational plan In their field, supplemented with professional courses
In education.
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3.

Principal should encourage department heads to develop and use a
professional library.

5.

Principal should help department heads in def lnlng problems and
relating them to the participants In the group.

6.

Principal should help department heads determine their own needs for
training in the basic skills of human relations.

12.

Principal should have department heads participate In clinics and
workshops.

13.

Principal should help department heads work with their staff In
developing a meaningful curriculum.
·

14.

Principal should work with department heads In developing a program
for the orientation of new teachers.

15.

Principal should help department heads develop good intra-departmental
and inter-departmental communications.
1

16.

Principal should recognize, encourage, and stimulate professional
growth on the part of department heads.

17.

Principal should recognize, encourage, and stimulate Initiative on
the part of department heads.

18.

Principal should confer with department heads on personal matters
that might affect their morale and efficiency.

19.

Principal should confer with department heads on professional matters
that might affect their morale and efficiency.

20.

Principal should help department heads develop methods for classroom
visits so that teachers wil I obtain the maximum benefits.

22.

Principal should encourage department heads In assisting their staff
In developing and writing Instructional objectives.

23.

Principal should encourage department heads in providing leadership
for their staff in developing a sound program of student evaluation.

24.

Principal should encourage department heads In assisting their staff
In developing a basic understanding of the motivational aspects of
student work.
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25.

Principal should help department heads in assisting their staff to be
aware of and encourage educational change.

26.

Principal should recognize individual differences and other points of
views in department heads while encouraging them to do the same with
their staff.

28.

Principal should be sensitive to the real feelings of department heads
In both their overt and covert actions while encouraging them to do
the same with their staff.

31.

Principal should help department heads determine the need for Implementing staff recommendations.

33.

Principal should help department heads develop self-understanding
while encouraging them to do the same with their staff.

34.

Principal should help department heads develop an understanding of
school budgets.

35.

Principal should help department heads develop the ability to adapt
to change while encouraging them do to the same with their staff.

36.

Principal should encourage department heads to participate in profess Iona I organizations while encouraging them to do the same with
their staff.

37.

Principal should help department heads learn the use of authority.

39.

Principal should encourage department heads to develop decisiveness
(make decisions and accept responsibility for them).
Principal should help department heads develop the ability to obtain
the best results from personnel assignments.

42.

Principal should help department heads develop the abil lty to question
one's own judgment and actions in an objective manner.

44.

Principal should help department heads develop the ability to evaluate
their staff.

45.

Principal should encourage department heads to become aware of and
shou Id:, use, when poss I b Ie, new tech no Iog i es in educat i 011 ~

46.

Principal should eocourage departm~nt heads to be aware of and use
recent research In their subject 'areas.

~~:---------------~
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49.

Principal should help department heads obtain a working knowledge
of other areas and developments In education Cindivldual ization of
instruction, independent study, pass-fail courses, team teaching, etc.).

50.

Principal should encourage department heads to help their staff foster
sound interpersonal relationships among students, teachers, and administration.

52.

Principal should encourage department heads to participate in.a continuing pr?gram of self-improvement.

53.

Principal should make sure department heads understand their duties
and responsibilities.

55.

Principal should help department heads give Importance to their
positions.
To minimize the possibility of having the responses influenced, fhe

thirty-six C36) functions used in this study were randomly listed with
nineteen (19) functions that were not a part of this study.

The final

study Instrument consisted of fifty-five (55) functions Ccopy in appendix).
Twenty-seven (27) principals and two hundred and twenty-eight C228)
department heads from twenty-seven (27) high schools In the southern
sectlo~

of Cook County, excluding Chicago, participated In this study.

<Twenty-seven schools provided enough responses to insure a fair sample.
Schools were large enough to have department heads.

Conditions In this

area were favorable for having good supervisory programs.

These conditions

included trained principals, good student bodies In general, wel I trained
ft

teachers with above average working conditions and salaries, good facllltles
and community support.

Within this framework, this group of. schools should

have good supervisory programs.

The training of supervisory personnel

~---------------~
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should be better than average).
In this investigation, the participants (principals and department
heads) responded to functions used by principals in Improving the supervisory competence of staff and to direct questions in relationship to
any established programs principals have for improving the supervisory
competence of department heads.

These functions, selected from the

literature and reviewed by a panel of experienced principals, were rated
by principals and department heads.
Six major hypotheses will be accepted or rejected on the basis of
the analysis of the data.
Hypothesis
There is no significant difference between the

rot~

principals

"should assume" in Improving supervisory competence of clepartment heads
as perceived by principals and the role they think they :are "carrying
out."
Hypothes Is I I
There is.no significant difference among department heads as to the·
role they believe principals "should assume" in

lmprovi~

supervisory

competence of department heads and the role they think principals are
"carry Ing out."
Hypothesis I I I
There Is no significant difference between the role principals
"should assume" In improving supervisory competence of department heads
as perceived by principals and department heads.

r:---·- - - - - - - - . ,
v
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IV
-Hypothesis
There Is no slgnlf icant difference between the role principals are
"carrying out" In Improving supervisory competence of department heads
as perceived by principals and department heads.
~pothesls

V

There are specif IC functions for improving the supervisory competence
of department heads that are being performed by principals that meet with
agreement of principals and department heads.
Hypothesis VI
Principals In general have established programs for Improving the
supervisory competence of department heads.
The thirty-six (36) functions Involved in this study (see appendix functions marked with aster.lsk In study Instrument are the only ones used
In this study) were randomly picked with nineteen functions that are not
Included in study to minimize the possibility of having the responses
influenced.

Al I fifty-five (55) functions were rated by principals and
)

department heads In two areas:
A = Principal Should Assume
Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
B = Principal Actually Doing
Always - Usua,l ly - t-talf Time - Seldom ... Never
,'-'

.

A chi-square technique was used to test the significance of the
difference of responses the study group gave to those thirty-six (36)

,..-.-

___________________________________,
•
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selected functions of the f lfty-f ive (55) used in the study - the nineteen
(19) detractors were not tested.

A chi-square value <X 2 > at the .05 level

with four degrees of freedom of 9.49 was used in relation to the acceptance
or rejection of the first four hypotheses.
Those functions actually being performed "always" and "usually" .bY
principals as perceived by principals and department heads were the basis
of the accepting or rejecting of the fifth hypothesis.
The sixth hypothesis was accepted or rejected on analysis of data
on the fol lowing question:
"Does your school have an established program for Improving the ·
supervisory competence of department heads?"
Each of the thirty-six functions in this study (as numbered In the
study instrument - see appendix) was analyzed Individually for each of
the first four hypotheses.

Al I thirty-six functions were analyzed to

determine which functions were being performed consistently by principals
in relationship to hypothesis V.

The data profile sheets from all

participants were reviewed to determine the acceptance or rejection of
hypothesis VI.
The interview technique was utilized to obtain supportive data In
the acceptance or rejection of the hypotheses.

lndepth interviews with

f Ive (5) principals and thirty-five (35) department heads were conducted
on questions reJated to each hypothesis.
"
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The study instrument also contained a profile sheet which provided
the following data:
A review of the profile Information of department heads and principals
participating in the study revealed that department heads, with a mean age
of 43.31 (men had a mean age of 43.06 and women had a mean age of 44a03),
tended to be younger than principals, with a mean age of 46.51,
The profile Indicated women have not made any In-roads Into the
position of principals in south Cook County suburban high schools.
principals in this study were men.

All

Some educational authorities expressed

the concern that women in administrative positions, dealing with the
supervision of men and women, might find the task more difficult to
perform than men.
st~te

It is not possible from the information available to

whether or not this is the reason for the absence of women employed

as principals In this region.
Seventy per cent (70%> of the department heads Involved In this study
were male.

Some factors that might contribute to this situation could be:

boards of education and administrators might have an attitude that Is
prejudicial to employing women in these positions, women might not wish to
give the extra time needed to the position because of marriage or families,
women might tend to be more mobile than men because they wll I most likely
move to their husbands' geographic area of employment If.' and when he
changes position or location, women might tend to be more content In
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teaching positions rather than seeking positions in supervision and·
administration, or women might not wish to extend the time and money
needed for advanced degrees for the position.
The profile sheets showed department heads had a mean of 17.87 years
(

teaching experience (men had a mean of 17.75 years and women had a mean of
18.45 years>.

Department heads tended to have more teaching experience

than principals, who had a mean of 14.85 years teaching experience.

This

should make principals cognizant of the fact that department heads can be
leaders in helping to develop teachers to their fullest.

Principals should

avoid assuming an attitude of expertise over department heads In the area
of teaching and subject content.

Principals should develop the ability

to capitalize on the experience of department heads.
Department heads had a mean of 7.55 years of experience as department
heads (men had a mean of 7.45 years and women had a mean of 7.75 years)
which Indicated that they had much greater experience In this·area than
principals, who had a mean of 2.63 years of experience as department
heads.

Th I rty per cent C30%) of the pr Inc i pa Is had no e_xper i ence as

department heads.

This implies that there Is a definite need for

principals to develop a working knowledge of the role of department heads
If they are going to help improve the supervisory competence attached to
the position.
Principals had a

me~n

of 8.38 years of experience as principals.

Twenty-eight per cent (28%> of the principals had five years or less
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'experience as principals.

This would tend to indicate the need for

having a good training program for principals either on the job or
formally by colleges and universities.

The study does not al low a

conclusion to be given In relationship to "on the job" training.
The prof i·I e sheets revea Ied that twenty-four per cent, <24%> of the
department heads and eight per cent (8%> of the principals had no courses
in supervision.

Forty-f Ive per cent (45%> of the department heads and

twenty-two per cent (22%) of the principals had six hours or less in
courses in supervision.

The median hours in supervision courses for

department heads was 8.17 hours (men had a median of 10.39 hours and
women had a median of 4.10 hours) and for principals the median hours In
supervision was I 1.25 hours.

This information would Indicate that I lttle

Importance is given to college or university courses in supervision.

It

would seem that the value of these classes must be re-evaluated from the
point of content and method taught.

If the value of supervision courses

is established, then more should be done to require a background in this
area before a person Is placed In a supervisory position.
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PROFILE OF DEPARTMENT HEADS AND PRINCIPALS
Age

Dept.
Heads

21 - 30

9

31 - 40

53

41 - 50

~

Pr in.

Female
Dept.
Prln.
Heads

Dept.
Heads

Totals
Prln.

8

17

5

20

73

5

68

14

20

88

14

51 - 60

28

8

14

42

8

61

~

__§

8

27

t60

68

0

•

~

228

27

No. of Yrs.
Teaching
Experience

Dept.
Heads

Prtn.

0 - 5

7

4

5

12

4

6 -10

24

7

10

34

7

II -15

36

3

13

49

3

16 -20

34

7

14

48

7

21 -25

37

3

10

47

3

26 -30

10

4

14
24

-1

228

27

31 -

Male

'

Female
Dept.
Pr in.
Heads

12

3

12

160

27

68

0

Dept.
Heads

Totals
Pr in.
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PROFILE OF DEPARTMENT HEADS AND PRINCIPALS
Male
No. of Yrs.
Dept. Head

-

Pr in.

Dept.
Heads

female
Prtn.
Dept.
Heads

Totals
Prln.
Dept.
Heads
8

8

0
5

74

13

34

108

13

6 - 10

53

6

15

68

6

11 - 15

18

12

30

16 - 20

9

4

13

21 - 25

3

2

5

---2

-1

4

I -

25 ...

27

160

No. of Yrs.
Principal

Male

Pr in.

0

68

Female
Prln.

..

228

27

Totals

Prln •

0 ... 5

8

8

6 - 10

13

13

II - 15

3

3

16 - 20

2

2

27

27

21 - 25
25 -

/.
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PROFILE OF DEPARTMENT HEADS AND PRINCIPALS
No. of Credit
Hours In
Supervision

Dept.
Heads

Pr in.

24

54

2

8

18

3

10

27

3

15

5

8

23

5

10 - 12

27

2

5

32

2

13 - 15

16

5

21

16 - 18

17

4

21

19 - 21

9

2

10

2

22 - 24

5

2

5

2

25 - 27

4

28 - 30

2

I-

30 -

8

7

2

160

27

68

Dept.
Heads

Pr in.

Dept.
Heads

0

30

2

3"\t'

10

4 -

6

17

7 -

9

I -

?

Totals

Female

~

Pr in.

4

3

0

..J.Q.

_]_

228

27
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RELATED INFORMATION FROM INDEPTH INTERVIEW
In relation to other concerns developed in the lndepth interview,
principals and department heads relayed the following information:
~

In what way does the principal formally
and/or informally evaluate department
heads?
It was the consensus of the principals and department heads that about
ninety per cent (90%> of the evaluation of department heads Is done Inform•
ally.

The evaluation process usually takes place on a day to day contact

basis.

From these sessions it was felt principals evaluate:

the attitudes

of department heads about the various phases of the job; how department
heads function with the duties assigned to the position; personalities of
department heads; department heads' rapport with staff and students;
department heads' initiative, innovativeness, and creativity; and how
much extra department heads are doing.
In what way are department heads selected
and appointed?
Al I the schools interviewed had procedures where the position open
was posted.

and
Those applying were then interviewed by the principals
)

other administrators.

The Board of Education received their recomnenda•

tions and acted upon them.
In what way are department heads
or removed?

retai~ed

The principals make annual recommendations on the
ment heads.

~ositions

of depart-

Only in rare cases the person in the position Is not retained.

Department heads may be removed with just cause.
What human relations training do department heads and principals receive?
Department heads and principals placed great emphasis on the need for
human relations, but they lack any basic agreement on what lt should Inelude and how to develop it.

Suggestions for development in this area

consisted of:
(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Having workshops on subject
Formal training by courses
Role playing programs under qua I if ied leadership
Sensitivity training
Group training
Individual involvement
Internships

Principals and department heads interviewed see the role of the department head as that of supervisor for the improvement of instruction and
believe department heads perceive the role the same.

Do you feel that specific courses in
supervision at the graduate level help
department heads improve their supervisory competence?
1

Forty-four per cent (44%) of the principals and department heads interviewed felt that specific courses in supervision at the graduate level help
department heads Improve their supervisory competence.
Thirty-nine per cent (39%> of those Interviewed did not feel that the
courses were commensurate with the time and money involved.
'

'

Seventeen per cent (17%> stated it depended on the school and the
instructors.
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Department heads and principals were asked:
If you, as a principal, were to select
department heads, what characteristics
would you want and look for In department heads?
Principals I lsted the following characteristics:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Human Relations
Experience in area
Leadership qua I ities
Persona I i ty
Dedication
Innovative
Creative
Adaptability
Loyalty

Department heads listed the following
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Human relations
Subject matter competence
Administrative skills
Leadership
Good self-concept
Responsibility
Open Mindedness
Innovative
Teaching experience

.1
characteris~lcs:
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CHAPTER IV,
Analysis of Data
Six major hypotheses will be accepted or rejected on the basis of
the analysis of the data.
Hypothesis
There Is no significant difference between the role principals
"should assume" in improving supervisory competence of department heads
as perceived by principals and the role they think they are "carrying
out."
Hypothesis II
There Is no slgnlf lcent difference among department heads as to the
role they believe principals "should assume" In Improving supervisory
competence of department heads and the role they think principals are
"carrying out."
Hypothes Is I I I
There Is no signif lcant difference between the role principals
"should assume" in Improving supervisory competence of department heads
as perceived by principals and department heads.
Hypothesis IV
There is no slgnlf lcant difference between the role principals are
"carrying out" in improving supervisory competence of department heads
a$ perceived by principals and department heads.·

'i

I

,,,.. _____________________________________,
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V
-Hypothesis
There are specific functions for improving the supervisory competence
of department heads that are being performed by principals that meet with
agreement of principals and department heads.
Hypothesis VI
Principals in general have established programs for Improving the
supervisory competence of department heads.
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Hypothesis I
There is no significant difference between the role principals
"should assume" in Improving supervisory competence of department heads
as perceived by principals and the role they think they ar;-e "carrying
out."
Item 1-A
Principal should encourage department heads to
establ lsh a continuous educational plan In their
field, supplemented with professional courses in
education.
(Chi-square table for item I-A in appendix)
Principals agreed with educational authorities as to the importance
of this function.

Eighty-f Ive per cent (85%> of the responding principals

stated that this function should be done "always" or "usually" by prfnclpals.

Although principals

recogniiQ~

the. need of this act, only thirty

per cent (30%> stated that this was being done "always" or "usually" by
principals.
Principals, to become more effective in improving supervisory
competence of department heads, must develop various procedures that will
bring the "carrying out" role closer to the "should assume" role.

The

principals interviewed expressed a need for the district to provide
mini-courses in the areas to be improved by department heads and a
school board policy requiring continuous education with proper remuner1

at Ion.

The pr inc Ipa Is stated that they sho4 l~d,, o~ert Iy encourage department
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heads to become aware of and Involved in educational change.
The chi-square value for item I-A is 20.24 which is slgnif lcant
at the .OI level which Indicates a significant difference in the principals1 perception of what principals should be doing and the principals 1
perception of what principals are actually doing in encouraging department heads to establish a continuous educational plan In their f leld,
supplemented with professional courses In education.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis I.
Item 3-A
Principal should encourage department heads
to develop and use a professional I lbrary.
<Chi-square table for Item 3-A in appendix)
Principals agreed with educational authorities as to the importance
of this function.

Eighty-five per cent (85%> of the r~spondlng prlncl-

pals stated that this function should be done "always" or "usually"· by
principals.

Forty-eight per cent C48%> stated that thl.s was being done

"always" or "usually" by principals.
A majority of the principals stated that they performed this
function In the following manner:

by having a budget for publications,

by circulating all literature available, by providing space and fact II•
ties, and by having the librarian hold meetings with department heads.
The chi-square value of item 3-A Is 10.62 which Is significant at
the .05 level which indicates a signlf lcant difference in the principals'

rr ---------------------------------------------------.
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perception of what principals should be doing and the principals' perception of what principals are actually doing in encouraging department
heads to develop and use a professional library.
This Item supports the rejection of Hypothesis I.
Item 5-A
Principal should help department heads in
def inlng problems and relating them to the
participants in the group.

L

(Chi-square table for item 5-A in appendix)
Principals agreed with educational authorities as to the importance
of the function.

Eighty-nine per cent (89%> of the responding principals

stated that this function should be done "always" or "usually" by principals.

Fifty-two per cent (52%> stated that this was being done "'always"

or "usually" by principals.
Relating and defining problems i~ one of the major concerns of all
administrators.

Most principals have meetings with department heads in

an effort to clarify problems, but the real area of concern Is having
,

department heads relate problelT}S to the staff so the maximum help in
solving them is obtained.

Some principals have interchange sessions,

where department heads are offered the opportunity of submitting their
judgments and actions to fellow department heads for constructive
er it iclsm ••
The chi-square va,iu·e' for Item 5-A is Jq.44' ~hlch is significant at
the .05 level which indicates a $1gnlficant difference In the principals'
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perception of what principals should be doing and the prlnclpals'
perception of what principals are actually doing In helping department
heads in defining problems and relating them to the participants in the
group.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis I.
Item 6-A
Principal should help department heads
determine their own needs for training
in the basic skills of human relations.
(Chi-square table for item 6-A in appendix'>
Principals agreed with educational authorities as fo the importance
of this function.

Seventy per cent C70%) of the responding principals

stated that this function should be done "always" or
prinGipals.

"u~ually"

by

Although principals recognize the need of this act, only

twenty-six per cent (26%> stated that this was being done "always" or
"usually" by .principals.
A~though

principals indicated a need of this act and stated that

human relations is of the utmost Importance, only seventy per cent (70%>
stated this function should be done "always" or "usually" by principals.
Whereas only twenty-six per cent (26%> are "carrying out" this act,
indications are that most principals do not have knowledge or training
In this area to help department heads.

Other than general statements

of set example's, have someone come In and conducf a program;

no' concrete

r
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plans were given by the princlpals.

It appears there is a felt need in

the area of human relation development for principals to learn how to
help others develop.
The chi-square value for item 6-A is 13.10 which is significant at
the .05 level which indicates a slgnif icant difference in the principals'
perception of what principals should be doing and the principals' perception of what principals are actually doing in helping department heads
determine their own needs for training in the basic skills of human
relations.
This Item supports the rejection of Hypothesis I.
Item 12-A
Principal should have department heads
participate in clinics and workshops.
(Chi-square table for item 12-A in appendix)
Principals agreed with educational authorities as to the importance
)

of this function.

Ninety-three per cent (93%> of the responding prlncl-

pals stated that this function should be done "always" or "usually" by
principals.

Sixty-three per cent (63%) stated that this was being done

"always" or "usually" .by principals.
MOst of the principals indicated that this function was being
performed more than half of the time.

Those functions considered to be

concrete in nature (attend meetings, wr!te=reports, etc.) tended to be
"carried out" more than those of an abstract nature (human relations,
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relate to groups, etc.).

This function lends Itself to reports that can

be easily developed and used In a positive manner.
this by:

Principals encouraged

providing released time, routing materials on cl lnlcs and work-

shops, requiring attendance at least once a year to a clinic or workshop,
and recommending specif lc ones.
The chi-square value for Item 12-A is 7.04 which Is not significant
at the .01 level or .05 level, which indicates no significant difference In
the principals' perception of what principals should be doing and the
principals' perception of what principals are actually doing In having
department heads participate in clinics and workshops.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis I.
Item 13-A
Principals should help department heads work
with their staff In developing a meaningful
curriculum.
(Chi-square table for Item 13-A In appendix)
Principals agreed with educational authorities as to the Importance
of this function.

Ninety-six per cent (96%> of the responding principals

stated that this function should be done "always" or "usually" by principals.

Sixty-seven per cent (67%> stated that this was being done "always"

or "usually" by principals.
Almost al I the principals believed that they should be deeply Involved
In he Ip i ng department head,s a.nd staff In deve Iop Ing a mean I ngfu I curri cu I um.
Only two-thirds of the principals were Involved In this function for more
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than half the time.

With the great emphasis on curriculum, principals

must find the time and the knowledge to become the real instructional
leaders of the school.
Some recommendations by principals included:

require annual reports

on curriculum from departments, survey the needs of students and community,
involve many students and parents, and provide released time for curriculum
work.
The chi-square value for Item 13-A is 17.80 which Is significant at
the .01 level which indicates a slgnif lcant difference In the prlnclpals'
perception of what principals should be doing and the principals' perception of what principals are actually doing in helping department heads
work with their staff in developing a meaningful curriculum.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis I.
Item 14-A

•

Principal should work with department heads In
developing a program for the orientation of new
teachers.
\__
(Chi-square table for item 14-A in appendix)
Principals agreed with educational authorities as to the Importance
of this function.

Ninety-three per cent (93%> of the responding prlncl-

pals stated that this function should be done "always" or "usually" by
principals.

Elghty-f Ive per cent (85%> stated that this was being done

"always" or "usually" by principals.
Most principals indicated that they were working with department
heads In this area.

The orientation of new teachers is of concern to
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most educators because they want new employees to get a good start.
Principals tended to meet often with department heads about the program
needed.

Although this function ls rejected by chi-square value, it did

have a high level of agreement In the sections "always" and "usually."
The chi-square value for item 14-A ls 10.74 which Is significant at
the .05 level which Indicates a signlf lcant difference In the principals'
perception of what principals should be doing and the principals' percep•
tlon of what principals are actually doing in workf_ng with department
heads In developing a program for the orientation of new teachers.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis I.
Item 15-A
Principal should help department heads develop
good Intra-departmental and Inter-departmental
communications.
(Chi-square table for Item 15-A In appendix)
Principals agreed with educational authorities as to the Importance
of this function.

Eighty-nine per cent (89%> ot the responding principals

stated that this function should be done "always" or "usually .. "

Fifty-

two per cent (52%> stated that this was being done "always" or "usually"
by principals.
Although many principals recognized the need for this function,
half of the principals were not doing this to the degree they should.
COJMlunlcatfons in a school should be a prime concern of ·prlJ'lC!pals, b1o1t

principals failed to indicate how they could or would improve this area.
The main suggestion was that principals should set a good example.
The chi-square value for item 15-A is 15.38 which is significant
at the .01 level which indicates a significant difference in the principals' perception of what principals should be doing and the principals'
perception of what principals are actually doing In helping department
heads develop good intra-departmental and inter-departmental· communication.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis I.
Item 16-A
Principal should recognize, encourage, and
stimulate professional growth on the part
of department heads.
(Chi-square table for Item 16-A in appendix)
Principals agreed with educational authorities as, to the Importance
of this function.

One hundred per cent (100%> of the responding prlncl-

pals stated that this function should be done "always"·or "usually" by
pr inc i pa Is.

Fi f ty-two per cent ( 52%) stated that this wa.s be Ing done

"always" or "usually" by principals.
Although the principals all indicated that this should be done
over half of the time, only half indicated that this was actually being
done to that degree.

Principals stated that they must be more aware of

growth on the part of the staff and recognize It as soon as possible.
This area of human relations is an ongoing process that must be worked
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at a I I of the t Ime. ,
The chi-square value for Item 16-A Is 21.04 which Is significant at
the .01 level which indicates a slgnif icant difference in the principals'
perception of what principals should be doing and the principals' percep•
tion of what principals are actually doing in recognizing, encouraging,
and stimulating professional growth on the part of department heads.
This Item supports the rejection of Hypothesis 1.:
Item 17-A
Principal should recognize, encourage, and
stimuiate Initiative on the part of department heads.
(Chi-square table for item 17-A In append.Ix)
Principals agreed with educational authorities as to the Importance
of this function.

Ninety-six per cent (96%> of the responding principals

stated that this function should be done "always" or "usually" by prlnclpals.

'

Sixty-three per cent (63%> stated that this was being done

"always" or "usually" by principals.
Principals stated that they are performing this function In the
following manner:

allowing department heads to make reasonable decisions

related to their own programs, helping to obtain funds for experimentation
and Innovation, being aware of modlf lcatlon In existing programs, removing
any threats that might be present, real or unreal, etc.
Principals feel strongly that they should recognize, encourage, and
'

stimulate Initiative, but the procedures of recognition· are not fully
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util I zed by them.

Encouragement comes basically in meetings and has long

spaced Intervals.

Stimulating department heads to initiate can be any-

thing from a nonproductive to a completely engulf Ing situation.
The chi-square value for Item 17-A is 19.08 which Is slgnlf lcant
at the .01 level which Indicates a slgnlf lcant difference In the principals' perception of what principals should be doing and the principals
perception of what principals are actually doing in recognizing, encouragIng, and stimulating Initiative on the part of department heads.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis I.
Item 18-A
Principal should confer with department heads
on personal matters that might affect their
morale and efficiency.
(Chi-square table for Item 18-A In appendix)
Principals agreed with educational authorities as to the Importance
of this function. · Eighty-two per cent (82%> of the responding principals
stated that this function should be done "always" or "usually" by principals.

Forty-four peri cent (44%> stated that this was being done "always"

or "usually" by principals.
Principals stated that they are performing this function by:
discussing problems with staff, participating In "off the cuff talks" and
individual conferences, having an open door pol Icy, etc.

Although principals

Indicated they are doing this, they also stated principals can do. 1lttle to
·.

'

resolve someone's personal problems and many times the school Is the

,,-_______________________________________

_,
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recipient of the person's problem.
The chi-square value for Item 18-A is 8.58 which is not slgnlf lcant
at the .01 level or .05 level which Indicates no signlf lcant difference
in the principals' perception of what principals should be doing and the
principals' perception of what principals are actually doing In conferring
with department heads on personal matters that might affect their morale
and eff lclency.
This Item supports the accepting of Hypothesis I.
Item 19-A
Principal should confer with department heads
on professional matters that might affect their
morale and eff lciency.
(Chi-square table for Item 19-A in appendix)
Principals agreed with educational authorities as to the Importance
of this function.

Ninety-six per cent (96%> of the responding principals

stated that this function should be done "always" or "usually" by prlnclpals.

Fifty-nine per cent (59%> stated that this was being done "always"

or "usually" by principals.
Principals stated that they are performing this function by:
being open to discussing concerns of department heads, being critical
when It Is called for, helping department heads find other professional
opinions, and showing respect for the staff.
Professional problems,
problems.

m~ny

times, cannot be Isolated from personal

This calls for maximum efforts In human relations by the principal

,...------------------------------.
.;
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in trying to solve them.

Evaluating the morale and eff tctency of staff

can be a very difficult process.
The chi-square value for item 19-A is 12.56 which is significant
at the .05 level which indicates a signlf icant difference In the prlncl1

pals' perception of what principals should be doing and the principals'
perception of what principals are actually doing In conferring with
department heads on professional matters that might affect their morale
and eff lclency.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis I.
Item 20-A
Principal should help department heads
develop methods for classroom visits so
that teachers wil I obtain the maximum
benefits.
(Chi-square table for Item 20-A In appendix>
Principals agreed with educational authorities as to the importance
of this function.

Eighty-nine per cent C89%) of the responding principals

stated that this function should be done "always" or "u~ually" by principals.

Forty per cent (40%> stated that this was being done "always" or

"usually" by principals.
Principals stated that they are performing this function In the
following manner:

providing released time so department heads can have

confer,~nce.s shortly after classroom visits, encouraging department heads

to observe a variety of classes, developing a check list of useful
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criticisms, and helping them make use of the many technical Instruments
aval Iable.
Many of the methods for classroom visits are closely related to
the personalities of the department heads.

Each principal must help

department heads "seek out" those methods which will work the best for
them.
The ch I-square va I ue for Item 20-A Is 15. 16 wh 1ch Is s Ign If 1cant .
at the .01 level which indicates a significant difference in the

princl~

pals' perception of what principals should be doing and.the prlnclpals'
perception of what principals are actually doing in helping department
heads develop methods for classroom visits so that teachers wll I obtain
the maximum benefits.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis I.
Item 22-A ·
Principal should encourage department heads in
assisting their staff In developing and writing
Instructional objectives.
(Chi-square table for item 22-A In appendix)
Principals agreed with educational authorities as to the Importance
of this function.

Seventy-four per cent (74%> of the responding princl-

pals stated that this function should be done "always" or "usually" by
principals.

Although principals recognized. the need of this act, only

twenty-six per cent ( 26%) stated that tft.f s was being done "a Iways" or
"usually" by principals.
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Principals stated that they are performing this function in the
fol lowing manner:

providing instruction to department heads on how to

write instructional objectives, convincing the staff to eliminate vague
I

and idealistic generalities that are used for objectives, bringing in
trained outsiders to provide the experience and leadership needed, etc •.
P'rincipals, many times, must not only encourage department heads f n
this function, but they must also help the staff directly In seeing the
value of the program.

Principals, themselves, need to develop an under-

standing of the development and writing of Instructional objectives.
The chi-square value for item 22-A is 17.52 which is significant at
the .01 level which indicates a significant difference In the principals'
perception of what principals should be doing and the principals' perception of what principals are actually doing in encouraging department
heads in assisting their staff In developing and wr'ltlng instructional
objectives.
·This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis I.
Item 23-A
Principal should encourage department heads
in providing leadership for their staff in
developing a sound program of student
evaluation.
(Chi-square table for item 23-A in

appendi~)

Principals agreed with educational authorities as.to the Importance
of this function.

Eighty-two per cent (82%> of the respondi.ng princlpals

,,,.-,__..--------/-------------------------.
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stated that this function should be done "always" or "usually"by prlncl•
pals.

Although principals recognized the need of this act, only thirty-

two per cent C32%> stated that this was being done "always" or "usually"
by principals.
Principals stated that they are performing this function by:
discussing criteria, philosophy, and purpose of student evaluation, having
department heads seek out alternatives in evaluating, planning sessions
with department heads devoted to this topic, etc.
It Is diff lcult to help others provide leadership, but It can be
done by helping them gain insight Into problems.

If department heads can

see their role In helping to solve the problem by developing a sound
program, this attitude should transfer to the staff.
The chi-square value for Item 23-A is 20.00 which is slgnif lcant .
at the .01 level which Indicates a significant difference. In the prlncl·
pals' perception of what principals should be doing and the principals'
perception of what principals are actually doing In encouraging department heads In providing leadership for their staff In developing a
sound program of student evaluation.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis I.
Item 24-A
Principal should encourage department heads in
assisting their staff In developing a basic
understanding of the motivational aspects of
student work.
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<Chi-square table for Item 24-A In appendix)
Principals agreed with educational authorities as to the Importance
of this function.

Seventy-four per cent (74%> of the responding princi-

pals stated that this function should be done "always" or "usually" by
principals.

Although principals recognized the need of this act, only

thirty-six per cent <36%> stated that this was being done "always" or
"usually" by principals.
Principals stated that they are performing this function by:
discussing why certain items need to be covered to help them understand
the motivational aspects of any task, having department heads question
teachers about the motivational aspects In an assignment, bringing out
the basic psychology of motivation, establishing a tone for the staff
to become Involved, etc.
Motivational aspects of student work need a great deal of local
research and study by the lndiv1dual schools.

The

l~adershlp

suppl led

by principals, department heads, and teachers must become a positive
reinforcement for the students to achieve more.
The chi-square value for Item 24-A Is 12.28 which Is slgnlf lcant
at the .05 level which indicates a slgnif lcant difference In the principals' perception of what principals should be doing and the principals'
perception of what principals are actually doing In encouraging department heeds In 'assisting their staff In devtHoplng a basic understanding

,,.._,------------------------------~
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of the motivational aspects of student work.
~

This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis I.
Item 25-A
Principal should help department heads In
assisting their staff to be aware of and
encourage educational change.
<Chi-square table for item 25-A in appendix)
Principals agreed with educational authorities as to the Importance
of this function.

Eighty-nine per cent (89%> of the responding princl-

pals stated that this function should be done "always" or "usually" by
principals.

Forty-eight per cent (48%> stated that this was being done

"always" or "usually" by principals.
Principals stated that they are performing this function by:
permitting planned visits to educational centers that are involved with
educational change, showing an interest In and knowledge of change, providing reading materials on this topic, making use of outside speakers
and experts, etc •.
Department heads should be aware of educational changes In order to
adjust programs, procedures, and materials as needed.

Although educa-

tional changes sound positive, concern must be given to the value, the
purpose, cost, and evaluation to be involved with the change.
The chi-square value for item 25-A is 10.58 which is signif lcant at
l

the .05 level whfch indicates a significant difference In the principals'
',

~ ~
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perception of what principals should be doing and the principals' perception of what principals are actually doing in helping department heads In
assisting their staff to be aware of and encourage educational change.
This Item supports the rejection of Hypothesis I.
Item 26-A
Principal should recognize Individual differences
and other points of views In department heads
while encouraging them to do the same with their
staff.
(Chi-square table for item 26-A In appendix)
Principals agreed with educational authorities as to the Importance
of this function.

Ninety-three per cent (93%> of the responding prlncl-

pals stated that this function should be done "always" or "usually" by
principals.

Seventy per cent (70%> stated that this was being done

"always" or "usually" by principals.
Principals stated that they are performing this function by:
recognizing and deal Ing with the uniqueness of staff, he lplng department
1

heads accept responsibility for actions, creating an atmosphere of
"openness," etc.
Individual differences are the basis of education, whether In the
students or the staff.

Al I efforts must be made to capitalize on these

characteristics, while nurturing them.
The chi-square value for item 26-A is 10,f2,.
.. , ;, which ls significant
at the .os level which indicates a slg.lljflcant difference In the
"
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principals' perception of what principals should be doing and the
principals' perception of what principals are actually doing in recognizing Individual differences and other points of view in department
heads while encouraging them to do the same with their staff •
. This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis I.
Item 28-A
Principal should be sensitive to the real
feelings of department heads in both their
overt and covert actions while encouraging
them to do the same with their staff.
(Chi-square table for item 28-A in appendix)
Principals agreed with educational authorities as to the
importance of this function.

Ninety-three per cent (93%> of the

responding principals stated that this function should be done
"always" or "usually" by principals.

Sixty-three per cent (63%>
J

stated that this was being done "always" or "usually" by principals.
Principals stated that they are performing this function by:
listening to department heads discuss problem situations, recognizing
signs that the department head is upset or concerned about something,
showing department heads how to be alert to the needs of others, and
making an effort to really know their department heads.
Principals must assume leadership In being sensitive to all levels
of staff, and, by the use of this awareness, they can motivate department
heads tq grow in this area of humafl relations.

Principals should have
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knowledge of commerical programs, literature, and professional courses at
colleges and universities that will help develop this attribute.

It ls

important that sound programs for sensitivity are pursued and not Invalid
commercial plans by individuals or corporations to make money in this field.
The chi-square value for Item 28-A is 14.66 which ls slgnlf icant
at the .01 level which indicates a slgnif lcant difference In the
principals' perception of what principals should be doing and the
principals' perception of what principals are actually doing in being
sensitive to the real feelings of department heads in both their
overt and covert actions while encouraging them to do the same with
their staff.
This Item supports the rejection of Hypothesis I.
Item 31-A
Principal should help department heads
determine the need for Implementing
staff recommendations.
{Chi-square table for Item 31-A In appendix)
Principals agreed with educational authorities as to the
importance of this function.

Elghty-f ive per cent (85%> of the

responding principals stated that this function should be done "always"
or "usually" by principals.

Fifty-two per cent (52%> stated that this

was being done "always" or "usual !Y'~ by principals.
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Principals stated that they are performing this function by:
promoting interaction between departments, using the recommendations
of staff, recognizing the suggestions of staff openly, and Implementing
department heads' recommendations to the fullest degree when poss Ible.
Staff morale depends, many times, on the recognition given by
supervisors to staff.

The busy principal today must make use of a

well organized system, run by department heads, to utilize praise
and public acknowledgement of staff recommendations.

Acceptance of

newly proposed programs sometimes wil I be quicker If the Idea comes from
fellow staff members, rather than from the administrative off Ice.
The chi-square value for item 31-A is I 1.56 which Is significant
at the .05 level which indicates a significant difference In the
principals' perception of what

pr!n~ipals

should be doing and the

principals' perception of what principals are actually doing In
helping department heads determine the need for Implementing staff
recommendations.
This Item supports the rejection of Hypothesis I.
Item 33-A
Principal should help department heads
develop self-understanding while encouraging
them to do the same with their staff.
(Chi-square table for item

~37A

in appendix)

Principals agreed with educational ;:authorities as to the importance of
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this function.
that

thl~

Fifty-six per cent (56%> of the responding principals stated

function should be done "always" or "usually" by principals.

Forty-one per cent (41%> stated that this was being done "always" or
"usually" by principals.
Principals stated that they are performing this function by:
reviewing the individual strengths and weaknesses of the staff while
relating, when possible, similar characteristics of department heads,
. using goal-setting techniques which are periodically evaluated together,
I

trying honestly to help department heads see the need of this concern,
etc.
Principals should be conscious that individual concerns usually
are Involved with the maintenance, development, and real·lzatlon of the
self-concept of Individuals.

The Individual wil I make use of his

organization and Its resources for the acquiring of his goals.

Staff

members must have at least mlnlmal satisfaction from their positions If
Instruction Is to be Improved.

Self-understanding ts one key to

satisfaction.
The chi-square value for item 33-A is 4.80 which ls not significant
at the .01 level or .05 level which Indicates no slgnlf lcant difference
In the principals' perception of what principals should

b~

doing and

the principals' perception of what principals are actually doing In
·helping department heads develop self-understanding whll'e encouraging
them to do the same with ·their staff.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis I.
I

r
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Item 34-A
Principal should help department heads
develop an understanding of school
budgets.
(Chi-square table for item 34-A in appendix)
Principals agreed with educational authorities as to the Importance
of this function.

Eighty-nine per cent (89%> of the responding principals

stated that this function should be done "always" or
pals.

"u~ually"

by princi-

Sixty-three per cent (63%> stated that this was being done "always"

or "usually" by principals.
Principals stated that they are performing this function by:

working

individually with department heads in planning budgets in light of the
overall school budget, having department heads balance department budgets
monthly, and being present, to act as a resource person, when department
heads inform staff about the budget.
Although budgets are not a direct supervisory act, they do play an
Important part in the perception of supervision.

Often the staff will

view items on budgets as a reward or punishment for other acts.

The

power of the purse strings is seen by some as a factor to do the "right
thing."

Principals and department heads should not use or abuse budgets.

Proper use will come about only by a complete understanding of the
operation of budgets.
Trye chi-square value for Item )4-A ls 10.88 which Is slgnlf icant at
the .05 level which indicates a sJgnif icant difference in the principals'
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perception of what principals should be doing and the principals' percep•
tlon of what principals are actually doing in helping department heads
develop an understanding of school budgets.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis I.
Item 35-A
Principal should help department heads
develop the abil lty to adapt to change
while encouraging them to do the same
with their staff.
(Chi-square table for Item 35-A in appendix)
Principals agreed with educational authorities as to the importance
of this function.

Eighty-nine per cent (89%) of the responding principals

stated that this function should be done "always" or "usually" by princfpals.

Seventy per cent C70%> stated that this was being done "always" or

"usually" by principals.
Principals stated that they are performing this function by:

cir-

culatlng educational I lterature related to change, obtaining funds (when
possible) for experimentation and development, having department heads
turn in written reports on the changes In the department and staff, and
directly Initiating changes when needed.
Adaptabil lty in today's changing world of education ls a "must" for
survival both on the job and emotionally.
or managers of change, are cognizant

Principals, as change agents

bf 'this ,fact

because of the large

number of pressures placed upon them to Induce change.

Seventy per cent

C70%> felt this was 'being done "usually" which tends to support this
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point of view.
the staff.

Resistance to change, for good or bad, Is usually within

It must be fully understood that al I change Is not necessarily

good and "change for change sake" Is a poor reason to alter existing
programs.

There is a need 'to imply In this function that there will be

an evaluation of the change before there Is an adopting of the change.
The chi-square value for Item 35-A Is I 1.22 which Is significant
at the .05 level which indicates a slgnlf lcant difference In the prlncl•
pals' perception of what principals should be doing and the principals'
perception of what principals are actually doing In helping department
heads develop the abll lty to adapt to change while encouraging them to
do the same with their staff.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis I.
Item 36-A
Principal should encourage department heads
to participate in professional organizations
while encouraging them to do the same with
their staff.
(Chi-square table for Item 36-A In appendix)
Principals agreed with educational authorities as to the Importance
of this function.

Elghty-f Ive per cent (85%> of the responding principals

stated that this function should be done "always" or "usually" by prlncl;..
pals.

Seventy per cent <70%> stated that this was being done "always" or

"usua I ly" by prl nclpa Is.
Principals stated that they ere

perfor~lng

this function by:
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providing funds to attend meetings, explaining to the staff the value of
participating in professional organizations, recognizing those who are
members of organizations, and helping the staff understand the value
these groups have to education.
Professional organizations tend to have well defined objectives and
goals for the improvement of instruction.

These groups also encourage

positive codes of ethics that, when followed, will improve the Individual.
These factors are strong aids to the principal who is trying to accompl lsh
the same goals.

Principals must learn to take advantage of all resources

that will help improve supervisory competence.
The chi-square value for item 36-A is 6.16 which is not significant
at the .01 level or .05 level which Indicates no slgnlf lcant difference
In the principals' perception of what principals should be doing and the
principals' perception of what principals are actually doing in encouraging department heads to participate In professional

org~nlzations

while

encou"'.aglng them to do the same with their staff.
This Item supports the accepting of Hypothesis I.
Item 37-A
Principal should help department heads.
learn the use of authority.
(Chi-square table for item 37-A in appendix)
Principals agreed with educational authorities as to the importance
of this function.

Seventy-eight per cent <78%> of the responding

~-------------------------------------.
~=
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principals stated that this function should be done "always" or "usually"

by principals.

Fifty-two per cent C52%> stated that this was being done

"always" or "usually" by principals.
Principals stated that they are performing this function by:

Includ-

ing the department heads in major policy decisions affecting their department so that they can see the need for authority, giving department heads
responsibility for specific duties, and defining their duties with explanations on the proper use of authority.
The proper use of authority is essential in the realm of supervision.
Misuse of authority by department heads can create problems for the
principal that are visible and/or invisible.
results of all acts of authority, good or bad.

He must live with the
Democratic leadership

must be encouraged by the principal.
The chi-square value for item 37-A is 10.50 which Is slgnlf lcant at
the .05 level which indicates a significant difference

~n

the principals'

perception of what principals should be doing and the principals' perception of what principals are actually doing In helping department heads
learn the use of authority.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis I.
Item 39-A
Principal should encourage department heads
to develop decisiveness (make decisions and
acceptvresponsibllity for them).
(Chi-square table f.or item 39-A in appendix)
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Principals agreed with educational authorities as to the Importance
of this function.

Ninety-six per cent (96%> of the responding principals

stated that this function should be done "always" or "usually" by principals.

Fifty-nine per cent (59%> stated that this was being done "always"

or "usually" by principals.

\_,

Principals stated that they are performing this function by:

having

department heads make decisions on teaching assignments, curriculum
revisions, and textbook selection, requiring department heads to be Involved
in the hiring and releasing of teachers, having teachers receive decisions
from department heads on department Items, and having department heads
"run" the department.
Principals felt strongly on the importance of this'function, but it
was being "carried out" only about half as much as It should be.

Develop-

ing decision making ability In another person must take place In a organizational climate that Is positive and non-threatening.·· Accepting
responslbll lty for making decisions is built upon success in decision
making.

Principals must establish programs allowing department heads to

succeed In decision making situations.
The chi-square value for Item 39-A is 17.38 which Is slgnlf lcant at
the .01 level which Indicates a significant difference In the principals'
perception of what principals should be doing and the principals' perception of

~hat

to develop

prlnctpals are actually doing In encouraging department heads

dec~siveness

(make decisions and accept responslblllty for

,.
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them>.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis I.
Item 40-A
Principal should help department heads
develop the ability to obtain the best
results from personnel assignments.
(Chi-square table for Item 40-A In appendix)
Principals agreed with educational authorities as to the Importance
of this function.

Eighty-nine per cent (89%> of the responding principals

stated that this function should be done "always" or "usually" by prlnclpa Is.

SI xty-seven per cent <67%> stated that this was being done ''a Iways"

or "usually" by principals.
Principals stated that they are performing this function by:

dis-

cussing "why" assignments were made to certain staff members with department heads, having department heads Investigate all classes that teachers
wll I be assigned to, and encouraging department heads to have total staff
involvement In personnel assignments.
Proper assignment of staff wll I aid principals greatly In supervision
for the Improvement of Instruction.

Department heads will often select

the courses and classes they want first with little regard to the staff.
If this is an arbitrary act, the department heads' supervisory competence
is lessened.
that

Therefore, principals must help department heads understand

bett~r p~rsonnel

their jobs easier.

assignments

ma~e

them better supervlsors,and .make
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The chi-square value for Item 40-A is 15.54 which Is slgnlf lcant at
the .01 level which Indicates a slgnlf icant difference In the principals'
perception of what principals should be doing and the principals' perception of what principals are actually doing In helping department heads
develop the ability to obtain the best results from personnel assignments.
This Item supports the rejection of Hypothesis I.
Item 42-A
Principal should help department heads develop
the abll lty to question one's own Judgment and
actions in an objective manner.
(Chi-square table for item 42-A In appendix>
Principals agreed with educational authorities as to the Importance
of this function.

Eighty-one per cent (81%) of the responding prlncl-

pals stated that this function should be done "always" or "usually" by
principals.

Fifty-two per cent (52%) stated that this was being done

"always" or "usually" by principals.
Principals stated that they are performing this function by:

point-

Ing out the many sides of each problem, discussing the use of alternatives,
helping department heads see why some decisions are Inadequate, and encouraglng department heads to evaluate the actions of members of their
departments in order to become more perceptive about them with the hope
of this Insight being transferred to themselves.
Principals must help department hee'ds see that al I problems have
many sides, or they would not be problems, and that any action will cause

r.~·---------------------.
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some people to be unhappy with the decision.

If this group feels the

action was not objective, they will become anti-supervision.

This will

tend to have an effect on all other supervisory acts of the department
heads and

principals~

Principals must be careful in using their own

shortcomings as examples, because this might be used by others at a
later time.
The chi-square value for item 42-A is 8.92 which is not significant
at the .01 level or .05 level which indicates no signif tcant difference
in the principals' perception of what principals should be doing and the
principals' perception of what principals are actually doing in helping
department heads develop the abi I ity to question one's o.wn Judgment and
actions in an objective manner.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis 1.•
Item 44-A
Principal should help department heads develop
the ability to evaluate their staff.
(Chi-square table for item 44-A in appendix)
Principals agreed with educational authorities as to the importance
of this function.

Eighty-nine per cent (89%> of the responding principals

stated that this function should be done "always" or "usually" by principals.

Forty-eight per cent (48%> stated that this was being done "always"

or "usually" by principals.
Principals stated that toey are

perfor~ing

this function by:

dis-

cussing and reviewing evaluation forms and standards with department
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heads, involving the department heads In revising the evaluation criteria,
permitting department heads to have released time for adequate observation
of staff, and having the staff develop criteria to determine student
growth.
The procedural agreement of most schools has a section on evaluation
procedure.

Within the framework of this, evaluation is stil I a very

personal and threatening process.

A constant effort must be made to

develop a positive process which wil I result in the improvement of lnstruction.

In al I of this procedure, the principal must carefully weave the

need not to al low poor or Ineffective teaching to exist.

.

The chi-square value for Item 44-A ls 18.10 which is significant at
the .01 level which indicates a signlf icant difference in the principals'
perception of what principals should be doing and the principals' perceptlon of what principals are actually doing In helping department heads
develop the ability to evaluate their staff.
Th.is Item supports the rejection of Hypothesis I.
Item 45-A
Principal should encourage department heads
to become aware of and should use, when
·
possible, new technologies in education.
(Chi-square table for item 45-A In appendix)
Principals agreed with educational authorities as to the Importance
of this function.

Eighty-five p$t cent

(8~%>

of the responding principals

'·

stated that this function shquld be don.t "always" or "usually" by principals.

Fifty-six per cent (56%> stated that this was being done "always"
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or "usually" by principals.
Principals stated that they are performing thls function by:

en-

couraglng visitations and participations in new programs and conferences,
circulating al I literature that pertains to this subject, and obtaining
(when possible) any funds available to try new technologies in education.
Innovations have become a part of the educational scene In secondary
schools.
nologies.

Much In the way of new practices call for a use of new techPrincipals are unable, because of the time and knowledge

factors, to be aware of these new methods and equipment.

They must

depend on department heads to be leaders of the staff In this area.
Principals should also encourage department heads to form judgments on
the value of new technologies In their schools.
The chi-square value for item 45-A Is 12.66 which ls signif lcant at
the .05 level which Indicates a signlf lcant difference In the principals'
perception of what principals should be doing and the principals' perception of what principals are actually doing In encouraging department heads
to become aware of and In using, when possible, new technologies In
education.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis I.
Item 46-A
Principal should encourage department heads
to be aware of and use recent research In
their subject areas.
(Chi-square table for Item 46-A lo apP.endlx)

'·

Principals agreed with educational authoritles'as to the Importance
,.

•
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of this function.

Elghty-f ive per cent (85%> of the responding prlnclpals

stated that this function should be done "always" or "usually" by principals.

Thirty-three per cent (33%> stated that this was being done "always"

or "usually" by principals.
Principals stated that they are performing this function by:

en-

couraglng attendance at seminars, conferences, and workshops, providing
funds for any local research, circulating information that is on the
subject, and helping in the establishment of experimental programs.
Principals agreed this function was Important but only a third were
actua 11 y doing it "a Iways" or "usua 11 y."

It appears the1t there Is a need

to re-evaluate the place of educational research in secqndary schools.
Principals tended to accept the commerical statements of salesmen rather
than review research in the area.

This is caused by the lack of time

and knowledge of principals in the subject areas.
The chi-square value for item 46-A is 18.42 which Is signlf icant at
the .01 level which Indicates a signlf icant difference in the principals'
perception of what principals should be doing and the principals' perception of what principals are actually doing in encouraging department heads
to be aware of an9 use recent research in their subject areas.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis I.
Item 48-A
•
Pri nci pa I shou .1 d he Ip department heads obta In
a working knowledge of other areas and developments in education (individualization of instruction, independent study, 'pass-fail courses,
· team teach i ng, .etc. ) •
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(Chi-square table for Item 48-A In appendix)
Principals agreed with educational authorities as to the Importance
of this function.

Eighty-nine per cent (89%> of the responding principals

stated that this function should be done "always" or "usually" by prlnclpals.

Forty-four per cent C44%> stated that this was being done "always"

or "usually" by principals.
Principals stated that they are performing this function by:

having

outside resource speakers with a knowledge of new developments In education, providing time for department heads to visit schools employing some
of these developments, and permitting experimentation in new developments
in education.
Principals should have a knowledge of educational developments.
is a "must" If they are to be Instructional leaders in the schools.

This
It Is

'

only with this understanding of new developments that principals can help
department heads become Involved with wanting to comprehend the worth of
these developments.

Some principals seemed to have a lfmlted acquaintance

with some areas of educational development.
The chi-square value for Item 48-A is 13.82 which Is signlf lcant at
the .01 level which Indicates a significant difference In the principals'
perception of what principals should be doing and the prlnclpals 1 perception of what principals are actually doing In helping department heads
obtain a working knowledge of other areas and developments In education
*'
Clndlvlduallzatl,on qf instruction, independent study, pass-fall courses.
-

f,

'
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team teaching, etc.).
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis I.
Item 50-A
Principal should encourage department heads
to help their staff foster sound interpersonal
relationships among students, teachers, and
administration.
(Chi-square table for Item 50-A in appendix)
Principals agreed with educational authorities as to the importance
of this function.

One hundred per cent (100%) of the responding principals

stated that this function should be done "always" or "usually" by principals.

Seventy per cent (70%> stated that this was being done "always" or

"usually" by principals.
Principals stated that they are performing this function by:
developing sound interpersonal relationships between themselves and the
staff, acknowledging that each person Is an Individual with strengths
and weaknesses, and establishing a method to involve conflicting parties
to meet in a positive way to resolve the problem.
Principals agreed one hundred per cent (100%> with the importance of
this function being done "always" or "usually." Human relationships can
be the making or breaking of administrators.

Principals, for good or

bad, are the recipients of the relationship generated between the department
heads and the staff.

Sound programs for interpersonal relationships must
f

be encouraged and utillted.

,'

~

'

The principal should be an example to

1

I"

100

department heads in this area.

,

The chi-square value for item 50-A is 17.80 which is slgnlf icant at
the .01 level which indicates a significant difference in the principals'
perception of what principals should be doing and the principals' perception of what principals are actually doing in encouraging department heads
to help their staff foster sound interpersonal relationships among
students, teachers, and administration.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis I.
Item 52-A
Principal should encourage department heads
to participate in a continuing program of
self-Improvement.
(Chi-square table for Item 52-A In appendix)
Principals agreed with educational authorities as to the Importance
of this function.

Ninety-six per cent (96%> of the responding principals

stated that this function should be done "always" or "usually" by principals.

Forty-f~r

per cent (44%> stated that this was being done "always"

or "usually" by principals.
Principals stated that they are performing this function by:

en-

couraging attendance in graduate school courses, having an annual selfexamination of department heads, and discussing th.e department heads•
growth and future needs with them.
Principals should have their own continuous program of setf ... lmprovel
ment. It ~ould be difficult to.encourage others If they tacked a
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program of self-improvement.

Only forty-four per cent (44%> stated that

this was actually being done "always" or "usually." Principals tended to
agree with many functions of a personal nature but then did not perform
them.
The chi-square value for item 52-A is 18.66 which Is signif lcant at
the .01 level which indicates a significant difference in the principals'
perception of what principals should be doing and the principals' perception of what

principal~

are actually doing In encouraging department heads

to participate in a continuing program of self-improvement.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis I.
Item 53-A
Principal should make sure department heads
understand their duties and responsibilities.
5~-A

(Chi-square table for Item
Principals agreed with
of this function.

'~ucatlonal

in appendix)

authorities as to the Importance

Ninety-six per cent (96%> of the responding prlnclpals

stated that this function should be done "always" or "usually" by principals.

Eighty-five per cent (85%> stated that this was being done "always"

or "usually" by principals.
Principals stated that they are performing this function by:

pro-

viding a list of duties and responsibilities for each department head,
reviewing annually the list of duties tor revisions, clarifying duties
and responsibilities in department

hea~s'

group meetings, and encouraging

department heads to formulate duties end responslbllltles~

l02

Principals agreed with the importance of this function and stated It
was being carried out.

It appeared the "carrying ·out" was not done for-

mally in writing, because very I ittle printed material was available
from the school. ,Department heads' duties and responsibilities were
usually general and listed In the school board policies.
to establish more formal material so

c~rity

There is a need

and understanding can be

developed.
The chi-square value for item 53-A is 19.88 which is significant at
the .01 level which indicates a significant difference In the principals'
perception of what principals should be doing and the principals' perception of what principals are actually doing in making sure department heads
understand their duties and responsibilities.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis I.
Item 55-A
Principal should help department heads give
importance to their positions.
(Chi-square table for item 55-A in appendix)
Principals agreed with educational authorities as to the importance
of this function.

Eighty-one per cent (81%> of the responding principals

stated that this function should be done "always" or "usually" by prlnclpals.

Fifty-nine per cent (59%> stated that this was being done "always"

or "usually" by principals.
Principals stated that they are performing this function bya

•
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granting authority to perform tasks necessary to developing a professional
departmental staff, maintaining open lines of communication with department heads, and showing a sincere interest and concern for the Job being
done by department heads.
The philosophy of principals, about the position of department heads,
Is shown by their actions in-helping department heads establish their
positions.

Many principals were reluctant to develop new bases of power,

possibly out of insecurity.

The effectiveness of the department head as a

supervisor ls probably related to the perceptions of the principal and
staff of the department head's position.

The manner In which a role Is

performed Is affected by the self-esteem of the individual performing the
c

task.

Principals must help develop positive self-esteem within department

heads.
The chi-square value for Item 55-A Is 8.62 which Is not significant
at the .01 level or .05 level which Indicates no slgnlf lcant difference In
the principals' perception of what principals should be doing and the
principals' perception of what principals are actually doing In helping
department heads give importance to their positions.
This Item supports the accepting of Hypothesis I.
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Summary and Analysis
There seemed to be agreement among principals and educators as to the
Importance of the thirty-six functions used in this study.

It would appear

the "should assume" roles of principals In improving supervisory competence
of department heads are wel I accepted and established.
The "carrying out" roles of principals in regard to the thirty-six
functions rated by principals Indicated that principals were not performing
these acts to the degree of importance they had placed upon them.
There was a significant difference between what principals should be
doing In Improving supervisory competence of department heads and what
principals are actually doing in Improving supervisory competence as perceived by principals.
In light of the accumulated data, the first hypothesis can be
rejected.
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Hypothes Is I I
There ls no significant difference among department heads as to the

-role

they believe principals "should assume" in improving supervisory
.

competence of department heads and the role they think principals are
"carrying out."
Item 1-B
Principal should encourage department heads to
establish a continuous educational plan in their
field supplemented with professional courses in
education.
(Chi-square table for Item 1-B in appendix)
Department heads agreed with educational authorities as to the
importance of this function.

Seventy-eight per cent (78%> of the respond-

Ing department heads stated that this function should be done "always"
or "usually" by principals.

Although department heads recognized the

need of this act, only thirty-seven per cent (37%> felt that this was
being done "always" or "usually" by principals.
Department heads stated that principals are performing this function
in the following manner:

circulating current educational materials,

helping department heads obtain released time, sharing experiences with
others In the educational field, etc.
The department heads' perception of what principals should be doing
and are actually doing is more Important than what principals are
do Ing in rea I i ty.

Pr I nc I pa I s mu;st c Iose th Is perception gap in order

to have a basis to improve the 'supervisory competence of department heads.
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The chi-square value for item 1-B ls I I 1.80 which is significant
at the .01 level which indicates a signif lcant difference in the department heads' perception of what principals should be doing and the department heads' perception of what principals are actually doing in encouraging department heads to establish a continuous educational plan in their
f leld, supplemented with professional courses In education.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis II.
Item 3-B
Principal should encourage department heads
to develop and use a professional library.
(Chi-square table for item 3-B in appendix)
Department heads agreed with educational authorities as to the
importance of this function.

Seventy-eight per cent (78%> of the respond-

ing department heads stated that this function should be done "always" or
'
"usually" by principals. 'Although department heads recc;>gnf zed the need
of this act, only thirty-six per cent (36%> felt that this was being done
"always" or "usually" by principals.
Department heads stated that principals are performing this function
In the following manner:

providing funds for the program, having discus-

sions on new writings in education, having department heads compile lists
of professional materials that the department wants, etc.
A strong recommendat i O,I)
of the educat iona I I Iterature Is the
_,,r
development and use of professional ·libraries.

Principals, according to

department heads, are not performing this function.

Greater emphasis

r
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by principals must be exhibited in this area.

The chi-square value for item 3-B is 97.24 which Is significant at
the .01 level which Indicates a significant difference In the department
heads' perception of what principals should be doing and the department
heads' perception of what principals are actually doing in encouraging
department heads to develop and use a professional library.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis II.
Item 5-8
Principal should help department heads in
defining problems and relating them to the
participants in the group.
(Chi-square table for Item 5-B in appendix)
Department heads agreed with educational authorities as to the
importance of this function.

Eighty-nine per cent (89%> of the respond-

Ing department heads stated that this function should be done "always" or
ttusually" by principals.

Fifty-three per cent (53%> felt that this was

being done "always" or "usually" by principals.
Department heads stated that principals are performing this function
by:

being willing to talk openly with department heads -0n problems,

having indepth group conferences, actually def In Ing some problems and
showing how these can be related to groups, etc.
Problem solving can often be developed. on the job.

Leaders must

actually solve problems and, most Important, live with the results or
solutions

~or

a period of time.

JOB

The chi-square value for item 5-B is 84.64 which is significant at
the .01 level which indicates a significant difference in the department
heads' perception of what principals should be doing and the department
heads' perception of what principals are actually doing in helping
department heads in defining problems and relating them to the participants in the group •.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis ti.
Item 6-B
Principal should help department heads
determine their own needs for training in
the basic skills of human relations.
(Chi-square table for Item 6-B in appendix>
Department heads agreed with educational authorities as to the
importance of this function.

Sixty-eight per cent C68%) of the respond-

ing department heads stated that this function should be done "always"
or "usually" by principals.

Although department heads recognized the

need of this act, only thirty-four per cent C34%> felt that this was
being done "always" or "usually" by principals.
Department heads stated that principals are performing this function
by:

showing that all people need help in human relations, developing

discussion in the area of human relations, etc •.
The chi-square value for item 6-B Is 66.20 which is signlf icant at
the .01 level which indicates a slgnif icant difference In the department
.,

heads' perception of what pr Inc i p,a Is

~hou

Id be do i.ng and the department
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heads' perception of what principals are actually doing In help Ing department heads determine their own needs for training tn the baste skills of
human relations.
This Item supports the rejection of Hypothesis II.
Item 12-8
Principal should have department heads participate In cl inlcs and workshops.
(Chi-square table for Item 12-B in appendix>
Department heads

agr~ed

importance of this function.

with educational authorities as to the
Seventy-seven per cent C77%> of the respond-

ing department heads stated that this function should be done "always" or
"usually" by principals.

Forty-nine per cent (49%> felt that this was

being done "always" or "usually" by principals.
Department heads

stat~d th~t

in the following manner:

principals are performing this function

providing department heads with the opportunity

to attend clinics and workshops, reconmendlng specif le conferences by
the principals, and having department heads set programs Involving clinics
and workshops.
Department heads many times wi 11 derive more from clinics and workshops than they wtl I from administrators.

Principals, by careful selec-

tion of cl intcs and workshops, can help department heads become aware of
many new things in education.

l! appears that department heads feel the

need of being involve(! In cllnlcs and
\,

JtQr}(s~ops.
.·,
,:
;

...

·,
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The chi-square value for Item 12-B Is 63.18 which Is significant at
the .01 level which indicates a signlf icant difference In the department
heads' perception of what principals should be doing and the department
heads' perception of what principals are actually doing in having department heads participate in clinics and workshops.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis II.
Item 13-B
Principal should help department heads work
with their staff In developing a meaningful
curriculum.
(Chi-square table for Item 13-B In appendix)
Department heads agreed with educational authorities as to the
importance of this function.

Seventy-seven per cent (77%> of the respond-

Ing department heads stated that this function should be done "always"· or
"usually" by principqls.

Fifty-one per cent (51%> felt that this was

being done "always" or "usually" by principals.
Department heads stated that principals are performing this function
In the following manner:

having reports on current trends In education

presented to the staff, working with Inter-departmental groups on curriculum, develop Ing guldel Ines for curriculum development, and having department heads work with the staff In working on curriculum.
Principals have many demands placed upon their time and energy,
which pr,.event them from workfng.,on,!Tlany.
·.
~

;

'~

pti~se~
..
' -.

of ,curriculum

develop~nt.

:-.

Principals need the aid.of department heads In implementing curriculum
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development.

Curriculum development many times originates with the staff

and this wll I give purpose to those supporting the curriculum change.
The chi-square value for item 13-8 Is 63.56 which Is slgnlf icant at
the .01 level which Indicates a slgnlf icant difference In the department
heads' perception of what principals should be doing and the department
heads' perception of what principals are actually doing In helping department heads work with their staff in developing a meaningful curriculum.
This Item supports the rejection of Hypothesis II.
Item 14-8
Principal should work with department heads
in developing a program for the orientation
of new teachers.
(Chi-square table for item 14-8 in appendix)
Department heads agreed
Importance of this function.

wit~
, '

educatlqnal authorities as to the

Eighty-six per cent (86%> of the responding

department heads stated that this function should be done "always" or
"usually" by principals.

Fifty-four per cent (54%> felt that this was

being done "always" or "usually" by prlnclpals.
Department heads stated that principals are performing this function
in the following manner:

having ongoing workshops run by department

heads, planning a series of meetings with the special services of the
school, and developing written guide I Ines_ for al I departmer:it heads to
fol low.
Principals agreed with the importance of this function but did not
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give the department heads the direction they felt they needed.

Models

for humanistic orientation should be developed for new teachers by department heads and principals.
The chi-square value for item 14-B is 68.42 which Is significant at
the .01 level which indicates a significant difference in the department
heads' perception of what principals should be doing and the department
heads' perception of what principals are actually doing In working .with
department heads In developing a program for the orientation of new
teachers.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis II.
Item 15-B
Principal should help department heads
develop good intra-departmental and Interdepartmental communications.
(Chi-square

ta~le

for item 15-B in appendix)

Department heads agreed with educational authorities as to the
Importance of this funct Ion.

Seventy-n Ine per cent <79%·> of the respond-

ing department heads stated that this function should be done'- "always" or
"usua 11 y" by pr Inc I pa Is.

Forty-n I ne per cent <49%) fe It that th Is was

being done "always" or "usually" by principals.
Department heads stated that principals are performing this function
In the following manner:

encouraging an interchange of Ideas with the

department heads, hav Ing ·prc:>,jects that requ I re .the staff to work together,
,.

and having established

'

<

•

•

m~etlngs

'

~, ..

with department heads.
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Principals must be concerned with the ideas of department heads and
how these are projected by them to the staff.

Principals must work with

department heads on al I phases of communication - lfstenlng, speaking,
and writing.

Communication is the backbone of any organizational

structure.
The chi-square value for Item 15-B Is 77.48 which Is slgnif lcant at
the .01 level which Indicates a significant dffference In the department
heads' perception of what principals should be doing and the department
heads' perception of what pri ncl pals are actua l·ly dol ng In help Ing department heads develop good Intra-departmental and Inter-departmental comnunlcations.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis II.
Item 16-B
Principal should recognize, encourage, and
stimulate professional growth on the part
of department heads.
~Chi-square

table for Item 16-B In appendl.x)

Department heads agreed with educational authorities as to the
Importance of this function.

Eighty-four per cent (84%> of the respond-

ing department heads stated that this function should be done "always"
or "usually" by principals.

Forty-eight per cent (48%> felt that this

was being done "always" or "usually" by principals.
Department heads stated that principals are performing this function
...

In the fol lowing manner:

providing fos attendance at workshops and
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clinics by department heads, having department heads share in educational
experience, evalua_Jing formally the growth of department heads by hours,
courses, etc •.
Department heads must be receptive to the various encouragements
given by the principals.

It Is of benef It to the staff when department

heads have "Job" satisfaction.
The chi-square value for item 16-B Is 83.02 which is significant at
the .01 level which indicates a signif lcant difference in the department
heads' perception of what principals should be doing and the department
heads' perception of what principals are actually doing In recognizing,
encouraging, and stimulating professional growth on the part of department
heads.
This Item supports the rejection of Hypothesis II.
Item 17-B
Principal should recognize, encourage, and
stimulate Initiative on the part of department heads.
(Chi-square table for Item 17-B in appendix)
Department heads agreed with educational authorities as to the
Importance of this function.

Ninety-four per cent (94%> of the respond-

ing department heads stated that this function should be done "always"
or "usually" by principals.
was being done "always"

~r

Fifty-eight per cent (58%> felt that this
"usually" by prl,ncipals.

'
Department heads stat~d
that principals are performing this function
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in the following manner:

having department heads In graduate study act

as special resource persons in the school, giving recognition to creative
endeavors, and providing materials and equipment needed to try new
programs.
Department heads strongly agreed with the importance of this function
but felt principals were not performing it in the way it should be done.
Initiative on the part of the staff shows growth and development that all
schools need for the improvement of instruction.
The chi-square value for item 17-B is 98.72 which Is significant at
the .01 level which indicates a significant difference in the department
heads' perception of what principals should be doing and the department
heads' perception of what principals are actually doing in recognizing,
·encouraging, and stimulating initiative on the part of department.heads.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis II.
Item 18-8
Principal should confer with department heads
on personal matters that might affect their
morale and efficiency.
<Chi-square table for item 18-8 in appendix)
Department heads agreed with educational authorities as to the
importance of this function.

Seventy per cent (70%> of the responding

department heads stated that this function should be done "always" or
"usually" by principals.

Forty per cent C40%> felt that this was being

done '"a Iways" or "usua 11 y"'' by pr inc I pa Is.
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Department heads stated that principals are performing this function
in the fol lowing manner:

allowing department heads to discuss problems

in confidence, establishing rapport with staff that allows department
heads to bring up personal matters, and having a humanistic attitude
towards the staff.
Department heads felt this function was not being done in relationship to the importance they placed on It.

Principals must be very careful

when becoming involved with personal matters of thei.r staff.

Procedural

agreements, along with the Individual rights of staff, may present many
problems to principals In this area.
The chi-square value for item 18-8 is 57.66 which ls significant at
the .01 level which indicates a significant difference in the department
heads' perception of what principals should be doing
heads' perception of what

prlncip~ls

a~d

the department

are actually doing in conferring

'.r._

with department heads on·personal matters that might affect thelr morale
and eff iclency.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis ll.
Item 19-8
Principal should confer with department heads
on professional matters that might affect their
morale and efficiency.
(Chi-square table for item 19-8 in appendix)
Departm~nt.heads

agreed with 'educational authorittes as to the

importance of thilit-: f,upc;tJon.
- ..

Ninety-one per cent (91%> of the responding

r
II 7

department heads stated that this function should be done "a,ways" or
"usually" by principals.

Fifty-four per cent (54%> felt that this was

being done "always" or "usually" by principals.
Department heads stated that principals are performing this function
in the following manner:

backing the department heads when they are

right on professional matters, relating to department heads the Importance
of their positions, and using materials {such as films, tapes, books,
etc.) that have psychological effects of a positive nature.
Principals do not perform this function to the degree department
heads believe they should.

Department heads, because of failure to

advance or inabll lty to attend a university, may have their morale and
efficiency affected.

Principals must help solve the professional

problem, If possible, so that the supervisory competence of department
heads will improve.
The chi-square .value for Item 19-B Is 92.16 which Is significant at
the .Ol level which indicates a signlf lcant difference In the department
heads' perception of what principals should be doing and the department
heads' perception of what principals are actually doing In conferring
with department heads on professional matters that might affect their
morale and eff lclency.
This Item supports the rejection of Hypothesis II.
Item 20-B
Principal should help department heads develop
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methods for classroom visits so that teachers
wil I obtain the maximum benefits.
(Chi-square table for Item 20-B in appendix)
Department heads agreed with educational authorities as to the
J

importance of this function.

Seventy-nine per cent (79%> of the respond-

ing department heads stated that this function should be done "always" or
"usually" by principals.

Forty-three per cent (43%> felt that this was

being done "always" or "usually" by principals.
Department heads stated that principals are performing this function ·
in the following manner:

working with department heads la developing

classroom visitation forms that are of a positive nature, encouraging
department heads to use new technologies (video-tapes, micro-teaching,
etc.>, and planning visits to cover the school year rather than only
the f lrst semester.
Principals must work with department heads In developing this
function.

Only forty-three per cent (43%> of the department heads felt

this was being done to the degree they thought It should be done.

This

act is vital to the improvement of instruction.
The chi-square value for item 20-B is 79.36 which Is slgnlf lcant at
the .01 level which indicates a significant difference in the department
heads' perception of what principals should be doing and the department
heads' perception of what principals are actually doing In helping department tieads develop methods for classroom visits so that teachers will

r~·-----------------~
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obtain the maximum benef Its.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis II.
Item 22-B

(

Principal should encourage department heads
in assisting their staff in developing and
writing Instructional objectives.
(Chi-square table for item 22-B In appendix)
Department heads agreed with educational authorities as to the
Importance of this function.

Sixty-five per cent (65%> of the responding

department heads stated that this function should be done "always" or
"usually" by principals.

Twenty-nine per cent (29%> felt that this was

being done "always" or "usually" by principals.
Department heads stated that principals are performing this function
in the following manner:

having workshops and clinics, reviewing periodi-

cally the goals and objectives of various courses, and encouraging the
staff to take formal courses In the subject.
Department heads agreed with the Importance of this function but
recognized It was being performed only to a small degree.

It would

appear that a concentrated effort Is needed In this area.

Good lnstruc-

tional objectives are needed in any sound Instructional program; therefore, both department heads and principals must endeavor to motivate the
staff In wanting to write Instructional objectives.
The chi-square value for item 22-B is 63.78 which Is significant at
the .01 level which Indicates a slgnlf icant difference In the department

r--------------------~
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heads' perception of what principals should be doing and the department
heads' perception of what principals are actually doing in encouraging
department heads in assisting their staff in developing and writing Instructional objectives.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis II.
Item 23-B
Principal should encourage department heads
in providing leadership for their staff In
developing a sound program of student
evaluation.
(Chi-square table for item 23-B In appendix)
Department heads agreed with educational authorities as to the
importance of this function.

Seventy-eight per cent (78%> of the respond-

tng department heads stated that this function should be done "always" or
"usually" by principals.

Thirty-nine per cent (39%> felt that this was

being done "always" or "usually" by principals.
Department heads stated that principals are performing this function
In the following manner:

having department heads work with staff in

developing a program of student evaluation, providing materials and
supplies related to this area, and presenting programs on the new methods
and procedures of student evaluation.
It would appear department heads want more help in how to lead the
staff in developing programs of student evaluation.
critica I to education because it
relation to schools.

Is one

This area is

the pub I le sees,..,and Judges In

Principals d·nd department. heads must help the

~

t

------------------------------------------------------------------------.
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staff see the importance of a sound program.
The chi-square value for item 23-B is 76.84 which Is signlf lcant at
the .01 level which indicates a slgnlf icant difference In the department
heads' perception of what principals should be doing and the department
heads' perception of what principals are actually doing In encouraging
department heads in providing leadership for their staff In developing a
sound program of student evaluation.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis II.
Item 24-B
Principal should encourage department heads
in assisting their staff in developing a
basic understanding of the motivational
aspects of student work.
(Chi-square table for item 24-B in appendix)
Department heads agreed with educational authorities as to the
Importance of this function.

Seventy per cent (70%> of the responding

department heads stated that this function should be done "always" or
"usually" by principals.

Thirty-three per cent 03%) felt that this was

being done "always" or "usually" by principals.
Department heads stated that principals are performing this function
in the fol lowing manner:

encouraging experimentation, surveying post

high school trends and making this information available, using experts
in the field at institutes, and using multi-media programs on the
subject.
Department heads felt this function should be done In a greater

r---------------------
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degree than It Is at present.

Motivational aspects of student work

also Include an understanding of self.

Utll lzation of this understanding

when working with students helps the staff In developing or presenting
J

situations from which students wll I grow.
The chi-square value for Item 24-B Is 71.34 which is significant at
the .01 level which Indicates a slgnlf lcant difference In the department
heads' perception of what principals should be doing and the department
heads' perception of what principals are actually doing In encouraging
department heads In assisting their staff In developing a basic understanding of< the motivational

aspe~ts

of student work.

This Item supports the rejection of Hypothesis I I.
Item 25-B
Principal should help department heads In
assisting their staff to be aware of and
encourage educational change.
(Chi-square table for Item 25-B In appendix)
Department heads agreed with educational authorltt'es as to the
Importance of this function.

Eighty-one per cent (81%> of the responding

department heads stated that this function should be done "always" or
"usually" by principals.

Forty-five per cent (45%> felt that this was

being done "always" or "usually" by principals.
Department heads stated that principals are performing this function
In

the,fo~lowlng

manner:

encouraging experimentation by the staff,

utilizing new materials and methods that point out the need for change,

r _____________,,_,
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and providing for articulation both with the elementary schools and the
colleges.
If principals are to help

~apartment

heads In this area, they must

develop and implement various projects that are educationally sound.

The

staff, after having the opportunity to witness these changes, may decide to
try new things.
The chi-square value for item 25-8 is 80.12 which is significant at
the .01 level which Indicates a significant difference In the department
heads' perception of what principals should be doing and the department
heads' perception of what principals are actually doing in helping department heads In assisting their staff to be aware of and to encourage
educational change.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis I I.
Item 26-B
Principal should recognize Individual differences and other points of views in department
heads while encouraging them to do the same
with their staff.
(Chi-square table for Item 26-B In appendix)
Department heads agreed with educational authorities as to the
importance of this function

1
•

Eighty-seven per cent (87%) of the respond-

ing department heads stated that this function should be done "always"
or "usually" by principals.

Fifty-seven per cent (57%> felt that this

was being done "always" or "usually" by principals.
Department heads

st~ted

In the following manner:

that principals are performing this function

listening to department heads and being wllllng
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to change when they present sound points of view, working with department
heads as Individuals, and encouraging attitudes that wil I help the staff
develop as individuals.
Principals and department heads must set an atmosphere where the
staff feels that al I involved have a general concern for the Improvement
of Instruction.

Humanization In education should start at the top so that

it may become a cooperative endeavor of the staff and students.
The chi-square value for item 26-B Is 69.96 which Is signlf lcant at
the .01 level which indicates a significant difference In the department
heads' perception of what principals should be doing and the department
heads' perception of what principals are actually doing In recognizing
Individual differences and other points of view in department heads
while encouraging them to do the same with their staff.
This Item supports the rejection of Hypothesis II.
Item 28-B
Principal should be sensitive to the real
feelings of department heads in both their
overt and covert actions while encouraging
them to do the same with their staff.
(Chi-square table for item 28-B In appendix)
Department heads agreed with educational authorities as to the
importance of this function.

Eighty-seven per cent (87%) of the respond-

ing department heads stated that this function should be done "always" or
"usually" by principals.

Fifty-four per cent (54%> felt that this was

being done "always" or "usually" by principals.

r
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Department heads stated that principals are performing this function
In the following manner:

by having an attitude that Is realistic and

truthful In a climate that Is non-threatening, by honestly discussing any
differences In opinions that might arise, and by making many Individual
contacts with department heads.
Department heads being a form of middle management wil I tend to
treat those under them as they are treated by those over them.

Covert

actions must be carefµlly evaluated because an error In judgment could
create more problems.
The chi-square value for Item 28-B Is 87.76 which is signfficant at
the .01 level which indicates a signlf icant difference in the department
heads' perception of what principals should be doing and the department
heads' perception of what principals are actually doing In being sensitive
to the real feelings of department heads In both their overt and covert

.

actions while encouraging them to do the ' same with their staff.
This Item supports the rejection of Hypothesis II.
Item 31-B
Principal should help department heads
determine the need for implementing staff
recommendations.
(Chi-square table for item 31-B in appendix)
Department heads agreed with educational authorities as to the
import9nce of this function.

Eighty-one per cent (81%> of the responding

department heads stated. that this function should be done "always" or
"usually" by principals.

Fifty-six per cent (56%) felt that this was

i26

being done "always" or "usually" by principals.
Principals must be receptive to department heads' recommendations.
Evaluating, understanding, and considering all possible alternatives to
a situation must be strived for by principals and department heads.
Department heads stated that principals are performing this function
In the following manner:

placing a commendation in the staff member's

personnel folder, giving credit at meetings to those contributing to the
improving of instruction, and explaining to department heads the importance
this type of act has on the morale of staff.
The chi-square value for Item 31-B Is 44.88 which is signlf lcant at
the .01 level which indicates a signif lcant difference In the department
heads' perception of what principals should be doing and the department
heads' perception of what principals are actually doing In helping department heads determine the need for implementing staff recommendations.
This Item supports the rejection of Hypothesis I I.

'

Item 33-B
Principal should help department heads develop
self-understanding while encouraging them to
do the same with their staff.
(Chi-square table for item 33-B In appendix)
Department heads agreed with educational authorities as to the
importance of this function.

Seventy-f Ive per cent (75%> of the respond-

ing department heads stated that this function should be done "al,ways" or
"usually" by principals.

Forty-one per cent (41%) felt that this was

being done "always" or "usually" tiy principals.

r_______________________
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Department heads stated that principals are performing this function
In the following manner:

requiring department heads to be available to

their teachers by providing a private off ice for conferences, encouraging
them to make decisions and accepting the responsibility for the decisions,
and having al I channels of communication open between department heads
an~

principals.
Department heads agree that this function should be "carried out" to

a higher

Self-understanding is needed in any position that is

degre~.

supervisory in nature.

Principals and department heads must develop this

Insight to the highest level possible.
The chi-square value for Item 33-8 Is 74.04 which Is signlf lcant at
the .01 level which Indicates a slgnlf icant difference in the

departm~nt

heads' perception of what principals should be doing and the department
heads' perception of what principals are actually doing In helping department heads develop self-understanding while encouraging them to do the
same with their staff.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis II.
Item 34-8
Principal should help department heads develop
an understanding of school budgets.
(Chi-square table for item 34-8 In appendix)
)

Department heads agreed with educational authorities as to the
imp~rtanc• of ,~his function.

Eighty-three per cent (83%> of the responding
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department heads stated that this function should be done "always" or
''usually" by principals.

Fifty-five per cent (55%> felt that this was

being done "always" or "usually" by principals.
Department heads stated that principals are performing this function
fn the fol lowing manner:

reviewing and explaining all forms needed In

the operation of the school budget, making all Information available to
them, and having the business manager explain the procedures.
Principals should be able to aid department heads In understanding
school budgets.

This ls a technical act and can be mastered more quickly

with training than many functions related to human

rela~lons.

The chi-square value for item 34-B ls 67.50 which Is slgnif lcant at
the .01 level which Indicates a signif lcant difference Jn the department
heads' perception of what principals should be doing and. the department
heads 1 perception of what pr inc Ipa Is are actua I Iy do Ing .1 n he Ip Ing department heads develop an understanding of school budgets.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis I I.
Item 35-B
Principal should help department heads develop
the abll ity to adapt to change while encouraging
them to do the same with their staff.
(Chi-square table for Item 35-B in appendix)
Department heads agreed with educational authorities as to the
importance of this function.

Eighty-three per cent (83%) of the respond-

ing department heads stated that this fu"nctlon--should be done "always" or
"usually" by principals.

Forty-six pe'r cenf (46%> felt that this was

<
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being done "always" or "usually" by principals.
Department heads stated that principals are performing this function
in the fol lowing manner:

using outside resource speakers, encouraging

local research on the students and community, making positive suggestions,
having department heads make visits to become acquainted with the new and
different, and being flexible themselves.
Department heads must work with the staff for changes.

A careful

evaluation of staff is needed before changes can be Instituted.

Change

in the hands of the wrong staff member can produce negative results that
everyone will regret for a long time In the future.
The chi-square value for item 35-B is 88.02 which is significant at
the .01 level which indicates a signlf icant difference in the department
heads' perception of what principals should be doing and the department
heads' perception of what principals are actually doing In helping department heads develop the ability to adapt to change while encouraging them
to do the same wlthctheir staff.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis I I.
Item 36-B
Principal should encourage department heads
to participate In professional organizations
while encouraging them to do the same with
their staff.
(Chi-square table for item

36~8

in appendix)

Department heads agree9 with educational authorities as to the,·
importance of this function.

Eighty-one per cent (81%> of the responding

r-----------.
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department heads stated that this function should be done "always" or
"usually" by principals.

Forty-seven per cent (47%> felt that this was

being done "always" or "usually" by principals.
Department heads stated that principals are performing this function
In the following manner:

giving released time' to attend meetings, having

department heads give reports on the professional organization, being
themselves, members of professional organizations, and accepting the
professional organizations as positive and constructive.
Department heads can be a great asset to the educational system of
which they are a part when they participate in professional organizations.
The interchange that takes place within these groups has great value.
When department heads have the opportunity to share their experiences with
other department heads, all Involved In the exchange of Information tend ·
to acquire better insights into their positions.
The chi-square value for item 36-B Is 73.38 which Is slgnlf lcant at
the .01 level which Indicates a signlf lcant difference in the department
heads' perception of what principals should be doing and the department
heads' perception of what principals are actually doing in encouraging
department heads to participate in professional organizations while
encouraging them to do the same with their staff.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis II.
Item 37-B
Principal should help department heads learn
the use of a!Jthorlty.
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(Chi-square table for Item 37-B In appendix)
Department heads agreed with educational authorities as to the
Importance of this function.

Seventy per cent (70%> of the responding

department heads stated that this function should be done "always" or
"usually" by principals.

Thirty-nine per cent (39%> felt that this was

being done "always" or "usually" by principals.
Department heads feel a need to receive help In this area.

Authorfty

has value when used constructively, but department heads showed a concern
that any use of authority could harm their supervisory roles.

This fear,

sometimes, is a reason for not doing things.
Department heads stated that principals are performing this function
in the following manner:

using the authority they have In a constructive

way to set an example for the staff to follow, having workshops and
seminars on leadership, and having department heads conduct meetings to
help establish their positions.
The chi-square value for Item 37-B Is 53.84 which Is signlf lcant at
the .01 level which Indicates a slgnlf icant difference In the department
heads' perception of what principals should be doing and the department
heads' perception of what principals are actually doing In helping department heads learn the use of authority.
This Item supports the rejection of Hypothesis I I.
Item 39-B
Principal should encourage department heads
to develop decisiveness (make decisions and
accept responsibility for them).
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(Chi-square table for item 39-B In appendix)
Department heads agreed with educational authoritfes as to the
importance of this function.

Eighty per cent (80%> of the

respondi~g

department heads stated that this function should be done "always" or
"usually" by principals.

Fifty-one per cent (51%> felt that this was

being done "always" or "usually" by principals.
Department heads stated that principals are performing this function
in the following manner:

using department heads for consultation on

important decisions, giving department heads decisions to make and
expecting them to give answers, and evaluating the results of decisions
with department heads.
Positions in supervision require that the individual make decisions.
Department heads can develop this talent and use it In their supervisory
roles.
The chi-square value for Item 39-B Is 43.32 which Is signlf lcant at
the .01 level which indicates a significant difference in the department
heads' perception of what principals should be doing and the department
heads' perception of what principals are actually doing In encouraging
department heads to develop decisiveness -<make decisions and accept
responsibility for them).
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis II.
I t@tr! 40-:-B
Principal should help department heads develop
the ability to obtain the best results from
personnel assignments.
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(Chi-square table for item 40-B In appendix)
Department heads agreed with educational authorities as to the
Importance of this function.

Eighty-one per cent (81%> of the responding

department heads stated that this function should be done "always" or
"usually" by principals.

Forty-nine per cent (49%) felt that this was

being done "always" or "usually" by principals.
Department heads stated that principals are performing this function
In the fol lowing manner:

having department heads give recommendations

which are reviewed by the principal and department heads, Involving the
department heads In the construction of the master schedules, and identlfying specific Interests of staff to department heads so they can match
these with courses.
It would appear that merely identifying the strengths of the staff
and the needs of the educational sltuQtlon Is not enough.

Proper assign-

ment of personnel is a "must" to achieve maximum educational benef Its.
The chi-square value for item 40-B Is 71 .02 which Is slgnlf icant at
.\

the .01 level which Indicates a slgnlf lcant difference In the department
heads' perception of what principals should be doing and the department
heads' perception of what principals are actually doing in help Ing department heads develop the ability to obtain the best results from personnel
assignments.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis II.
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Item 42-B
Principal should help department heads develop
the ability to question one's own judgment and
actions in an objective manner.
(Chi-square table for item 42-B in appendix)
Department heads agreed with educational authorities as to the
importance of this function.

Seventy-eight per cent (78%> of the respond-

Ing department heads stated that this function should be done "always" or
"usually" by principals.

Thirty-eight per cent (38%> felt that this was

being done "always" or "usually" by principals.
Department heads stated that principals are performing this function
in the following manner:

setting an example of being open-minded and

being willing to have their own judgment questioned, presenting all sides
to the department heads before the f lnal decision ls made, having the
staff rate the department heads, and setting up problem situations at
department head meetings where all department heads can offer decisions
and reasons on how they would act in those situations.
Department heads feel they need help in developing this abll lty.
Principals can contribute to the growth and development of al I staff
c;-

members through this function.
The chi-square value for Item 42-B Is 82.16 which Is significant at
the .01 level which indicates a slgnif lcant difference In the department
heads' percept ion of what pr inc i pa Is sho.u Id be do Ing and the department
heads' perception of what principals are actually doing In helping
department heads develop the abll ity to question one's own judgment and
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actions in an objective manner.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis II.
Item 44-8
Principal should help department heads develop
the abil tty to evaluate their staff.
(Chi-square table for item 44-8 in appendix)
Department heads agreed with educational authorities as to the
importance of this function.

Eighty-one per cent (81%> of the responding

department heads stated that this function should be done "always" or
"usually" by principals.

Fifty-one per cent (51%> felt that this was

being done "always" or "usually" by principals.
Department heads stated that principals are performing this function
In the following manner:

helping department heads understand that evalua-

tion Is an open ended process for the improvement of instruction, reviewing al I evaluations of department heads in depth, and evaluating depart·
I

. ment heads formally with great care.
Department heads have to be aware of the fact that having evaluation
forms and procedures is no assurance that this will
tions.

pr~duce

good evalua-

They must constantly reassess this process to insure the best

results for the improvement of instruction.
The chi-square value for item 44-8 ts 40.70 which.is significant at
the .01 level which indicates a significant difference in the department
heads' perception of what

pr,inciP,~!s

should be doing and the department

heads' perception of what princlp21ls are actually. doing' In helping
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department heads develop the ability to evaluate their staff •.
This Item supports the rejection of Hypothesis II.
Item 45-8
Principal should encourage department heads to
become aware of and should use, when possible,
new technologies in education.
(Chi-square table for item 45-8 in appendix>
Department heads agreed with educational authorities as to the
importance of this function.

Seventy-nine per cent (79%) of the respond-

ing department heads stated that this function should be done "always" or
"usually" by principals.

Forty-two per cent (42%> felt that this was

being done "always" or "usually" by principals.
Department heads stated that principals are performing this function
in the fol lowing manner:

having department heads

atten~

demonstration

centers that use new technologies, asking questions of department heads
on new areas and methods, encouraging material aide centers, and devoting
institute days to this subject.
Department heads must provide the leadership needed to introduce
new methods and equipment in instruction.

The proposals for these new

technologies should be well planned and organized before they are presented
to the staff.
The chi-square value for item 45-B is 74.70 which Is significant at
the .01 level which indicate1 a sfgnif lcant difference In the department
heads' perception of what principals should be doing and the department
heads' perception of what principals are actually doing In encouraging

,..
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department heads to become aware of and in using, when possible, new
technologies in education.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis II.
Item 46-8
Principal should encourage department heads
to be aware of and use recent research In
their subject areas.
<Chi-square table for Item 46-8 In appendix)
Department heads agreed with educational authorities as to the
importance of this function.

Seventy-f Ive per cent (75%> of the respond-

Ing department heads stated that this function should be done "always" or
"usually" by principals.

Forty per cent (40%> felt that this was being

done "always" or "usually" by principals.
Department heads stated that principals are performing this function
in the following manner:

making available professional I lterature on the

subject, promoting in-service training programs on the use of research,
;

permitting department heads to use new methods, and developing a professional I ibrary.
Research often ls not conducted or used because many staff members
do not feel quallfled to Interpret and present the findings.

It appears

this is one reason that must be overcome to use research in the Improvement of instruction.
The chi-square value for item 46M8 is 75.70 which Is significant at
the .01 level which Indicates a signif lcant difference in the department
heads' perception of what principals should be doing and the department
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heads' perception of what principals are actually doing in encouraging
department heads to be aware of and use recent research In their subject
areas.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis II.
Item 48-B
Principal should help department heads obtain
a working knowledge of other areas and developments in education (individualization of instruction, Independent study, pass-fall courses,
team teaching, etc.).
(Chi-square table for item 48-B In appendix)
Department heads agreed with educational authorities as to the
Importance of this function.

Seventy-seven per cent (77%> of the respond-

ing department heads stated that this function should be done "always" or
"usually" by principals.

Forty-one per cent (41%> felt that this was

being done "always" or "usually" by principals.
Department·heads stated that principals are performing this function
In the following manner:

encouraging professional growth through uni-

varsity courses, having departments develop programs using new innovations
in education, and providing for workshops and conferences.
Department heads, along with the entire staff, must become knowledgeable and wil I ing to utilize new developments in education for the Improvement of instruction.

These trends could be the basis of education In the

future.
The chi-square value for

Item 48-B is 69.94 which Is slgnlf icant at

the .01 level which i,ndicates' a slgnif leant difference in the department
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heads' perception of what principals should be doing and the department
heads' perception of what principals are actually doing in helping department heads obtain a working knowledge of other areas and developments In
education (individualization of instruction, independent study, pass-fall
courses, team teaching, etc.).
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis II.
Item 50-B
Pr Inc i pa I shou Id encourage department he.ads to
help their staff foster sound interpersonal
relationships among students, teachers, and
administration.
(Chi-square table for item 50-8 in appendix)
Department heads agreed with educational authorities as to the
Importance of this function.

Eighty-six per cent (86%> of the responding

department heads stated that this function should be
"usually" by principals.

d~ne

"always" or

Fifty-four per cent C54%> felt that this was

being done "always" or "usually" by principals.
Department heads stated that principals are performing this function
In the following manner:

recognizing the new roles of those In education,

fostering activities that wil I make this possible, providing an open
atmosphere that will al low this to take place, and having workshops on
c

human relations.
Supervisory competence is built on interpersonal relationships.
Department heads are looking for support and ways of developing this
attribute.

Department heads should be aware of the importance principals

place on this function.

This would al low department heads to feel more

r:---·- - - - - - - - .
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secure In an Insecure area of operation.
The chi-square value for item 50-B is 74.56 which is significant at
the .01 level which indicates a significant difference In the department
heads' perception of what principals should be doing and the department
heads' perception of what principals are actually doing in encouraging
department heads to help their staff foster sound interpersonal relation-.
ships among students, teachers, and administration.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis II.
Item 52-8
Principal should encourage department heads to
participate in a continuing program of selfimprovement.
(Chi-square table for item 52-B in appendix)
Department heads agreed with educational authoritles as to the
importance of this function.

Seventy-eight per cent (78%> of the respond-

ing department heads stated that this function should be done "always" or
"usually" by principals.

Forty-five per cent (45%> felt that this was

being done "always" or "usually" by principals.
Department heads stated that principals are performing this function
In the following manner:

encouraging salary schedule for advancement in

education, giving commendations for any acts of self-improvement, and
having continual conversation using praise as a motivating method.
Principals and department heads felt the greatest· emphasis for
self-improvement comes from salary schedule advancements.

But merit pey

plans were not accepted as better ways to foster self-improvement.

It

r-·
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appeared that department heads felt self-improvement (university courses)
should have a built-in advancement, but true self-improvement could not be
measured because It required a value judgment.
The chi-square value for item 52-8 Is 74.74 which Is significant at
the .01 level which indicates a signlf lcant difference In the department
heads' perception of what principals should be doing and the department
heads' perception of what principals are actually doing in encouraging
department heads to participate In a continuing program of self-improvement.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis II.
Item 53-8
Principal should make sure department heads
understand their duties and responslbll ltles.
(Chi-square table for item 53-8 In appendix)
Department heads agreed with educational authorities as to the
Importance of this function.

Ninety-four per cent (94%> of the responding

department heads stated that this function should be done "always" or
"usually" by principals.

Sixty-two per cent (62%> felt• that this was

being done "always" or "usually" by principals.
Department heads stated that principals are performing this function
in the following manner:

interpreting school board pol lcies to department

heads, developing guides for department heads, and having department
heads relate duties and responsibilities to department goals.
Department he.ads strong Iy agree with th Is function.

Superv Isory acts

can be performed better when duties and responsibi I ltle_s are understood.

,..
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With this act there ls a need for an understanding of the evaluation
procedure attached to

~he

performance of duties.

The chi-square value for item 53-B ls 150.14 which is significant at
the .01 level which indicates a slgnif lcant difference In the department
heads' percept Ion of what pr Inc I pa Is shou Id be doing and t.he department
heads' perception of what principals are actually doing In making sure
department heads understand their duties and responsibilities.
This Item supports the rejection of Hypothesis II.
Item 55-B
Principal should help department heads give
Importance to their positions.
(Chi-square table for Item 55-8 In appendix)
Department heads agreed with educational authorities as to the
importance of this function •. Seventy-seven per cent (77%> of the respondIng department heads stated that this function should be done "always" or
"usually" by principals.

Forty-eight per cent (48%> felt that this was

being done "always" or "usually" by principals.
Principals, as status leaders, can help department heads give
importance to their positions.

The degree of importance placed on these

positions ls the area that appears to need clarlflcatlon.

Clarification

will help establish Importance to these positions.
Department heads stated that principals are performing this function
in the following manner:
department heads the

implementing the department heads' ideas, giving

respo~slbll

ity for department actions, and recognizing
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the department heads' position In the organization.
The chi-square value for item 55-B is 56.02 which is signlf lcant at
the .01 level which indicates a signlf icant difference in the department
J

heads' perception of what principals should be doing and the department
heads' perception of what principals are actually doing in helping department heads give importance to their positions.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis ll.

~
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Summary and Analysis
There seemed to be agreement among department heads and educators as
to the importance of the thirty-six functions used In this study.
The performance of these functions by principals as perceived by
department heads indicated the acts were not being "carried out" to the
degree of Importance placed upon them by department heads.
There was a significant difference in each function between what
principals should be doing In Improving supervisory competence of department heads and what principals are actually doing in this area as perceived by department heads.
In light of the accumulated data, the second hypothesis can be
rejected.

,•
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!:!Ypothesls II I
There is no significant difference between the role principals
"should assume" in Improving supervisory competence of department heads
~

perceived by principals and department heads.
Item 1-C
Principal should encourage department heads
to establish a continuous educational plan
in their field, supplemented with professional courses in education.
(Chi-square table for item 1-C In appendix)
Eighty-five per cent (85%> of the principals and seventy-six per cent

(76%> of department heads felt that this function should be done "always"
or "usually" by principals.

Principals and department heads rated this

"should assume" function with a high degree of congruency.

It would

)

appear that there are strong grounds for accompl lshing this act.
The chi-square value for item 1-C is 3.22 which is

~ot

significant

at the .01 level or .05 level which indicates no slgnif icant difference
In the principals' perception and the department heads' perception of
this item.
This Item supports the accepting of Hypothesis II I.
Item 3-C
Principal should encourage department heads
to develop and use a professional I lbrary.
(Chi-square table for Item 3-C in appendix)
Elghty-f Ive per cent (85%> of the principals and :eighty-two per cent
,:_.,:

(82%> of department heads felt that this function should be done "always"
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or "usually" by principals.

The high congruent rating of this "should

assume" function by principals and department heads indicates a felt need
for professional libraries.

There should be methods of determining the

use and value of professional libraries.
The chi-square value for item 3-C Is 2.32 which Is not significant
at the .01 level or .05 level which indicates no sfgnlf icant difference
In the principals' perception and the department heads' ·perception of
this item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis I II.
Item 5-C
Principal should help department heads in
def lning problems and relating them to the
participants in the group.
(Chi-square table for item 5-C In appendix)
EiShty-nine per cent (89%> of the principals and eighty-eight per
'

i

cent (88%) of department heads felt that this function should be done
"always" or "usually" by principals.

The high congruent rating of

principals and department heads of this "should assume" function suggests
the need of an atmosphere that wil I foster a positive interchange of
concerns.

If either the principals or department heads are negative in

their approach to problems, the group will usually act the same way.
The chi-square value for item 5-C is 1.65 which Is not slgnif lcant
at the .01 level or

.os·

ltitVEtl which Indicates no sign if leant difference

in the principals' perception and the department heads' perception of
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this item.
This. item supports the accepting of Hypothesis Ill.
Item 6-C
Principal should help department heads
determine their own ~eeds for training
in the basic skills of human relations.
(Chi-square table for item 6-C in appendix)
Seventy per cent (70%> of the principals and

slxty~eight

per cent

(68%> of department heads felt that this function should be done "always"
or "usually" by principals.
Although principals and department heads agreed with this function,
the per cent of agreement was not as high as it was with some of the
other functions in this study.

It appears that basic skill In human

relations Is an area that is not discussed as a need factor for staff.
The chi-square value for Item 6-C Is 1.03 which is not significant
at the .01 1evel or .05 level which Indicates no significant difference
In the principals' perception and the department heads' perception of
this item.
This Item supports the accepting of Hypothesis Ill.
Item 12-C
Principal should have department heads
participate in clinics and workshops.
(Chi-~quare

table for Item

12~C

in appendix)

(

Ninety-three p&r cent <93%> of the principals and seventy-seven per
cent (77%> of

depattme~t

_heads felt that this function should be done

r ______________________________________________________________________
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"always" or "usually" by principals.

Principals gave more Importance to

this "should assume" function than department heads.

The value of cllnlcs

and workshops should be measured by the growth of the Individuals and by
how they help others.
The chi-square value for item 12-C ls 6.89 which Is not slgnlf lcant
at the .01 level or .05 level which indicates no slgnif lcant difference
in the principals' perception and the department heads'

p~rceptlon

of

this item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis Ill.
Item 13-C
Principal should help department heads
work with their staff in developing a
meaningful curriculum.
(Chi-square table for item 13-C In appendix)
Ninety~six

per cent (96%> of the principals and seventy-seven per

cent (77%> of department heads felt that this function should be done
"always" or "usually" by principals.
higher than department heads.

Principals rated this "should assume"

Principals and department heads must be

Involved in helping develop meaningful curriculum.

Curriculum development

is an ongoing process and should be measured constantly.
The· chi-square value for item 13-C Is 8.58 which Is not signlf lcant
at the .01 level or .05 level which indicates no significant difference
In the

princip~fs'

this Item.

p'9rception

·~nd

the department heads' perception of
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This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis Ill.
I

Item 14-C
Principal should work with department heads
in developing a program for the orientation
of new teachers.
(Chi-square table for item 14-C In appendix)
Ninety-three per cent (93%> of the principals and eighty-six per
cent (86%> of department heads felt that this function should be done
"always" or "usually" by principals.

Principals and department heads

rated this "should assume" function with a high degree of congruency.
Wei I planned and organized programs covering al I phases of the school
should be established.
The chi-square value for item 14-C ls 2.00 which l,s not significant
at the .01 level or .05 level·which indicates no significant difference
in the principals' perception and the department heads' perception of
this item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis Ill.
Item 15-C
Principal should help department heads
develop good intra-departmental and interdepartmental co1m1unications.
(Chi-square table for item 15-C in appendix)
Eighty-nine per cent (89%> of the principals and seventy-nine per
cent C79%> of departmef.lt heads felt that this function should be done
•

·~-

.

l\" .,

"a Iways" or "usua 11 y1' l>y
.
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The high congruent rating of this "should assume" function by principals and department heads shows the Importance they place on good communications.

Both groups emphasized all means of communication should be

improved, not just written.
.

The chi-square value for item 15-C is 3.57 which is not significant
'"

at the .01 level or .05 level which indicates no significant difference in
the principals' perception and the department heads' perception of this
item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis Ill.
Item 16-C
Principal should recognize, encourage, and
stimulate professional growth on the part
of department heads.
(Chi-square table for item 16-C in appendix)
One hundred per cent CIOO%> of the principals and eighty-four per
cent (84%> of department heads felt that this function should be done
"always" or "usually" by principals.
function should be done.
same as the principals.

Al I the principals agreed that this

Almost all the department heads believed the
It is important to the self-image that positive

deeds are recognized and encouraged.

This, many times, provides the

drive needed to improve oneself.
The chi-square value for Item 16-C is 7.93 which. Is not significant
at the .01 level or .05 level which indicates no significant difference
in the pr.'inclpats• perception and the department heads' perception of
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this item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis Ill.
Item 17-C
Principal should recognize, encourage, and
stimulate initiative on the part of department heads.
(Chi-square table for Item 17-C in appendix)
Ninety-six per cent (96%> of the principals and ninety-four per cent
(94%> of department heads felt that this function should be done "always"
or "usually" by principals.

A high congruent rating by principals and

department heads was given this "should assume" function.

Initiative is

determined by the person j udg Ing it, not the person performing it •. WI th
this in mind, many department heads felt it should be clarified to obtain
the best results.
The chi-square value for item 17-C is 1.58 which Is not significant

..

at the .01 level or .05 level which indicates no signlf_icant difference
in the principals' perception and the department heads' perception of
this item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis I II.
Item 18-C
Principal should confer with department heads
on personal matters that might affect their
morale and efficiency.
(Chi-square table for item 18-C in appendix)
Efghty-one p~r cent (81%> of the principals and seventy per cent
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(70%> of department heads felt that this function should be done "always"
or "usually" by principals.

Principals and department heads agreed that

principals should confer on personal problems even If it Is only to
listen and reflect.

They must be careful not to become too involved in

the problem.
The chi-square value for item 18-C ls 3.84 which ls not slgnlf lcant
at the .01 level or .05 level which indicates no slgnif icant difference
in the pr inc i pa Is' perception and the department heads' ·percept ion of
this Item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis I II.
l'tem 19-C
Principal should confer with department heads
on professional matters that might affect
their morale and eff lclency.
(Chi-square table for item 19-C In appendix)
Ninety-six per cent (96%) of the principals and ninety-one per cent
(91%> of department heads felt that this function should be done "always"
or "usually" by principals.
function a high rating.

Principals and department heads gave this

Both groups felt more strongly about principals

conferring on professional matters than they did on personal matters
even though the end result of each was morale and eff lclency.
The chi-square value for item 19-C ls·l.67 which ls not significant
at the .01 level or .05.

l~~I ,W~ii;:h
. .• . '

!
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Indicates no signlf leant dlff,erence

In the principals' perception and the department heads' perception of

1
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this item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis Ill.
Item 20-C
Principal should help department heads develop
methods for classroom visits so that teachers
will obtain the maximum benefits.
(Chi-square table for item 20-C in appendix)
Eighty-nine per cent (89%) of the principals and seventy-nine per
cent (79%> of department heads felt that this function.should be done
"always" or "usually" by principals.

Principals and department heads

recognized the great value this function has to the improvement of
Instruction when properly fulfilled.
The chi-square value for item 20-C is 2.49 which is not significant
at the .01 level or .05 level which indicates no significant difference
in the principals' perception and the department heads' perception of
this item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis Ill.
Item 22-C
Principal should encourage department heads
in assisting their staff in developing and
writing instructional objectives.
(Chi-square table for item 22-C in appendix)
Seventy-four per cent C74%> of the principals and sixty-five per
cent (65%> of department heads felt that this function should be done
"always" or "usually" by tfrlncipals.

Although developing and writing
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instructional objectives Is a major concern In education today, this
function was not rated with the same importance as other items.

It

appeared a lack of interest in this area was the main reason.
The chi-square value for Item 22-C is 5.30 which Is not significant
at the .01 level or .05 level which indicates no signif lcant difference
in the principals' perception and the department heads' perception of
this item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis I II.
Item 23-C
Principal should encourage department heads In
providing leadership for their staff In
developing a sound program of student evaluation.
(Chi-square table for item 23-C In appendi,x)
Eighty-one per cent (81%> of the principals and seventy-eight per
cent (78%> of department heads felt that this function should be done
"always" or "usually" by principals.

Principals and department heads

felt a .need for sound programs of student evaluation.

If present trends

continue, student evaluations will probably change greatly from those
employed today.

In the new era of education, department heads will be

cal led upon to lead their staffs In revising the existing programs.
The chi-square value for item 23-C is 3.68 which is not significant
at the .01 level or .05 level which Indicates no significant difference
in the pr:lnctpals' perception, and the department heads' perception of
11

this Item.

'

•
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This Item supports the accepting of Hypothesis Ill.
Item 24-C
Principal should encourage department heaq~
In assisting their staff In developing a
basic understanding of the motivational
aspects of student work.
(Chi-square table for item 24-C In appendix)
Seventy-four per cent (74%> of the principals and seventy per cent
(70%> of department heads felt that this function should be done "always"
or "usually" by principals.
Principals and department heads felt their staffs were taking some
steps to constantly Improve their understanding of the motivational aspects
of student work.

Teaching becomes a more difficult job each year; one

reason ls because of having to compete with commercial and outside enterprizes that make use of student motivational forces.

Good educators must

become more aware of the forces that motivate students and use this
knowledge to the best interest of the students.
The chi-square value for item 24-C Is 3.71 which ls not significant
at the .01 level or .05 level which Indicates no slgnlf lcant difference
in the principals' perception and the department heads' perception of
this item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis Ill.
Item 25-C
Principal should help department heads In
assisting their staff to be aware of and
encourage educatlona.I change.
(Chi-square table for item 25-C In appendix)
'
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Eighty-nine per cent (89%> of the principals and eighty-one per cent
(81%> of department heads felt that this function should be done "always"
or "usually" by principals.
Principals and department heads must be involved In and committed to
educational change and must be able to give good reasons to the staff
for the changes sought.
The chi-square value for Item 25-C Is 1.53 which is not

slg~lflcant

at the .01 level or .05 level which indicates no slgnif lcant difference
in the principals' perception and the department heads' perception of
this item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis Ill.
Item 26-C
Principal should recognize individual
differences and other points of views in
department heads while encouraging them
to d'O the same with their staff.
(Chi-square table for Item 26-C in appendix)
Ninety-three per cent (93%> of the principals and elghty•seven per
cent (87%> of department heads felt that this function should be done
"always" or "usually" by principals.
Principals and department heads agreed they will need to prove
themselves in this area if they expect the staff to do the same.
The chi-square va,lue for item.26-C is 1.20 which is not significant
at the .01

lev~I

or .05 level which Indicates no slgnlf lcant difference
':1

In the principals' perception and,the department heads' perception of
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this item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis Ill.
Item 28-C
Principal should be sensitive to the real
feelings of department heads In both thelr
overt and covert actions while encouraging
them to do the same with their staff. ·
(Chi-square table for item 28-C in appendix)
Ninety-three per cent (93%> of the principals and eighty-seven per
cent (87%> of department heads felt that this function should be done
"always" or "usually" by principals.
Principals, as professional educators, need to understand their
staffs and work with them and through them to improve supervisory competences.
The chi-square value for item 28-C is .98 which is not significant
at the .01 level or .05 level which indicates no slgnif lcant difference
in the principals' perception and the department heads' perception of
this item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis Ill.
Item 31-C
Principal should help department heads
determine the need for implementing staff
recommendations.
(Chi-square table for item 3.1-C in appendix)
Eighty-five per cent (85%> of the principals and eighty-ong

per

cent

(81%> of department he.ads felt that this function should be done "always"
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or "usually" by principals.
Principals, recognizing they are generalists In education, will
utilize the expertise of department heads and staff in improving lnstructlon.

Staff recommendations usually apply directly to the subject areas

with which they are concerned.
The chi-square value for item 31-C is 3.34 which is not slgnlf icant
at the .01 level or .05 level which indicates no slgnlf lcant difference
in the principals' perception and the department heads' perception of
this item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis I I I.
Item 33-C
Principal should help department heads
develop self-inderstandtng while encouraging
them to do the same with their staff.
(Chi-square table for item 33-C in appendix)
Fifty-six per cent (56%> of the principals and seventy-f lve per cent
(75%> of department heads felt that this function should be done "always"
or "usually" by principals.
Department heads rated this item higher than principals as a "should
assume" function.

Department heads want help in this area, but principals

tended not to become involved with this act.

Self-understanding is needed

in al I human relation efforts related to supervisory competences, but
principals, possibly beQause of being uncertain of how to help ;staff in
•

'!°

:

'

self-understanding, avoid this field.
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The chi-square value for Item 33-C ls 8.47 which Is not significant
at the .01 level or .05 level which indicates no slgnlf icant difference in
the principals' perception and the department heads' perception of this
item.
This item

s~pports

the accepting of Hypothesis Ill.
Item 34-C

Principal should help department heads
develop an understanding of school budgets.
(Chi-square table for item 34-C in appendix)
Eighty-nine per cent (89%> of the principals and eighty-three per
cent (83%> of department heads felt that this function should be done
"always" or "usually" by principals.
Principals can make great use of department heads in assisting with
budget planning and administrating of budgets.

The time principals save

In this technical aspect of school administration can be used to develop
the human aspects in supervision that are much more time consuming.
The chi-square value for item 34-C is 1.82 which is not significant
at the .01 level or .05 level which indicates no significant difference ln
the principals' perception and the department heads' perception of this
item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis lll.
Item 35-C
should help department heads
develop the ability to adapt to change
while encouraging them to do the same
wIth their staff.
Prin~ipal
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(Chi-square table for item 35-C in appendix)
Eighty-nine per cent (89%> of the principals and eighty-three per cent
(83%> of department heads felt that this function should be done "always"
or "usually" by principals.
Principals and department heads agreed on the need to adapt to change
by al I in education.
adopted in recent

Many changes in education have been proposed and

year~and

It Is difficult to state what the future holds

in this realm.
The chi-square value for item 35-C is 2.20 which is not slgnif lcant
at the .01 level or .05 level which indicates no signlf icant difference
in the principals' perception and the department heads' perception of this
Item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis.ti I.
Item 36-C
Principal should encourage department heads
to participate in professional organizations
while encouraging them to do the same with
their staff.
(Chi-square table for item 36-C in appendix)
Eighty-five per cent (85%> of the principals and eighty-one per cent
(81%> of department heads felt that this function should be done "always"
or "usually" by principals.
Principals and department heads rated this "should assume" function
with a high degree of congruency.

Both groups placed emphasis on "pro ..

fessional" or'ganlzatlons a'nd not just organizations related to teaching.

r
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Many felt teacher organizations have lost professional status.
The chi-square value for item 36-C is .91 which is not significant
at the .01 level or .05 level which indicates no slgnif icant difference
in the principals' perception and the department heads' perception of
this item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis Ill.
Item 37-C
Principal should help department heads
learn the use of authority.
(Chi-square table for item 37-C in appendix)
Seventy-eight per cent (78%> of the principals and seventy per cent
(70%> of department heads felt that this function should be done "always"
or "usually" by principals.
Principals must develop a general attitude In department heads as to
the importance of their authority and the proper use of it.
"
The chi-square
value for item 37-C is 3.79 which is not significant

at the .01 level or .05 level which indicates no significant difference
in the principals' perception and the department heads' perception of
this item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis Ill.
Item 39-C
Principal should encourage department heads
to develop decisiveness (make decisions and
accept respons i b 11 i ty for th~) • ,,
(Chi-square table for {tern 39-C in appendix)
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Ninety-six per cent (96%> of the principals and eighty per cent
(80%> of department heads felt that this function should be done ''always"
or "usually" by principals.
Principals and department heads should, in some areas, make joint
decisions and accept the responsibilities for the action.

This joint

action could help department heads to act alone when called upon to do so.
The chi-square value for Item 39-C Is 4.69 which is not slgnlf lcant
at the .01 level or .05 level which indicates no slgnlf icant difference
in the principals' perception and the department heads' perception of
this item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis I II.
Item 40-C
Principal should help department heads
develop the ability to obtain the best
results from personnel assignments.
Eighty-nine per cent (89%> of the principals and eighty-one per cent
(81%> of department heads felt that this function should be done "always"
or "usually" by principals.
If principals can help department heads make .the best personnel
assignments, both groups wll I be perceived as better supervisors and
leaders by the staff.
The chi-square value for item 40-C ls 6.10 which Is not significant
at the .01 level or .05 level which Indicates no slgnlf lcant

diff~rence,
,,
,s,
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In the principals' perception and the department heads' perception of
this item •
. This Item supports the accepting of Hypothesis Ill.
Item 42-C
Principal should help department heads
develop the ability to question one's own
judgment and actions in an objective manner.
(Chi-square table for item 42-C In append.Ix)
Elghty~one

per cent (81%> of the principals and seventy-eight per
'

cent (78%> of department heads felt that this function should be done
"always" or

"~sually"

by principals.

Principals Indicated that department heads should develop this
ability, but many department heads pointed out principals failed to do
this act to the degree they felt It should be done.
The chi-square value for Item 42-C is 2.04 which ts not slgntf lcant

~

r

i

at the .01 level or .05 level which Indicates no slgnlf lcant difference
In the principals' perception and the department heads' perception of'
this Item.
This Item supports the accepting of Hypothesis 111.
Item 44-C
Principal should help department heads
develop the ability to evaluate their
staff.
(Chi-square table for item 44-C tll appendix>
Eighty-nine per cent (89%> of the principals and eighty-one per cent

r __________________________________________
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(81%> of department heads felt that this function should be done "always"
or "usually" by principals.
Principals and department heads must try to avoid any disparities In
their perceptions In evaluation of staff.

A consistency In this process

Is a "must" in maintaining a sound relationship between principals • department heads and principals - department heads - staff.
The chi-square value for Item 44-C Is 4.25 which ls not slgnlf lcant
at the .01 level or .05 level which indicates no slgnlf lcant difference
In the principals' perception and the department heads' perception of
this item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis Ill.
Item 45-C
Principal should encourage department heads
to become aware of and should use, when
possible, new technologies In education.
(Chi-square table for Item 45-C In appendix)
Eighty-f lve per cent (85%) of the principals and seventy-nine per cent
<79%> of department heads felt that this function should be done "always"
or "usually" by principals.
Principals stated that department heads are better qua I If led than
themselves to make the staff aware of new technologies In their subject
areas.

Department heads should be given freedom commensurate with their

position to accomplish this function.
The chi-square value for item 45-C Is 4.23 which Is not slgnlf lcant
at the .01 level or .05 level which Indicates no slgnif lcant difference
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in the principals' perception and the department heads' perception of
this Item.
This Item supports the accepting of Hypothesis Ill.
Item 46-C
Principal should encourage department heads
to be aware of and use recent research In
their subject areas.
(Chi-square table for Item 46-C In appendix)
Eighty-five per cent (85%> of the principals and seventy-five per
(

cent (75%> of department heads felt that this function should be done
"always" or "usually" by principals.
Principals expressed a desire to utilize research for the Improvement
of Instruction.

Many principals need to help the staff become involved In

research that will be of value to the educational process.
!he chi-square value for Item 46-C Is 3.83 which is not slgnlf lcant
at the .01 level or .05 level which Indicates no slgnlf lcant difference
in the principals' perception and the department heads' perception of
this Item.
This Item supports the accepting of Hypothesis Ill.
Item 48-C
Principal should help department heads obtain
a working knowledge of other areas and developments In education Clndivlduall:zatlon of Instruction, independent study, pass-fall courses,
te~m te~chlng, etc.).
(Chi-square table for item 48-C In appendix)

~~----------------------------------------------------------------------
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Eighty-nine per cent (89%> of the principals and seventy-seven per
cent <77%> of department heads felt that this function should be done
"always" or "usually" by prlnclpals.
J

Principals Indicated in today's educational society all efforts should
be made to understand changes that are likely to be successful.

Department

heads can be very Instrumental In helping the staff in this area because
they wll I also be affected by the changes.
The chi-square value for Item 48-C Is 3.02 which is not slgnlf lcant
at the .01 level or .05 level which indicates no slgnlf Jcant difference
In the principals' perception and the department heads' perception of
this Item.
This Item supports the accepting of Hypothesis I II.
Item 50-C
Principal should encourage department heads
to he Ip the Ir staff foster sound Inter- ··
personal relationships among students,
teachers, and administration.
<Chi-square table for Item 50-C In appendix)
One hundred per cent (100%> of the principals and eighty-six per cent
(86%> of department heads felt that this function should be done "always"
or "usually" by principals.
Principals expressed a strong belief In the
function.

They Indicated they would welcome

lmport~nce

q~allfled

of this

specialists In

assisting the staff In fostering sound Interpersonal relat!9nships.
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The chi-square value for item 50-C is 8.18 which Is not significant
at the .01 level or .05 level which indicates no slgnlf lcant difference
in the principals' perception and the department heads' perception of
this item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis Ill.
Item 52-C
Principal should encourage department heads
to participate In a continuing program of
self-improvement.
(Chi-square table for item 52-C in appendix)
Ninety-six per cent (96%> of the principals and seventy-eight per
cent (78%> of department heads felt that this function should be done
"always" or "usually" by principals.
Principals stated that the more department heads participate in
self-Improvement programs and accompl lsh the ends desired, the better
they are at performing their jobs.

This, In turn, would Improve the

department heads' supervisory competences.
The chi-square value for Item 52-C is 5.84 which is not slgnif lcant
at the .01 level or .05 level which Indicates no slgnlf lcant difference
In the principals' perception and the department heads' perception of
this Item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis II I.
Item 53-C
Principal shoulJJ mak~ su_r.e department heads
understa!ld the_I r dut les and res pons i bi 11 t Ies. •
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(Chi-square table for item 53-C tn appendtx>
Ninety-six per cent (96%> of the principals and ninety-four per cent
C94%> of department heads felt that this function should be done "always"
or "usually" by principals.
Principals and department heads agreed on the importance of this
function.

It would appear that both groups should work on developing

formal duties and responsibilities for department heads that can help
improve their supervisory competences.
The chi-square value for item 53-C Is 5.58 which is not slgnlf lcant
at the .01 level or .05 level which indicates no slgnlf lcant difference
In the principals' perception and the department heads' perception of
this item.
This Item supports the accepting of Hypothesis Ill.
Item 55-C
Principal should help department heads
give Importance to their positions.
(Chi-square table for item 55-C In appendix)
Eighty-one per cent (81%> of the principals and seventy-seven per
cent C77%> of department heads felt that this function should be done
"Always" or "usually" by principals.
Principals, by emphasizing the importance of department heads'
positions, wi 11 be encouraging the.
, staff to look to department
help when they need It.

he~.ds

for

The more sburces of help available to teachers

tend to improve the instructional program.
The chi-square value for item 55-C Is 3.50 which Is not significant
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at the .01 level or .05 level which indicates no significant difference
in the principals' perception and the department heads' perception of
this item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis lll .

.

·.
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Summary and Analysis
Principals and department heads agreed on the Importance of al I
thirty-six functions used In this study.

It would appear the "should

assume" role of principals In improving supervisory competence of department heads is perceived with the same importance by principals and department heads.
There were no signif lcant differences between what principals should
be doing as perceived by principals and department heads.

With this

common belief by both principals and department heads In what should be
~

done by principals, it would appear that foundations for good supervisory
programs have been established.

The development of supervisory competence

of department heads needs the backing of all involved.
In light of the accumulated data, the third hypothesis can be
accepted.
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Hypothesis IV
There is no signlf icant difference between the role principals are
"carrying out" In improving supervisory competence of department heads as
perceived by principals and department heads.
Item 1-D
Principal should encourage department heads
to establish a continuous educational plan
in their f leld, supplemented with professional courses in education.
(Chi-square table for Item 1-D in appendix>
Thirty per cent (30%> of the principals and thirty-seven per cent
C37%> of the department heads felt that this was being done "always" or
"usually" by principals.
Principals and department heads agreed that this was not being done
in relation to the importance they had placed upon the function.

Although

\

they both agreed it was not being "carried out," the degree of non-performance as perceived by principals and department heads1 was slgnlf lcant.
Principals must make concerted efforts In encouraging department heads In
this act and develop techniques that will make department heads aware of
their efforts.
The chi-square for Item 1-D Is 16.68 which is signlf lcant at the .01
level which indicates a significant difference In the principals' perception and the department heads' perception of this Item.
This-Item supports the rejection of Hypothesis IV.
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Item 3-D
Principal should encourage department heads
to develop and use a professional library.
(Chi-square table for item 3-D in appendix)
Forty-eight per cent (48%> of the principals and thirty-six per cent
C36%> of the department heads felt that this was being done "always" or
"usually" by principals.
Principals and department heads felt this was being performed about
half of the amount that it should be.

Principals should encourage this

act in a positive manner that will close the gap between what should be
assumed and what is being carried out.
The chi-square for Item 3-D Is 5.48 which is not significant at the
.01 level or .05 level which indicates no significant difference In the
principals' perception and the department heads' perception of this item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis IV.
Item 5-0
Principal should help department heads
in def lning problems and relating them
to the participants in the group.
(Chi-square table for item 5-D in appendix)
Fifty-two per cent (52%> of the principals and fifty-three per cent
(53%> of the department heads felt that this was being done "always" or
•
"usually" by principals.
Principals and department heads had a high degree of congruency In
the rating of how this was being "carried out."
.'

In education today,

r-------------.
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very few problems are Isolated; rather most problems are related to
larger areas of concern.

Clarifying problems and presenting alternatives

are areas in which administrators need to help all members of the staff.
The chi-square for item 5-0 is 2.18 which ls not significant at the
.01 level or .05 level which indicates no slgnlf lcant difference In the
principals' perception and the department heads' perception of this Item.
This Item supports the accepting of Hypothesis IV.
Item 6-0
)

Principal should help department heads
determine their own needs for training
in the basic ski I Is of human relations.
(Chi-square table for item 6-0 in appendix)
Twenty-six per cent (26%) of the principals and thirty-four per cent
<34%> of the department heads felt that this was being done "always" or
"usually" by principals.
Principals and department heads strongly agreed that there Is a
great demand to determine the needs of the staff In the skll Is of human
relations.

Principals constantly stated a need for human relations but had

I ittle In the way of formal plans to help develop these skills.
The chi-square for item 6-0 is 4.73 which Is not significant at the
.01 level or .05 level which indicates no signlf icant difference in the
principals' perception and the department heads'

pe~ceptlon

This Item supports the accepting of Hypothesis IV.

of this Item.

r; ·.----------.
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Item 12-D
Principal should have department heads
participate In clinics and workshops.
(Chi-square table for Item 12-D In appendix)
Sixty-three per cent (63%> of the principals and forty-nine per cent
(49%> of the department heads felt that this was befng done "always" or
"usually" by principals.
Principals ahd department heads agreed that department heads should
participate in more clinics and workshops.

Both groups agreed on the

value of this act.
The chi-square for item 12-D is 3.65 which Is not signif lcant at the
.01 level or .05 level which indicates no signlf icant difference In the
principals' perception and the department heads' perception of this item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis IV.
Item 13-D
Principal should help department heads
wo~k with their staff in developing a
meaningful curriculum.
(Chi-square table for Item 13-D in appendix)
Sixty-seven per cent (67%> of the principals and fifty-one per cent
(51%> of the department heads felt that th.is was being done "always" or
"usually" by principals.
Pr inc i pa Is and department heads shou I·d be I nvo Ived in situations that
al low for

~heir

development in this area (such as

Central Association visiting committees).

b~ing m~bers o~

North
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The chi-square for item 13-D is 4.87 which Is not slgnif icant at the
.01 level or .05 level which indicates no significant difference in the
principals' perception and the department heads' perception of this item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis IV.
Item 14-D
Principal should work with department heads
in developing a program for the orientation
of new teachers.
(Chi-square table for item 14-D In appendix)
Eighty-one per cent (81%> of the principals and fifty-four per cent
(54%> of the department heads felt that this was being done "always" or
"usually" by principals.
Principals felt they were "carrying out" this function at a level
close to what they should be doing.

Department heads perceived the

principals' "carrying out" of this act with a performance level much
less than that of the principals.
The chi-square for item 14-D is 10.38 which Is slgnif icant at the
.05 level which indicates a slgnif lcant difference in the principals'
perception and the department heads' perception of this item.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis IV.
Item 15-D
Principal should help department heads
develop good intra-departmental and interdepartmental communications.
'\

(Chi-square table for Item 15-D In appendix)
I
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Fifty-two per cent (52%> of the principals and forty-nine per cent
(49%> of the department heads felt that this was being done "always" or
"usua l'I y" by pr Inc i pa Is.
Principals and department heads recognized the Importance of good
communications, but they failed to indicate ways In which what should be
done and what Is being done can be brought closer together.
The chi-square for Item 15-0 is 4.21 which Is not slgnif lcant at the
.01 level or .05 level which indicates no slgnlf lcant difference In the
principals' perception and the department heads' perception of this Item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis IV.
Item 16-0
Principal should recognize, encourage- and
stimulate professional growth on the part
of department heads.
·
(Chi-square table for Item 16-0 In appendix)
Fifty-two per cent (52%> of the principals and forty-nine per cent
(49%> of the department heads felt that this was being done "always" or
"usually" by principals.
Principals and department heads agreed that this was not being done
to the degree it should be and that principals wil I have to work hard at
this act if they wish to improve the supervisory competence of staff.
The chi-square for item 16-0 is 5.36 which ls not slgnif icant at the
.01 level or .05 level whh:h °''lndic;:ates no sign if leant difference

i~

tbe

principals' perception and the department heads' perception of thf-s item.
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This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis lV.
Item 17-0
Principal should recognize, encourage, and
stimulate initiative on the part of department heads.
(Chi-square table for item 17-0 in appendix>
Sixty-three per cent (63%> of the principals and fifty-eight per cent
(58%> of the department heads felt that this was being done "always" or
"usually" by principals.
Principals need to perform this act much more than they are If they
wish to improve the supervisory competences of department heads.

Both

groups recognize this act to be important.
The chi-square for item 17-0 is 6.98 which is not significant at the
.01 level or .05 level which indicates no significant difference In the
principals' perception and the department heads' perception of this item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis IV.
Item 18-D
Principal should confer with department heads
on personal matters that might affect their
morale and efficiency.

'

<Chi-square table for item 18-0 in appendix)
Forty-four per cent (44%> of the principals and forty per cent (40%>
of the department heads felt that this was being done "always" or "usually"
by principals.
Principals have a responsibility
to become involved In any matters
.
.
~

~

;.
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that affect morale and efficiency of staff.

The degree of involvement

appears to be dependent on the personality make-up of the principals and
the department heads.
The chi-square for item 18-0 is 5.55 which Is not slgnlf lcant at the
.01 level or .05 level which indicates no slgnlf lcant difference in ·the
principals' perception and the department heads' perception of this Item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis IV.
Item 19-0
Principal should confer with department heads
on professional matters that might affect their
morale and eff iclency.
(Chi-square table for Item 19-0 In appendix)
Fifty-nine per cent C59%> of the principals and fifty-four per cent
(54%) of the department heads felt that this was being done "always" or

"usually" by prlnclpals.
Principals and department heads agreed that this should be done to
a greater degree than It ls if department heads have professional matters
affecting their morale and efficiency.

It would appear that identifying

such professional matters would be Inadequate In the absence of actions to
help solve the problems.
The chi-square for item 19-0 Is 3.24 which Is not slgnif lcant at the
.01 level or .05 level which indicates no slgnlf lcant difference In the
principals' perception and the department heads' perception of this item.
'

.

This Item supports the accepting of Hypothesis IV.
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Item 20-0
Principal should help department heads
develop methods for classroom visits so
that teachers will obtain the maximum
benefits.
(Chi-square table for Item 20-0 in appendix)
Forty-one per cent C41%> of the principals and forty-three per cent
(43%> of the department heads felt that this was being done "always" or
"usually" by principals.
Principals should Include their staff In determining those methods
for classroom visits that will give benefits to the teachers In Improving
instruction.

Many times areas covered In classroom visits are not

accepted by the staff in the manner they should be because they were not
involved in the developing of the methods.
The chi-square for Item 20-D is 6.00 which is not signif lcant at the
.01 level or .05 level which Indicates no signlf icant difference in the
principals' perception and the department heads' perception of this Item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis IV.
Item 22-0
Principal should encourage department heads in
assisting their staff In developing and writing
Instructional objectives.
(Chi-square table for item 22-0 in appendix)
Twenty-six per cent (26%> of the princ.ipals and twenty-ni~e per cent
(29%> of the department heads ftJlt thaf t~ls wAs being done, "always" or
"usual Jy" by principals.

•

r
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Principals and department heads agreed that this was not being done
in relation to the Importance they had placed upon the function.

It

would appear that there is a need to develop an understanding of the
importance of Instructional objectives.
The chi-square for item 22-0 is 3.71 which is not slgnif lcant at the
.01 level or .05 level which indicates no significant difference In the
principals' perception and the department heads' perception of this Item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis IV.
Item 23-D
Principal should encourage department heads In
providing leadership for their staff In developing a sound program of student evaluation.
(Chi-square table for item 23-D in appendix)
Thirty-three per cent (33%> of the principals and thirty-nine per
cent C39%> of the department heads felt that this was being dQne "always"
or "usually" by principals.
Department heads felt principals were doing this act at a higher
level than principals bel leved they were doing it themselves.

Most

principals indicated that department heads should select staff members
to be Involved in the program.
The chi-square for item 23-D is 7.06 which is not significant at the
.01 level or .05 level which indicates no signlf icant difference in the
principals' perception and the department heads' perception of this item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis lV.

f
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Item 24-0
Principal should encourage department heads in
assisting their staff In developing a basic
understanding of the motivational aspects of
student work.
(Chi-square table for item 24-0 In appendix>
Thirty-seven per cent (37%> of the principals and thirty-three per
cent (33%> of the department heads felt that this was being done "always"
or "usually" by principals.
There was a high degree of congruency in the perception of this
function by principals and department heads.
be done at a higher level.

Both groups felt it should

An understanding of student motivation wit I

help improve the Instructional programs.
The chi-square for item 24-0 is 2.30 which is not signif lcant at the
.01 level or .05 level which indicates no sign if leant d,ifference In the
principals' perception and the department heads' perception of this Item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis IV.
Item 25-0
Principal should help department heads in
assisting their staff to be aware of and
encourage educational change.
(Chi-square table for Item 25-0 in appendix)
Forty-eight per cent (48%> of the principals and forty-f Ive per cent
(45%> of the department heads felt that th·is was being done "always" or
"usually" by principals·.
Most principals indicated that.they should help department heads in

r
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this act, but stated it was not being performed the way It should be.
The introduction of change should be carefully planned and organized.
The chi-square for item 25-0 is 3.41 which is not signlf lcant at the
.01 level or .05 level which indicates no slgnif lcant difference In the
principals' perception and the department heads' perception of this item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis IV.
Item 26-0
Principal should recognize indlvidual differences and other points of views in department
heads while encouraging them to do the same
with their staff.
(Chi-square table for item 26-D in appendix)
Seventy per cent (70%) of the principals and fifty-seven per cent
(57%> of the department heads felt that this was being done "always" or
"usua 11 y" by pr inc i pa Is.
Principals agreed thatJt Is their obi igatlon to recognize Individual
differences and felt they were performing it at a high level.

Department

heads agreed with cprlnclpals on the need of this function and the carrying
out of It.
The chi-square for item 26-D ls 3.31 which ls not slgnif lcant at the
.01 level or .05 level which indicates no significant difference in the
principals' perception and the department heads' perception of this item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis IV.
Item 28-D
Principal should be sensitive to the real
feelings of department heads in both their
overt and covert actions while encouraging
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them to do the same with their staff.
(Chi-square table for item 28-D In appendix)

Sixty-three per cent (63%> of the principals and f lfty-four per cent
(54%> of the department heads felt that this was being 'done "always" or
"usually" by principals.
Principals are performing this function at a higher level than they
are many of the functions in this study.

It would appear that principals

have developed a sensitivity to feelings of others.
The chi-square for item 28-D Is 2.43 which is not slgnlf lcant at the
.01 level or .05 level which indicates no slgnif icant difference In the
principals' perception and the department heads' perception of this item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis IV.
Item 31-D
Principal should help department heads
determine the need for implementing staff,
'recommendations.
·.1

(Chi-square table for item 31-D In appendix)
Fifty-two per cent (52%> of the principals and fifty-six per cent
(56%) of the department heads felt that this was being done "always" or
"usually" by principals.
Principals, in helping department heads determine this need, should
provide the necessary support for the recommendations.

This support

could be In the form of morale, equipment, suppl les, or space.
The chi-square for Item 31-D Is 7.09 which Is not significant at the
.01 level or .05 level which Indicates no signlf lcant difference In the
principals' perception and the department heads' perception of this Item.
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This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis IV.
Item 33-0
Principal should help department heads
develop self-understanding while encouraging them to do the same with their staff.
(Chi-square table for item 33-0 in appendix)
Forty-one per cent (41%> of the principals and forty-one per cent
(41%> of the department heads felt that this was being done "always" or
"usually" by principals.
Principals and department heads rated this function with a high degree
of congruency In their perception of how It was being "carried out."

Both

groups felt a need for more Involvement by principals in this area.
The chi-square for Item 33-0 is .18 which is not significant at the
.01 level or .05 level which indicates no signlf icant dlfference In the
principals' perception and the department heads' perception of this item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis IV.

I

Item 34-0
Principal should help department heads
develop an understanding of school budgets.
(Chi-square table for Item 34-D In appendix)
Sixty-three per cent (63%> of the principals and flfty-f Ive per cent
(55%> of the department heads felt that this was being done "always" or
"usually" by princ.lpals.
Principals and .department heads rated this. function with a high
\,'

.~

degree of congruency.

It wou Id appear that budget matters can be ''usefu I
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in helping principals Inform department heads of some of the school's
problems.
The chi-square for item 34-D Is 3.45 which Is not significant at the
.01 level or .05 level which indicates no signif lcant dffference in the
principals' perception and the department heads' perception of this Item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis IV.
Item 35-D
Principal should help department heads
develop the ability to adapt to change
while encouraging them to do the same
with their staff.
(Chi-square table for item 35-D In appendix)
Seventy per cent (70%> of the principals and forty-six per cent
(46%> of the department heads felt that this was being done "always" or
"usually" by principals.
Although principals felt they were doing this act at a higher level
of performance than department heads bel laved It was being done, In the
"always" or "usually" catagories, the over-al I perceptions of both groups
indicated no slgnlf lcant difference in the f Ive areas used In the ratings.
The chi-square for Item 35-D is 8.61 which Is not significant at the
.01 level or .05 level which Indicates no significant difference In the
principals' perception and ,the department heads' perception of this Item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis IV.
Item 36-D
Principal should encourage department

l

he~ds
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to participate in professional organizations while encouraging them to do the
same with their staff.
(Chi-square table for item 36-D in appendix)
Thirty-six per cent (36%> of the principals and forty-seven per cent
(47%> of the department heads felt that this was being done "always" or
"usually" by principals.
Department heads felt principals were performing this function at a
higher level than principals themselves perceived doing It.

Principals

indicated department heads were usually ready to accept suggestions and
recommendations In this area.

It would appear this could be the reason

department heads rated the performance higher.
The chi-square for item 36-0 is 8.56 which Is not slgnlf icant at the
.01 level or .05 level which indicates no significant difference in the
principals' perception and the department heads' perception of this Item.
This ,Item supports the accepting of Hypothesis IV.
Item 37-D
Principal should help department heads learn
the use of authority.
(Chi-square table for item 37-D In appendix)
Fifty-two per cent (52%> of the principals and thirty-nine per cent
(39%> of the department heads felt that this was being done "always" or
"usually" by principals.
Many principals bel leve tney are democratic even though they have
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the power of position.

Many department heads believe they are

but lack the power of position.
could be

capltall~ed

democratic~

Through a planned program, these views

on for the Improvement of supervisory competence.

The chi-square for item 37-D ls 8.33 which is not slgnlf icant at the
.01 level or .05 level which Indicates no significant difference in the
principals' perception and the department heads' perception of this item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis IV.
Item 39-0
Principal should encourage department heads
to develop decisiveness (make decisions and
accept responsibility for them).
(Chi-square table for Item 39-D In appendix)
Fifty-nine per cent (59%> of the principals and f lfty-one per cent

C51%> of the department heads felt that this was being done "always" or
"usually" by principals.
Principals and department heads felt this function should be "carried
I

'

out" at a much higher level.

Both groups want the department heads to

be able to make decisions and accept responsibility for them.

Confidence

in each other Is needed for this act to be performed.
The chi-square for item 39-D is 10.01 which is slgnlf lcant at the
.05 level which indicates a slgnif icant difference In the principals'
perception and the department heads' perception of this item.
This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis IV.
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Item 40-D
Principal should help department heads
develop the ability to obtain the best
results from personnel assignments.
(Chi-square table for item 40-D in appendix)
Sixty-seven per cent (67%> of the principals and forty-nine per cent
(49%> of the department heads felt that this was being done "always" or
"usually" by principals.
Principals indicated that they want the best personnel assignments,
but many had to work through department heads and teachers with seniority.
It would appear that there are forces that affect personnel assignments
that are not within the realm of either principals or department heads.
The chi-square for item 40-D is 6.23 which ls not slgnif icant at the
.01 level or .05 level which indicates no signif lcant difference in the
principals' perception and the department heads' perception of this Item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis IV.
Item 42-D
Principal should help department heads
develop the ability to question.one's
own judgment and actions in an objective
manner.
(Chi-square table for Item 42-D in appendix)
Fifty-two per cent (52%> of the principals and thirty-eight per cent
C38%> of the department heads felt that this was being done "always" or
"usually" by prlnclpals.

r------------Principals Indicated that they need some ways to help evaluate the
situation and the effectiveness of the act.
The chi-square for item 42-D is 7.34 which is not .signlf lcant at the
.01 level or .05 level which Indicates no significant difference in the
principals' perception and the department heads' perception of thi$ item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis IV.
Item 44-D
Principal should help department heads
develop the ability to evaluate their
staff.
<Chi-square table for item 44-D in appendix)
Forty-eight per cent (48%> of the principals and f lfty-one per cent
C51%> of the department heads felt that this was being done "always" or
"usually" by principals.
Principals should encourage use of evaluative techniques and
procedures when department heads are reviewing the appraisal forms to
staff.

It would appear many times evaluations are left "hanging" rather

than used as an ongoing developmental process.
The chi-square for item 44-D is 6.93 which is not significant at the
.01 level or .05 level which indicates no significant difference In the
principals' perception and the department heads' perception of this item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis IV.
Item 45-D
Principal should encourage department heads to
become aware of an,d sho1.1ld use, when possible,
new technologies In. education •

r
l
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(Chi-square table for item 45-0 in appendix)
Fifty-six per cent (56%> of the principals and forty-two per cent
(42%> of the department heads felt that this was being done "always" or
"usually" by principals.
Principals and department heads should constantly reassess new
technologies that might be used to improve instruction.

Department heads

should be aware of the effectiveness of these new technologies.
The chi-square for item 45-0 is 7.76 which is not significant at the
.01 level or .05 level which indicates no signlf icant difference in the
principals' perception and the department heads' perception of this Item.
This Item supports the accepting of Hypothesis IV.
Item 46-D
Principal should encourage department heads to
be aware of and use recent research in their
subject areas.
(Chi-square tabl,e for Item 46-0 in appendix)
Thirty-three per cent (33%> of the principals and forty per cent
(40%> of the department heads felt that this was being done "always" or
"usually" by principals.
Principals and department heads should encourage the use of fol low-up
and evaluative studies along with recent research in subject areas.
The chi-square for item 46-D is 14.51 which is significant at the
.OJ level

whjc~ ;indic~tes
.

.

:~

a sign if leant difference in the
'

<

'

princlp~ls 1

<

perception and the department heads' perception of this Item.
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This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis IV.
Item 48-D
Principal should help department heads obtain
a working knowledge of other areas and developments in education (individualization of· instruction, in.dependent study, pass-fa I I courses,
team teaching, etc.).
(Chi-square table for item 48-0 in appendix)
Forty-four per cent (44%) of the principals and forty-one per cent
(41%> of the department heads felt that this was being done "always" or
"usually" by principals.
Principals could "carry out" this function through well defined and
organized plans of bri.nging this information to the attention of the
staff.
The chi-square for item 48-D is 6.27 which is not slgnif icant at the
.01 level or .05 level which indicates no significant difference In the
'J

principals' perception and the department heads' perception of this Item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis IV.
Item 50-D
Principal should encourage department heads to
help their staff foster sound interpersonal
relationships among students, teachers, and
administration.
(Chi-square table for item 50-D in appendix)
Seve~ty

per cent <70%> of the principals and f lfty-four per cent

(54%> of the dep~rt"!,nt hea~$ felt that .+his was being done "always" or
"usually" by princ::ipals.
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Principals believed they were performing this function at a much
higher level than department heads perceived them doing it.

The great

Importance placed upon this function indicates a need to have it carefully
reviewed and analyzed to obtain the maximum results.
The chi-square for Item 50-0 Is 6.49 which Is not significant at the
.01 level or .05 level which indicates no slgnlf icant difference in the
principals' perception and the department heads' perception of this item.
This Item supports the accepting of Hypothesis IV.
Item 52-D
Principal should encourage department heads to
participate in a continuing program of selfimprovement.
(Chi-square table for item 52-D in appendi.x)
Forty-four per cent (44%> of the principals and forty-five per cent
(45%) of the department heads felt that this was being done "always" or
"usually" by principals.
Principals placed more importance on the "should assume" aspect of
this function than department heads.
out of the act at a low level.

Both groups perceived the carrying

It would appear that the Importance of

this function to supervisory competence needs to be justlf ied to department heads in an acceptable manner.
The chi-square for item 52-D is 10.10 which is significant at the
.05 level

whic~. indicat,~s

a

sig~if ic.~nt

difference in the principals'

perception and the department heads' perception of this item.

...

l.
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This item supports the rejection of Hypothesis IV.
Item 53-0
Principal should make sure department heads
understand their duties and responsibll lties.
(Chi-square table for item 53-D in appendix)

(

Eighty-five per cent (85%> of the principals and sixty-two per cent
(62%> of the department heads felt that this was being done "always" or
"usually" by principals.
Principals and department heads disagreed as to the level of performance of this function by principals.

It would appear this area needs

to be developed to a much finer point than that which exists at present.
There is a lack of wel I defined duties and responsibilities of department
heads.
The chi-square for item 53-D is 8.26 which is not significant at the
.01 level or .05 level which indicates no significant difference In the
principals' perception and the department heads' perception of this Item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis IV.
Item 55-0
Principal should help department heads give
importance to their positions.
(Chi-square table for item 55-D in appendix)
Fifty-nine per cent (59%> of the principals and forty-eight per cent
(48%> of the department heads felt that this was being done "always" or
"usually" by principals.
Principals and department heads agreed on the need of def tnlng and

r
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identifying the importance of the positions of department heads.

It

would appear that this area is becoming more defined in procedural agreements.

The importance of these positions is determined many times by

both principals and department heads.
The chi-square for item 55-D is 3.76 which Is not significant at the
.01 level or .05 level which indicates no significant difference in the
principals' perception and the department heads' perception of this item.
This item supports the accepting of Hypothesis IV.
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Summary and Analysis
Principals and department heads agreed that principals are not performing these functions for improving supervisory competence of department
heads at the same level of Importance they had placed upon these acts.
It would appear the ''carrying out" role of principals in this area Is
perceived with the same concern by principals and department heads.
There were no significant differences between what prlnclpals are
actually doing as perceived by principals and department heads In thirtyone functions.
.05 level.

Only five functions had signlf lcant differences at the

Principals and department heads emphasized a need to have many

of these functions performed at a higher degree.

It was Indicated that

supervisory action cannot be left to a chance happening.
In light of the accumulated data, the fourth hypothesis can be
accepted.
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Hypothesis V
)

There are speclf ic functions for improving the supervisory competence
of department heads that are being performed that meet with 'agreement of
l

principals and department heads.
The hypothesis stated may be rejected as none of the thirty-six <36)
functions rated were being performed "always" and/or "usually" as perceived
by principals and department heads.

Each of the thirty-six (36) functions

rated by principals and department heads received ratings In the areas of
"half-time" and/or "seldom" and/or "never."
Summary and Analysis
There are no specific functions for Improving supervisory competence
of department heads being performed by principals that meet with complete
agreement of principals and department heads.

There ls general agreement

among principals and department heads as to the functions principals should
be doing.

r
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Hypothesis VI
Principals In general have established programs for improving the
supervisory competence of department heads.
The hypothesis stated may be rejected as none CO) of the twenty-seven
(27) principals surveyed answered yes to the question, "Do you have an
establ Ished program for the improvement of supervisory competence of
department heads?"
Summary and Analysis
The I nterv Iews with depa,rtment heads and pr inc I pa Is supported the
data from the study, that none of their schools had programs for
ment of supervisory competence of department heads.
short range plans with nothing formally written down.

improve~

Most schools had
The immediate needs

of groups and/or situations seemed to dictate any plans-for Improving
supervisory competence of deparrment heads.
In answer to the question:

"If you don't have a program, what do you

feel might be developed to Improve the competence of department heads?"
principals and department heads offered the fol lowing suggestions:
Cl)

Wei I planned workshops spaced throughout the year.

(2)

Staff meetings, on a set schedule, with principal and
department heads discussing all functions covered in
this study.

(3)

Develop a professional library In conjunction with a
study group discussion.

(4)

Investigate the feasibil lty of commercial training
programs, which meet the needs of both principals
and department heads.
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(5) Interchange programs with business to help give
training to supervisor.
(6) Develop a good procedure for selection of department
heads meeting well established criteria.
(7) An lndepth program of evaluation to be reviewed and
used by both principals and department heads.
(8) Develop handbook for department heads' duties and
responslbilities.
(9) A series of training films in the area of supervision.
(10) Human potential training programs for principals and
department heads.
Cll) Seminars conducted by non-educational leaders In the
area of supervision.
(12) Using "in and out basket" techniques with real or
commerlcal programs.
(13) Develop incomplete sentence problems on the various
aspects of supervision.
(14) Investigate the

po~slble

use of simulation.

(15) Use role playing techniques within department heads'
meetings.
(16) Use forms of micro-teaching, with T.V. and/or tape
records, but use a supervision situation instead of
a teaching siutatton.
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Summary
There has been considerable analysis made in Chapter 111 in
respect to the findings in this study.

However, in tbis sunrnary further

lndepth analysis will be made.
Hypothesis
There is no significant difference between the role principals
"should assume" in Improving supervisory competence of department heads
as perceived by principals and the role they think they are "carrying out."
The nul I hypothesis stated may be rejected as significant at the .05
level.

Thirty (30) of the thirty-six (36) functions rated by the princi-

pals exceeded the critical value (9.49) at the .05 level, with seventeen
(17) of that thirty (30) exceeding the critical value (13.28) at the .01
level:.
It may be stated that:
Principals perceive the role they "should
assume" in improving the supervisory competence of department heads significantly
different (more Important) from the role
they think they are "carrying out" (performing).
Summary Table for Hypothesis I
Functions with signlf icant difference at the .01 level (4 d.f.
as numbered in the sfudy instrument (see appendix):
I - 13 - 15 - 16 - 17 - 20 - 22 - 23 '- 28
39 - 40 - 44 - 46 - 48 - 50 - 52 -. 53

= 13.29)
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Functions with significant difference at the .05 level (4 d.f.

= 9.49)

as numbered In the study Instrument (see appendix):
3 - 5 - 6 - 14 - 19 - 24 - 25
26 - 31 - 34 - 35 - 37 - 45

Functions not rated with significant difference as numbered in study
instrument (see appendix):
12 - 18 - 33 - 36 - 42 - 55

Principals are not performing these functions in the degree needed to
improve the

s~pervisory

competence of department heads according to the

principals responding to this study.

There is a definite need for princi-

pals to become aware of this fact and develop programs to correct the
existing situation:
There was agreement between principals and educators as to what principals should be doing In Improving the supervisory competence of department
heads.

All of the functions in this study were rated as should be performed

"always" or "usually" by more than fifty per cent C50%> of the responding.
principals (see chart I in appendix E).

Principals agreed that they were

not performing these functions to the degree of importance they had given
to the functions.
Principals lnd,cated many reasons for fai I Ing to "carry outi• their
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roles In Improving supervisory competence In department heads.

The most

important factor dwel led upon by, principals was the lack of time.

Princi-

pals felt that everyone wants to talk to "the man" and the school community
has not accepted the delegated authority and responsibilities of subauthority persons.

Principals, In conjunction with other school personnel,

must work out systems to help the principals obtain the needed time to work
In the area of supervision.
administrative staff.

Priorities must be established and met by the

Procedures must be Investigated that wll I help

handle "crisis of the moment" situations, that continuously appear, without
tieing up the principals for long periods of time, thus giving them time to
be leaders In Improving instruction.
The ability of the administrative staff in the area of developing
supervisory competence of department heads must be strengthened and Improved.

Principals, when questioned, felt the need of Improving compe-

tence, but many did not have formal plans to achieve improvement.
Procedural agreements tended to limit principals' actions In super'

I

vision.

Principals, in some Instances, were not sure of the role depart-

ment heads wanted or would pursue as procedural agreements decreased the
principals' interaction with department heads.
The lack of funds available was offered as a reason by some prlnclpals for not performing these functions.

Although, In a few cases, this

could be jµstlflable, In most Instances money had llttle to do with the
(

carrying out of the functions.

The functions In this study, as a whole,
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cal led for little expenditure of funds but rather a large expenditure of
human resources.

The need for ski I Is in human and Interpersonal relations

was apparent throughout this study.

Most principals readily admitted they

lacked the skills needed to develop others in this area.

There seems to be

a need for principals to receive lndepth training and study in this field.
School boards and central administration must recognize, more than
verbally, the importance of improving the supervisory c9mpetence of department heads.

Both groups must offer aid In pol lcles and administrative

procedures that will strongly encourage principals to assume the role they
should in developing staff.

The pressures exhibited by these groups should

be positive and constructive, not negative and destructive, to the prfncfpals who should be the instructional leaders within schools.
It would appear principals must use their initiative and leadership
in organizational patterns fhat make effective use of groups.
have to learn to delegate responsibilities to their staff.

Principals

They must

develop the ability to perceive goals and means of attaining these goals.
This would come, to some degree, when they develop adequate perceptions
of how they are "carrying out" their roles.
The traditional approach to supervision Is no longer effective, and
staff relationships are now more important than ever before.

Much of the

improvement needed in developing supervisory competence in department
'

heads ,would be :qirectly associated with improving all forms of c?mmunfcations.

GoOd

~~nlcatlons

would help lessen the conf I let between the·

r
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need for change and the resistance to change.
Administrative pol icy, as i-t applies to the amount of authority
principals are delegated, has a bearing on the principals' self-concepts.
Principals must have self-confidence and a feeling of security in their
positions if they are to help others develop these qua I ities.

The degree

of supervisory competence of principals is also enhanced by how wel I they
keep abreast of educational changes and trends.

This will help them In

providing adequate and stimulating In-service programs to the staff.
Principals must also work to avoid unrealistic objectives or goals and
the complacency that tends to develop with non-achievement.
To be an effective leader in improving supervisory competence,
principals must have a similarity between the roles they "should assume"
(those functions that principals think are important, even though the
functions may not be actually being performed, in developing the supervisory competence· of department heads) and the roles

w~lch

they are

"carrying out" (those functions that principals think they are doing or
"carrying out" In developing the supervisory competence of department
heads).

The significant difference In these two roles of the principals

must be reconciled to Increase the effectiveness of principals.
Principals Indicated that the "carrying out" roles of principals
cou Id be brought c Ioser to the "shou Id ass_ume" ro Ies by having pr Inc I pa Is
re-evaluate

the~r val~es

tQ

se~

where their attitudes need

adjustme~t

or

'·

change.

This continuous re-evaluation of the "should assume" roles might
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call for change since, if some functions are not being "carried out,"
they might no longer be needed or val Id and should be replaced with new
acts to improve supervisory competence.

Principals must real lze their

roles are constantly changing with the times and needs of education.
Therefore, they must not establish goals that cannot be periodically
changed.
Prlncipals·lndlcated they should become Involved in human relations
training and provide this training to the staff.

This action should help

foster a school atmosphere of openness and freedom.
It would appear that principals should become welt informed In
various theories of supervision in order to select those aspects which
best f It the department heads and the situations.
There is a need for principals to list priorities and to work consistently toward achieving them.

Principals will have to recognize the

Importance of timing in relationship to priorities.
Principals readily recognized the need for helping department heads
Improve the supervisory competence of their positions.

A main purpose of

principals and department heads is the improvement of Instruction In
schools.

Both must work together and do their best In a Job that Is

constantly growing more dlff lcult.
Principals have not been leaders in improving the supervisory compete~ce

of

depart~ent

heads.

The actual role principals perceived they were

performing was s!gnlf lcantly different from the role prfncfpals and'educators bel Ieve should be "carried out."
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Hypothes Is I I
There Is no slgnif lcant difference among department heads as to the
role they believe principals "should assume" In Improving supervisory
competence of department heads and the role they think principals are
"carrying out."
The null hypothesis stated may be rejected as significant at the .05
level.
the

All thirty-six (36) functions rated by department heads exceeded

~ritlcal

value (13.28) at the .01 level.

It may be stated that:
Department heads perceive the role principals
"should assume" in improving supervisory
competence of department heads significantly
different (more important) from the role they
think principals are "carrying out" <performing).
Summary Table for Hypothesis I I
Functions with significant difference at the .01 level (4 d.f.

= 13.29)

c

as numbered In the study Instrument (see appendix):
I - 3 - 5 - 6 - 12 - 13 - 14 - 15 - 16 - 17 - 18 • 19 - 20 - 22 23 .. 24 - 25 - 26 - 28 - 31 - 33 - 34 - 35 - 36 - 37 - 39 - 40 42 - 44 - 45 - 46 - 48 - 50 - 52 - 53 - 55

Functions with signlf icant difference at the .05 level (4 d.f. • 9.49)
None

;;.
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Functions not rated with slgnif lcant difference:
None

Department heads stated that principals are not performing those
functions to the degree they thought was needed to develop the supervisory
competence of department heads.

Principals must be aware that If they are

to be effective in improving the supervisory competence of department heads
there must be a similarity between the role which department heads bel Ieve
the principals "should assume" and the role which department heads think
the principals are "carry Ing out."

This apparently is more important

than what they actually do.
(_

There was agreement between department heads and educators as to
what principals should be doing in improving the supervisory competence of
department heads.

All of the functions in this study were rated as should

be performed "always" or "usually" by more than fifty per cent (50%> of
the responding department heads (see chart I I in appendix E).

Department

heads agreed that principals were not performing these functions to the
degree of importance that they had given to the functions.
Department heads Ind Icated that pr Inc I pa Is were fa i ,f l ng to "carry
out" these functions In Improving the supervisory competence of department
heads.

Department heads felt one reason that principals were not per-

forming these duties was tnat
accompl lsh

a~I

prl~cfpals

do not have the time needed to

of the responsibilities of their position.
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Department heads stated that if there were more funds available,
principals could perform these functions at a higher level.

Some functions

do call for the expenditure of funds if they are to be performed, but most
are related to the expenditure of human talents and efforts.

It appeared,

from Interviews conducted with department heads, that they have been conditioned to the theory that allocating funds will solve most educational
prob Iems.
Department heads Indicated that pressure groups prevent principals
from "carrying out" those acts needed to improve the supervisory competence of department heads.

Department heads felt the pressures from

boards, central administration, parents, teachers, students, and other
groups have usurped the principals' time and talents.

School boards

must help relieve this problem by taking appropriate action and developing
policies that help the principal to perform the proper role In improving
supervisory competence of department heads.
<!:

Department heads Indicated that the principals' own philosophies,
interests, and perceptions governed the degree they "carried out" these
functions.

Sometimes these factors lead to personality conflicts with

department heads.

It would appear that there is a need to develop common

backgrounds of supervision within the principals and department heads.
Department heads Ind Icated that trad it iona I school -systems wIth
poorly del.ineated school goals restrict the principals' actions. - It
appeared to ~apartment heads that these factors led to apathetic

or
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hostile communities that affect the schools.

Poor community support,

it was felt, produced arbitrary and/or Inf lexlble school boards.

Out of

these conditions, department heads felt, came unrealistic demands on the
staff by the administration.
Procedural agreements have I lmlted the principals In some areas,
according to department heads, but the restrictions can be overcome If
the prlncipal's personality al lows him to focus on what Is relevant to
individual differences among the staff.
Department heads recognized principals must overcome their own lack
of ability to cope with pressure groups, poor professional training, poor
speech, poor habits of listening, Insensitivity to conflicts and tensions
)

.

within staff, poor methods in organizing, and poor sense of pacing <too
slow or too fast) in effecting change.

Department heads also revealed

concerns about prlnclpals 1 failures to shoulder blame when situations
necessitate It, self-centeredness, unawareness of their own emotional
biases, poor judgment in selecting staff to fil I positions, poor perceptions of their own roles, negative philosophy of direction and control,
over-reaction to problems, failure to keep abreast of new Ideas in
education, inability to delegate authority to others, display of favoritism,
poor communications, and use of vague generalities when specific action \s
needed.
Department heag1:1 fe !t pf.inc Ip~ Is tended to be over I nvo Ived wI th
I

,y

'

organization for ltt. oW,n sake, rather than the purposes of the organizations,

r
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too sophisticated or not sophisticated enough for particular school
environments.

Department heads felt principals have an inadequate knowledge

of group procedures, and are too concerned with politics in the school
system.
The concerns expressed by department heads In relation to their
perceptions of why principals fall to perform the functions stated In
this study have a bearing on the effectiveness of principals in Improving
the supervisory competence of department heads.

To be effective In Im-

proving these competences, the significant difference In the two roles of
the principals, as perceived by department heads, must attain a greater
degree of congruency than th Is. study indicates exists at present.
Department heads stated that the "carrying out" roles of principals
could be brought closer to the "should assume" roles of -principals.

They

felt principals should compare their "carrying out" and "should assume"
roles to see where they differ.

With this Information, the principal

must want to bring the two closer together.

Principals.should seek out

and consider suggestions from others to Improve the situation.
Principals, as democratic leaders, must communicate goals and
priorities to staff, using patience, understanding, and tact In accompl lshIng these priorities.

Delegating responsibll !ties can create a trusting

atmosphere that principals can utilize in developing group decision-making
procedures., Principals should realize that criticism wl 11 always exist so
they must have the self-confidence necessary to work under those conditions.
Department heads Indicated principals should:

keep abreast with
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new procedures in the field of education, participate in professional
activities which wil I keep them current in their field while updating
their conceptual framework of the position, and communicate reasons for
their actions.

Department heads Indicated that principals should develop

the characteristics of being good listeners, good observers, and approachable, genuine, and sensitive to the needs and feel lngs of others.
Department heads felt principals should assume these

f~nctlons

but

showed a concern that principals could not begin to be responsible for
everything listed.

Some department heads were afraid their positions

would become administrative If too much emphasis were placed upon these
functions.

Some department heads felt they were hired because they had

these abilities, and they felt they needed little assistance in most of
these acts.

r
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Hypothesis Ill
There ls no significant difference between the role principals
"should assume" in improving supervisory competence of department heads
as perceived by principals and department heads.
The nul I hypothesis stated may be accepted as none of the thfrty-slx
(36) functions rated by principals and department heads exceeded or
reached the critical value C9.49) at the .05 level.
It may be stated that:
Principals and department heads perceive
the "should assume" role of principals in
improving supervisory competence of department heads with no significant difference.
Summary Table for Hypothesis lll
Functions with significant difference at the .01 level C4 d.f.

= 13.29):

None

(

Functions with significant difference at the .05 level C4 d.f.

= 9.49):

None

Functions not rated with significant difference as numbered in study
instrument (see appendix):
I - 3 - 5 - 6 - 12 - 13 - 14 - 15 - 16 - 17 - 18 - 19 - 20 - 2223 - 24 - 25 - 26 - 28 - 31 - 33 - 34 - 35 - 36 - 37 - 39 - 40 42 - 44 - 45 - 46 - 48 - 50 - 52 - 53 -55
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There was agreement between principals, department heads, and educators as to what principals should be doing In Improving the supervisory
competence of department heads.

Al I of the functions in this study were.

rated as should .be performed "always" or "usually" by more than fifty per
cent (50%> of the responding principals and department heads (see chart Ill
in appendix E>.
It is important to note that there are gaps between the prlnclpals'
perceptions and the department heads' perceptions of the "should assume"
functions of principals.
Twenty-seven functions in this study were perceived with similar
importance by principals and department heads as what principals should
be doing.

This high degree of agreement on the Importance of these

functions allows both principals and department heads to establish ways
to Implement these acts rather than having to select the functions
needed to Improve the supervisory competence of department heads.
Principals placed greater importance than department heads did on
the following functions (numbered as in the study Instrument):
16 - 18 - 39 - 48 - 50 - 52.

12 - 13 -

It would appear that principals and depart-

ment heads should review these functions in order to establish a closer
similarity of Importance.
Department heads placed greater Importance than principals did on
th Is function:
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Principals should help department
heads develop self-understanding
while encouraging them to do the
same with their staff.
Principals should make

ev~ry

effort to understand why department

heads felt more strongly about the importance of this function than they·
did.

It would appear that principals working together on these types of

functions could make inroads In developing programs to Improve the
supervisory competence of department heads.
Principals and department heads indicated that the "should assume"
roles of principals (those functions that principals and department heads
think are Important even though the function may not be actually performed) In improving supervisory competence of department heads are
determined by many factors.
Both groups felt that the individual personalities of the principals
In combination with their philosophies of life and education are instrui

mental In determining those acts to be considered In Improving supervisory
competence.

The way principals perceive their roles as leaders In

Improving supervision helps them select what functions they think they
should assume.

The staff's perception of the princlpal's role Is also

vital to the functions to be assumed.
Principals and department heads felt that the needs of society,
students, and faculty played a part in the selection of functions.
Sctiool curricu Iums, f I nances of the schools, teacher organ I z.atlop~ 1 .,
procedural agreem.ents, school boards, and central administration
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influence the acts of supervision that principals might select as
important.
The "should assume" roles of principals must give importance to:

the

various staff personalities, the specialization of the staff, the professional attitude of the staff, the cooperation or lack of It among
school personnel, and the morale within the school.
combined with:

These should be

the principals' confidence in subordinates, leadershlp

inclinations, feelings of security in uncertain situations and educational
experiences.
Principals and department heads placed Importance on the need for
satisfactory

hum~n

relations and the concern for others in developing

"should assume" functions for improving the supervisory competence of
department heads.
Principals and department heads, working together, should establish
the "should assume" role of principals in improving supervisory competence of department heads.

These functions should be written down after

careful discussion by both groups for clarity, understanding, and purpose.
These functions should be periodically reviewed and analyzed for additions,
revisions, or deletions, because education and supervision are in a
changing state.

It was indicated that both principals and department

heads felt a need to improve and develop further their supervisory
competence.
Human relation skills received high ratings by both principals and
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department heads as being important along with communication skll Is,
technical skll Is, evaluative skills, and administrative skills.

Motiva-

tion, Initiative, and Involvement were areas on which prlncipals placed
added Importance.
If principals are to develop programs for Improving supervisory
competence of department heads, it Is imperative that principals and
department heads perceive certain functions to be Important.

It Is

with this information that prlnclpals wll I be able to work with department heads In developing programs to improve supervision.

r
I
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Hypothesis IV
There Is no significant difference between the role principals are
"carrying out" in improving supervisory competence of department heads as
perceived by principals and department heads.
The nul I hypothesis stated may be accepted as thirty-one (31) of the
thirty-six (36) functions rated by principals and department heads did not
exceed or reach the critical value (9.49) at the .05 level or the crltical
value (13.29) at the .01 level.

Three (3) functions exceeded the critical

value (9.49) at the .05 level and two (2) functions exceeded the critical
value (13.29) at the .01 level.
It may be stated that:
Principals and department heads perceive
the "carrying out" role of principals in
improving supervisory competence of department heads with no significant difference.
Summary Table for Hypothesis IV
Functions with signlf icant difference at the .01 level (4 d.f.

= 13.29)

as numbered in the study instrument (see appendix):
I - 46

Functions with significant difference at the .05 level (4 d.f. • 9.49)
as numbered in the study instrument (see appendix):
14 - 39 - 52
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Functions not rated with significant difference as numbered In study
instrument (see appendix):
3 - 5 - 6 - 12 - 13 - 15 - 16 - 17 - 18 - 19 - 20 - 22 - 23 -

24 - 25 - 26 - 28 - 31 - 33 - 34 - 35 - 36 - 37 - 40 - 42 44 - 45 - 48 - 50 - 53 - 55

Principals and department heads recognize that principals are not
performing those functions to improve supervisory.competence of department
heads at the level they believe they should be performed.

It Is Important

to note that there are gaps between the principals' perceptions and the
·department heads' perceptions of the performance of principals (see chart
IV In appendix E).
Twenty-three functions in this study were perceived by principals
and department heads as being performed at the same level.

Although

principals are not performing these functions to the degree they should,
the commom perception of the degree of "carrying out" gives principals and
department heads a basis for developing procedures to advance the levels
of performance.
Principals perceived that they were performing thirteen functions
at a level greater than department heads did.
in the study Instrument are:

The functions as numbered

3 - 12 - 13 -· 14 - 26 - 35 - 36 - 37 - 40

42 .. 50 - 53 .. 55. ·It would appear that principals should re-examine
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their performance of these functions and try to find the reasons for the
perception variances Involved.

Principals, by resolving these divergences,

will be able to become more effective In Improving the supervisory competence of department heads.
Principals wll I have to find means of accompl lshing these functions
regardless of the factors blocking their performance.
It would appear that the "not enough time" factor for not performing
these acts will have to be el lminated.

Better supervision might, In the

long run, give the principal more time by deleting some problems that
arise from the lack of good supervisory competence In staff.
"Priority of duties" which often becomes crisis management should be
altered to include supervision for the improvement of Instruction which
ls the most important product of schools.

Also, there are lulls In crisis

that allow for programs to be put Into operation.
Administrators' abllltles, if preventing the "carrying out" of
these functions, should be developed to their fullest In the area of
supervision.
Principals will have to learn to make use of procedural agreements
If they are to improve supervision.

They wil I have to become aware of

al I parts of the agreement and work to change the parts that affect
the Ir work.
Although money was offered as a reason for not performing functions,
it could only apply to some func.tions and many times only in a minor way.

l

r
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Principals indicated that items not directly related to supervisory
functions, such as budgets, off Ice size and locations, etc., do play an
important part in the attitude of department heads towards their role as
supervisors.
Principals and department heads agreed

~hat

there is a great demand

for skills In human relations, but there seems to exist no programs or
plans within schools to help alleviate this

ne~d.

Principals wll I have to

take the initiative In becoming involved in this area.
Proper use of authority cannot be overemphasized according to prlncfpals.

At no other time in education have the actions of principals been

so scrutinized as at present.

It is imperative that all of the functions

to Improve supervisory competence of department heads carry with them
the proper use of authority.
It would appear that principals, in providing leadership to others,
must det.ermine the basic problems confronting the groups,and they must
work wt.th the groups in order to improve the situations.

They must be

sensitive to staff needs and not react only to those causing the loudest
commotion.
Principals must help the staff see the value of the improvement of
supervision In schools.

Supervision for the improvement of instruction,

when effective, make~ J~,~ ~-~ytat.io,nal system .mor~ satisfying for staff
and more productive for students.
It would appear that principals and department heads should work to.gether in selecting the Important functions needed for Improving super-
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visory competence and in developing methods that wil I achieve the goals
desired.

Principals, without department heads' consultation, wl I I some-

times emphasize certain functions more than department heads, and this
results in energy and effort expended on areas that do not produce a
commensurate return.

The functions that are agreed upon as important by

both should be worked on first, and those of disagreement should be given
study so that the functions may be "carried out" effectively.
It would appear that principals should become Involved with understanding perceptions and the effect they have on supervision and supervisory competence.
Education as a whole seems very concerned about the development of
superv Isors, but the Ioca I uni ts which are the true tra l,n i ng grounds for
supervisors seem Indifferent.

Supervision cannot be put into practice
)

by administrators alone; they need the help of all In education.

r
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Hypothesis V
There are specific functions for improving the supervisory competence
of department heads that are being performed that meet with agreement of
principals and department heads.
The hypothesis stated may be rejected as none of the thirty-six (36)
functions rated were being performed "always" and/or "usually" as perceived by principals and department heads.
Principals feel strongly that they should "carry out" the functions
in this study but the procedures to accompl lsh these acts are not fully
utilized by them.
Some department heads indicated the list of functions was Inclusive
of so many areas, all of which have some importance, that principals
could not perform them all with their many other duties.

A few felt that

if department heads needed continual help or guidance In these areas,
they should not have become department heads in the f lrst place.
The implementation of these functions calls for
upon the part of the principals.

d~cision

making

They must establish priorities

specifically aimed at improving supervisory competence in department heads.
The leadership

the~

assume in this area should have an effect on the

ent Ire schoo I •
Although no functions qualified under this hyp<i>thesls, It was felt
there wou Id be a veil ue to know how each function was ranked.
In deter'!lin.lng th~ ranking of functions as to lmportante as perceived
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by principals and department heads in the areas of "should assume" and
"carrying out," a value was placed on each response given and a total
was accumulated.
For example:
Function I
Principal should encourage department heads to establish a continuous
educational plan In their f leld, supplemented with professional courses
in education.
Principals' perception of:
4 pts.

3

pts.

2 pts.

I pt.

0 pt. Total pts.

Always - Usually - Ha If Time - Seldom - Never

A.
8.

Principal
Should Do
Principal
Actua I ly
Doing

15

8

3

(60 pts. > (24 pts.) ( 6 pts. >

(

2
6
II
8 pts. > <18 pts. > (22 pts.)

I
( I pt.)

0
( 0 pt.) (91 pts.)

0
8
(8 pts. > ( 0 pt.) (56 pts.>

Department heads' perception of:
4 pts.

3

pts.

2 pts.

I pt.

0 pt. Total pts.

Always - Usua I ly - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

106
Principal
68
25
Should Do (424 pts.) (204 pts.> (50 pts.)

26
3
( 26 pts. > CO pts.) C704 pts. >

B.

19
66
32
Principal
Actually ( 76 pts. > ( 198 pts.) (64 pts.>

28
83
(83 pts.> (0 pts.) (421 pts. >
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The functions were placed in rank order under the various areas:
P.S.A.

= Principals'

P.C.O.

= Principals'

D.H.P.S.A.

= Department

D.H.P.C.O.

Perception of Principals'
"Should Assume"
Perception of Principals'
"Carrying Out"

Heads' Perception of
Principals' "Should Assume"
c= Department Heads' Perception of
Principals' "Carrying Out"

The number of the functions Is as It appears In the study instrument.
Bracketed numbers Indicate those In the bracket ranked the same.
common In the top twelve of each classification are:
classlf lcation) - 50 - 17 - 14 - 19 - 26.

Functions

53 (1st In each
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NUMBER OF FUNCTION
P.S.A.

P.c.o.

O.H:P.S.A.

D.H.P.C.O.

53

53

53

53

2

13

14

17

26

3

50

26

19

19

4

17

35

26

31

5

:J
J

. 50

14

14

13

28

19

50

:J

9

40

34

28

~

36

5

17

39

35

34

d

15

5

40

~

Rank

6
7
8
9

10
II

12
13
14.
15

4

9

26

:J
2

34
.36

16

4

d

36

0

6

I

39

40

~

25

13

13

55

17

3

25

45

15

18

15

45

19 .

48

~

52
31

25

4
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NUMBER OF FUNCTION

P.S.A.

P.C.O.

D.H.P.S.A.

O.H.P.C.O.

~

3

20

36

I

3

55

52

~

16

3

37

]

48

45

48

25

46

55

23

26

55

27

~

~
~

48

Rank

20
21
22
23
24

28
29

7

42

5

46

~
~
3

2

42

37

46

46

44

18

16

3

18'

24

30

35

31

24

32

22

23

37

33

5

24

33

6

34

6

33

24

22

35

33

6

6

39

36

12

22

22

44
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Hypothesis VI
Principals in general have established programs for Improving the 1
supervisory competence of department heads.
The hypothesis stated may be rejected as none (0) of the twentyseven (27) principals surveyed answered yes to the question, "Do you
have an established program for the Improvement of supervisory competence
J

of department heads?"
Although the data supported the rejection of this hypothesis, both
principals and department heads felt a need for programs in this area.
It would appear that there has been little done by principals to formally
improve the supervisory competence of department heads.

Some department

heads were vague on what role department heads should have In supervision.
Half of the department heads interviewed did not regard themselves pri·
marily as supervisors for the improvement of Instruction.
interview~d

Principals

al I regarded department heads as supervisors for the im-

provement of Instruction.

It would appear that there is a need for

written guidelines for department heads' duties and responsibll ltles.
Principals must develop effective training programs to help change
the understanding of existing department heads.

In-service programs for

department heads' professional growth have generally failed to Include
efforts to shape or change attitudes of department
and thel.r needs.

head~

toward staff

r
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One area of supervisory competence in need of development Is Interpersonal relations.

Department heads and principals indicated there

should be a great deal done In this area, but In reality there existed
almost a void.

When principals and department heads were asked what was

being done to improve this situation, most gave short general statements
such as:

take courses in the subject, engage in activities that help

develop human relations, etc.

A few had formal sessions such as:

classes conducted by universities in their school for their personnel
only, outside experts, training programs by outside organizations, and
sensitivity training sessions.

In answer to what should be done In this

area, principals and department heads answered:

take courses In al I areas
/

of human relations, develop sound internship programs for training of
supervisory personnel, plan periodic workshops, have role playing sessions,
learn non-directive counseling techniques, and become individually
I

involved.
The content of human relations ls concerned with the motives of
man, communication, perception, power structure, authority, morale,
group dynamics, decision-making and leadership.

Knowledge and training

~

In these areas will enhance the competence of the principals and
department heads.
The need for programs to improve supervisory competence of department
heads must be investigated,

and~

from this knowledge, sound and well·

organized programs should be developed.
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Principals, in developing programs in improving supervisory competence, should help department heads be aware of the need for:

Insight,

personal security, sensitivity, mature behavior, flexibility, personal
fulfillment, self-evaluation, goal setting, empathy, human relation
skills and leadership.

Principals should attempt to foster in department

heads the ability to interview, reflect, observe, diagnose, communicate,
and delegate authority.
heads Include:

Personal qualities to be developed In department

humor, appreciation, self-actualization, understanding,

self-reliance, adaptability, self-control, poise, tact, alertness,
speaking, writing, reading and listening •
. Principals indicated that they are being evaluated more today than
ever before.

These evaluations, in part, are based on the development

and growth of staff.

It would appear that principals, to obtain the

maximum benef Its from department heads, should develop and Institute
programs to Improve supervisory competence.
In developing programs for Improving supervisory competence, principals and department heads should take Into consideration:

needs of ·the

participants In the programs, clearly stated goals, priorities of functions, plans and organizations, evaluation of the program, and revisions
of program when needed.

r
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CHAPTER V
FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
It has been the purpose of this study to analyze the role of principals
in Improving the supervisory competence of department heads and to determine
what programs they have established to accompl lsh this end.

Subject to the

I Imitations of this study, certain conclusions may be stated:
I.

Most principals apparently know what supervisory functions
they should be performing to Improve the supervisory
competence of department heads but they do not seem to be
actually carrying on these functions.

2.

Most department heads apparently agree with principals on
what functions should be performed by principals but they
seem to feel these functions are not being carried on.

3.

Most principals and department heads agree with experts
in the f leld of supervision as to what principals should
be doing in Improving the supervisory competence of
department heads.

4.

Most principals _have not establ !shed either formal or
Informal programs for improving the supervisory
competence of department heads.

5.

Principals and department heads In general have not
developed job descriptions for department heads that
clarify their duties and responslbil !ties.
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6.

Principals apparently are not performing specif lc
functions that meet with agreement of the principals
and department heads.

7.

Some of the reasons given by various principals for
not performing these functions in Improving the
supervisory competence of department heads were:
a.

Procedural agreements

b.

Crisis and Immediate demands in other areas

c.

Lack of funds

d.

Feelings of inadequacy in human relations and
Interpersonal relations

e.

Feelings of Inadequacy in their background and
training in the area of supervision.

Principals in secondary schools wil I need to utll lze all of their
. staff to the maximum If they are to be the Instructional leaders of the
school.

To accompl lsh this, principals must establish programs to

further develop and better train department heads In supervisory competence.

Principals must become better prepared profess Iona I ly In pro-

cedures and methods of supervision which, hopefully, wll I result In
supervisory processes exceeding those in existence today.
Good supervision at all

l~vels

schools as other pressures make
in this area.

~s~

Is becoming more significant In
of the time principals should spend
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Department heads, prior to their appointment, have little opportunity
for exposure to the techniques and uses of supervisory acts.

Few princl-

pals have ample time or take the opportunity to develop meaningful professional experiences or training programs in dealing with the development
and improvement of supervisory competence of department heads after
their selection.
Those functions which tend to be administrative and technical In
nature are performed more by principals than those acts· involving Interpersonal relationships.

Principals can no longer only respond to actions

In the area of interpersonal relations; they must anticipate and direct
processes that affect their staff.

Principals have to help department

heads learn to be more effective in relating to people and to be more
sophisticated in using the processes of supervision.
Schools as a whole must become concerned with the discovery and
development of department heads.

There should be well formulated plans

for selection and retention of department heads.
The role oft principals In Improving supervisory competence of department heads, as expected from the literature, was Inconsistent with what
principals were actually doing as perceived by principals and department
heads.

Principals have become frustrated by the numerous problems facing

them and have tended to neglect this area e.ither because of the lack of
time or their own lack of ski I ls.In Identifying the problems and developing solutions to them.
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Recommendations
Principals today must make use of all educational means to achieve
the goals of their schools.

The greatest assets principals have in

achieving these goals are the members of the staff.

Supervisory programs

involving staff will succeed only to the extent that there exists common
understanding, mutual respect, confidence in others, and a congruency In
perceptions of duties and responsibilities.

As a result of this study,

the following recommendations are made:
I.

Principals and department heads must establish ongoing
programs for Improving the supervisory competence of
department heads.

These programs should be constantly

reviewed and revised as needed.
2.

Principals must recognize the fact they are not, performing those functions needed to Improve the supervisory competence of department heads.

Principals

must constantly strive to fulfill the expectations
of themselves and department heads In this area.
3.

Principals must make time to work with department
heads on supervisory competence.

If the department

heads' supervisory competence Is properly developed,
principals will have more time, in. the long run, to
app!y to other ar,eas.
4.

Prlncipars need to obtain more indepth understanding
of the behavioral sciences and the application of
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these sciences to supervision.

Principals should seek

additional training In developing supervisory competence
in staff.
5.

Principals will have to learn to make use of procedural
agreements If they are to improve supervision.

They

wil I have to become aware of all parts of the agreement
and work to change or Improve the parts that limit their
performance In improving the supervisory competence of
department heads.
6.

Principals, by establ ishlng sound programs for Improving
the supervisory competence of department heads, will be
able to request and substantiate the need for funds.

7.

Principals and department heads should obtain as much
knowledge and training as possible in human relations
'

and Interpersonal relations.

These programs should be

continuous for all involved in supervision within the
changing world of education.
8.

Principals and department heads should develop formal
outlines and guides of the duties and responsibilities
of department heads.

9.

Principals and department heads should initiate studies
of

t~elr,own

roles In s4pe,rvlslon as perceived by other

staff members.

It is Important that the one being
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supervised perceive the acts of supervision similarly
to the one supervising.
10.

Programs should be establ I shed for the careful selection
of department heads.

These programs should also seek

the retaining of competent and promising department heads.
I I.

Principals and department heads should develop formal
plans and procedures for evaluating the supervisory competence of department heads.

These evaluations should

have as their purpose the improvement of supervisory
competence with suggestions for achieving the desired
results.
Recommendations for Further Study
The principals' roles in improving supervisory competence of department heads are Imposing and cha I lenging.

There Is a need to determine If

the f lndings of this study would be substantiated for larger groups In
different geographic areas.

Because of the new emphasis being placed on

supervision, there is a need for further research in relation to these
questions:
I.

What techniques and procedures are used to improve
supervisory competence by those in the f leld and how
are the results measured?

2.

How do teachers perceive the· role of department heads
in supervision and what effect does their perception
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have on the teachers' acceptance of supervision?
3.

What factors affect the determination of the "should
assume" role of principals and department heads and
what determines the "carrying out" role of principals and department heads?

4.

What is the role of colleges and universities In
developing supervisory competence and the practlcal
appl !cation of it?

5.

What areas of supervision are given the greatest
Importance by staff:

administration, conceptual

skills, curriculum, evaluation, human relations,
technical skll Is, and why?
6.

What factors affect the perceptions of various groups
and Individuals, and how can these perceptions be
developed to a consistent level that will help
develop supervisory competence?

7.

What constitutes positive programs In developing
supervisory competence, and how are these programs
ca rr Ied out?

The importance of supervision Is determined by the end result, the
Improvement of Instruction.

With the trend of Increasing pressures for

this result, the: ro,le qf t.he principal in developing supervisory competence of staff will be subject to continuous study.

In closing, the

r
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fol lowing quotation Is appropriate:
Thus It appears that the subject area department head
wil I continue to play a key role In the school of
tomorrow, just as he does in the school of today.
Administrators who are seeking to improve their
schools in order to prepare for that tomorrow
should, therefore, focus a substantial part of
their efforts on seeking to Improve the position
of their department.chalrmen. 1

1Mtchael G. Callahan, T~e Effective School Department Head (West
Nyack, New York: Parker Publ 1.shing Company, Inc., 1971), pp. 198-199.
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF SIXTY-NINE FUNCTIONS SENT TO PANEL OF EXPERIENCED PRINCIPALS
Functions:

Methods, procedures, acts, or means secondary school
principals use to Improve the supervisory competence
of department heads.

I.

Principals should encourage department heads to establ lsh a continuou's
educational plan In their field, supplemented with professional courses
1
In education.

2.

Principals should make time available for department heads to meet with
representatives of educational companies (equipment, books, etc.) for
demonstrations and presentations on new items.

3.

Principals should encourage department heads to develop and use a
professional library.

4.

2

I

Principals should help department heads In planning and developing
educational meetings (departmental).
',

5.

Principals should help department heads to become master teachers so
•
they may make use of demonstration teaching techniques, micro-teaching
reviews, etc.

6.

2

Principals should have department heads assist In planning in-service
educational experiences for the growth of department heads.

7.

Pr inc I pa Is shou Id encourage department heads to make Ind Iv·I dua I
contributions to education.

8.

Principals should help department heads in def inlng problems and
relating them to the participants In the group.

I

I= Functions actually used in this study.
2 = Functions added as detractors.
The detailed method and procedure is given In Chapter I II.
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9.

Principals should help department heads determine their own needs for
training in the basic skills of human relations. 1

10.

Principals should help department heads determine their own needs for
training areas of psychology. 2
I

I I.

Principals sh0wld help department heads determine their own needs for
training in basic areas of sociology.

12.

Principals should help department heads determine their own needs for
training in basic group dynamics. 2

13.

Principals should help department heads determine their own needs for
training in basic techniques of supervision. 2

14.

Principals should help department heads determine their own needs for
training in the basic techniques of leadership.

15.

Principals should have future department heads serve a specific period
~

of time working with an established department head before their
appointment.
16.

Principals should help department heads obtain a thorough Introduction
.. 2
to the community.

17.

Principals should have department heads visit other schools on a
2
regularly scheduled plan.

18.

Principals should have department heads participate in clinics
workshops.

19.

~nd

I

Principals should help department heads work with their staff In
developing a meaningful curriculum. I
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20.

Principals should work with department heads In developing a program
for the orientation of new teachers.

I

21.

Principals should help department heads develop good Intra-departmental
and Inter-departmental communications. 1

22.

Principals should recognize, encourage, and stimulate professional
growth on the part of department heads.

23.

Principals should recognize, encourage, and stimulate initiative on
the part of department heads.

24.

I

I

Principals should confer with department heads on personal_ matters
that might affect their morale and eff lciency. I

25.

Principals should confer with department heads on professional matters
that might affect their morale and eff lciency. I

26.

Principals should help department heads develop methods for classroom
1
visits so that teachers will obtain the maximum benefits.

27.

Principals should encourage department heads In assisting their staff
In carrying out action research.

28.

Principals should help department heads develop a philosophy of
2
discipline to be used in assisting teachers.

29.

Principals should encourage department heads in assisting their staff
1
in developing and writing instructional objectives.

30.

Principals should encourage department heads in providing leadership
for their staff in

devet~pi~g ~

sqund program of student

evat~atlon.

I

L

)

31.
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Principals should encourage department heads in assisting their staff
in developing a basic understanding of the motivational aspects of
student work.

32.

I

Principals should encourage department heads In assisting their staff
In developing the abll lty to think critically.

33.

Principals should help department heads In assisting their staff to be
aware of and encourage educational change.

34.

I

Principals should recognize Individual differences and other points of
views In department heads while encouraging them to do the same with
1
their staff.

35.

Principals should help department heads In setting up the mechanics
2
to accomplish tasks.

36.

Principals should be sensitive to the real feelings of department
heads In both their observable and hidden reactions while encouraging
them to do the same with their staff.

37.

I

Principals should help department heads In sensing the various forces
that are In operaTion and evaluating the possible outcomes that might
2
develop.

38.

Principals should help department heads establish an Institutional
loyalty which helps their staff feel a part of an organization with
2
the desire to make It the best.

39.

Principals should help department heads determine the need for
;

Implementing staff recommendations.

I

"

r

c
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40.

Principals should help department heads to practice the behavior
sought by their staff.

41.

2

Principals should help department heads develop self-understanding
C•

.

while encouraging them to, do the same with their staff.
42.

Principals should help department heads develop an understanding of
school budgets.

~43.

44.

I

I

Principals should help department heads develop the ability to adapt
1
to change while encouraging them to do the same with their staff.
Principals should help department heads in assisting their staff in
defining and clarifying educational goals.

45.

Principals should encourage department heads to participate In professional organizations while encouraging them to do the same with
their staff.

46.

I

Principals should help department heads give Importance to their
positions.

I

47.

Principals should help department heads learn the use of authority 1
when it should and should not be used.

48.

Principals should encourage department heads to develop a sense of
2
humor and to help their staff to do the same.

49.

Principals should encourage department heads to develop Intellectual
honesty while encouraging them to do the same with their staff.

50.

PrlncJpala should encourage department heads to develop decisfvenea5
(make 9ecfsions and accept responsibility for them),

I

r
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51.

Principals should help department heads develop the ability to obtain
the best results from personnel assignments.

52.

Principals should help department heaqs develop the ability to work
effectively under frustrating conditions.

53.

I

2

Principals should help department heads develop the ability to
question one's own judgment and actions in an objecttve manner, 1

54.

Principals should help department heads develop the ability to
delegate.

55.

2

Principals should help department heads develop the ability to
.

evaluate their staff.
56.

I

Principals should encourage department heads to use professional
assistance from outside sources when necessary and desirable.

57.

Principals should encourage department heads to become aware of and
1
use when possible the new technologies In educatlon.

58.

Principals should encourage department heads to be aware of and use
recent research in their subject areas.

59.

I

Principals should encourage department heads to make use of supervisory
bulletins on a regular basis.

60.

Principals should help department heads determine their own needs for
training in the basic areas of guidance.

61.

2

Principals should help department heads obtain a working knowledge

of al I

aree~

of school organization.

'·

.I
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62.

Principals should help department heads obtain a working knowledge of
all new areas and developments in education Clndlviduallzatlon of
Instruction, Independent study, pass-fail courses, team teaching, etc.).

63.

Principals shb'uld help department heads obtain a working knowledge of
all areas of student affairs.

64.

Principals should help department heads obtain a working knowledge of
2
all areas of staff development.

65.

Principals shoul? encourage department heads to help their staff
foster sound interpersonal relationships among students, teachers,
1
and admlnistration.

66.

Principals should encourage department heads to prepare handbooks,
guides, and worksheets to assist their staff In Improving Instruction.

67.

Principals should encourage department heads to participate In a
continuing program of self-Improvement.

68.

Principals should make sure department heads understand their duties
and responslbllltles.

69.

I

I

Principals should help department heads In assisting their staff In
planning and carrying on educational experimentation.

2

=Functions actually used In this study.
2

= Functions
.

.

added as detractors.

The deta 11 ed method and procedu're Is g I ven In Chapter 111 •

2

I
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APPENDIX B
DEPARTMENT HEADS AND PRINCIPALS
Thank you for your assistance in answering the items.
DO NOT GIVE YOUR NAME
Neither your administrator nor anyone else at your sch0ol wil I ever see your
answers.
The purpose of this study is to determine the department heads' perception of the role of the principal in Improving the supervisory competence of

a direct

department heads.

Each function should have value and

to the

role In Improving the supervisory* competence of depart-

prln~lpal's

relationship

ment heads.
*<Supervision In this study wil I be defined as:

All efforts

o~

desig-

nated school off iclals directed toward providing leadership to teachers and
other educational workers in the improvement of instruction, Involving the
stimulation of professional growth and development of teachers, the selection and revision of educational objectives, methods of teaching, and the
evaluation of instruction).
Would you please rate each function in the two areas (A) and (8)
following each of the items.
(A)

= Principal

Should Assume:

(Measure this against how important, In your opinion,
it is for the principal to perform this function,
whether or pot he

ls

~~tuct

I Iy do Ing It) •

r
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CB>

= Principal

Actually Doing:

(Measure the same function against how, In
\

your opinion, the principal Is actually
performing or carrying out this function).

Terms of Rating Scale:
Always:

The statement about the function
indicates It Is always done.

Usually:

The statement about the function
indicates It is done most of the
t Ime but not a I I the t Ime.

Half of the time:

The statement Indicates

the function is done about half
of the time.
Seldom:

The statement indicates the
function is done only occasionally.

Never:

The statement about the function
indicates it Is not done at
any time.

r·
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Department Heads and Principals (Please answer all items>

Age:

Sex:

----31 - 40
----41 - 50
----Male
-----21 - 30

----- Over
----

51 - 60

61

----of Years
------Female

Teaching Experience:

No.

Department Head Experience:

No. of Years

------No. of Years
-------

Principal Experience:
Number of Semester Hours in
Supervision Courses

-------------

. Do you have an established program for the improvement of supervisory
competence of department heads?

-----

Yes

If yes, please describe briefly:

No_ _ _ __

r
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Functions:

Methods, procedures, acts, or means secondary school prlnclpals.
use to improve the supervisory competence of department heads.
Please circle one of the ratings in each area CA.& 8)

I.

Principal should encourage department heads to establish a continuous
educational plan In their field, supplemented with professional courses
in education. *

A.

Principal Should Do

- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

8.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

2.

Principal should make time available for department heads to meet with
representatives of educational companies <equipment, books, etc.) for
demonstrations and presentations on new items.

A.

Principal Should Do

8.

Pr Inc Ipa I Actua I Iy Do Ing - AIways - Usua I Iy - Ha I f Tl me - Se Idom - Never

3.

Principal

sho~ld

- Always - Usually - Half .Time - Seldom - Never

encourage department heads to develop and use a

professional library. *
A.

Principal Should Do

8.

Principal Actually Doing - Always-· Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

4.

Principal should encourage department heads to develop techniques to

- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

become master teachers so they may make use of demonstration teaching
techniques, micro-teaching reviews, etc.
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time• Seldom - Never

- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

*Funct Ions used in this ·study.

r
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Remember
Functions principals use· to improve the supervisory competence of
department heads.
5.

Principal should help department heads in def lning problems and relating
them to the participants in the group. *

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - HaJf Time - Seldom - Never

6.

Principal should help department heads determine their own needs for

- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

training in the basic skills of human relations. *
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

7.

Principal should help department heads determine their own needs for

- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

training in the basic areas of psychology.
A.

Principal Should Do

- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

a.

Principal should help department heads determine their own needs for
training in basic group dynamics.

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

9.

Principal should help department heads determine their own needs for

- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

training in basic techniques of supervision.

~Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Ooing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
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Remember
Functions principals use to improve the supervisory competence of
department heads.
10.

Principal should help department heads obtain a thorough Introduction
to the commun Ity.

• .

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

II.

- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

Principal should have department heads visit other schools on a
regularly scheduled plan.

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

12.

- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

Principal should have department heads participate In clinics and
workshops. * ·

A.

Principal Should Do

- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

13.

Principal should help department heads work with their staff In develop-

i'

ing a meaningful curriculum. *
A. ·Principal Should Do

- Always - Usually - Half Timer- Seldom - Never

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

14.

Principal should work with department heads in developing a program for
the orientation of new teachers. *
- Always - Usually - Half Time• Seldom - Never

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

r
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Remember
Functions principals use to improve the supervisory competence of
department heads.
15.

Principal should help department heads develop good intra-departmental
and inter-departmental communications. *

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

16.

- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

Principal should recogni:te, encourage, and stimulate professional
growth on the part of department heads. *

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always-· Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

17.

- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

Principal should recognize, encourage, and stimulate Initiative on the
p~t

of department

h~Qds.

*
- Always - Usually - H~lf Time -·seldom - Never

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

18.

Principal should confer with department heads on personal matters that
might affect their morale and efficiency. *
- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

19.

Principal should confer with department heads on professional matters
that

~~ght ~ffect.their mor~le

and efficiency. *

A.

Principal Should po

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

1

- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

r.-----------------------------~
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Remember
Functions principals use to Improve the supervisory competence of
department heads.
20.

Principal should help department heads develop methods for classroom
visits so that teachers will obtain the maximum benefits. *
- Always - Usually - Half. Time - Seldom - Never

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Pr Inc i pa I Actua I I y Doing - AI ways - Usua I I y - Ha rt Ti me - Se I dom - Never

21.

Principal should help department heads develop a philosophy of
dlscipl ine to be used in assisting teachers.
- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

22.

Principal should encourage department heads In assisting their staff tn
developing and writing instructional objectives. *

A.

Principal Should Do

- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

B. Principal Actually Oofng - Always - Usually -.Half Time - Seldom - Never
23.

Principal should encourage department heads in providing leadership for
their staff in developing a sound program of student evaluation. *
- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

24.

Principal should encourage department heads in assisting their staff in
developing a basic understanding of the motivational aspects of student

work. *
''
A. Principal Should Do
B.

Principal

A~tually

- Always - Usua I ly - Ha.If Time - Seldom - Never
Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
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Remember
Functions principals use to improve the supervisory competence of
department heads.
25.

Principal should help department heads in assisting their staff to be
aware of and encourage educational change. *

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

26.

- AIways - Usua I Iy - Ha I f .Ti me - Se Idom - Never

Principal should recognize individual differences and other points of
views in department heads while encouraging them to do the same with
their staff. *

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

27.

- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

Principal should help department heads in setting up mechanics to
accomplish tasks.
- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

28.

Principal should be sensitive to the real feelings of department heads
in both their overt and covert actions while encouraging them to do
the same with their staff. *
- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

r
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Remember
Functions principals use to improve the supervisory competence of
department heads.
29.

Principal should help department heads in sensing the various forces
that are in operation and evaluating the possible outcomes that might
develop.
- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

30.

Principal should help department heads establish an institutional
loyalty which helps their staff feel a part of an organization with
the desire to make It the best.
- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom• Never

31.

Principal should help department heads determfne the need for
implementing staff recommendations.*
- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

32.

Principal should help department heads to practice the behavior
sought by their staff.
-'Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

I
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Remember
Functions principals use to improve the supervisory competence of
department
33.

he~ds.

Principal should help department heads develop self-understanding
wh i Ie encouraging them to do the s.ame with the Ir staff.*
- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

34.

Principal should help department heads develop an understanding of
school budgets. *
- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

35.

Principal should help department heads develop the ability to adapt

.

to change while encouraging them to do the same with their staff.

*

- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

36.

Principal should encourage department heads to participate in
professional organizations while encouraging them to do the same
with their staff. *
- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

r
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Remember
Functiors principals use to improve the supervisory competence of
department heads.
'r'

37.

Principal should help department heads learn the use of authority. *

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

38.

- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

Principal should encourage department heads to develop a sense of
humor and help their staff to do the same.
- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

39.

Principal should encourage department heads to develop decisiveness
(make decisions and accept responsibility for them). *

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

(

40.

Principal should help department heads develop the ability to obtain
the best results from personnel assignments. *

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

41.

- Always - Usually - Half Time - Selqom - Never

Principal should help department heads develop the ability to work
effectively under frustrating conditions.

A.

Principal S~ou)d Do

B.

Principal Actuelfy Doing .. Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

- AIways - Usu a I Iy - Ha I f Ti me - Se Idom - Never
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Remember
Functions principals use to improve the supervisory competence of
department heads.
42.

Principal should help department heads develop the abtlity to question
one's own judgment and actions tn an objective manner. *

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

43.

Principal should help department heads develop the ability to delegate.

- Always - Usually - Half Ttme - Seldom - Never

A.

Princtpal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

44.

- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

Principal should help department heads develop the ability to evaluate
their staff. *

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Act~ally Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

45.

- Always - Usually - Half time - Seldom - Never

Principal should encourage department heads to become aware of and
should use when possible new technologies In education. *

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Ttme - Seldom - Never

46.

- Always - Usually - Half Time.- Seldom - Never

Principal should encourage department heads to be aware of and use
recent research tn their subject areas • *
..

~

\

A,

Prf ~cJpal ~hould Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom -.Never.

·.
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Remember
Functions principals use to improve the supervisory competence of
department heads.
47.

Principal should help department heads determine their own needs for
training in the basic areas of guidance.
- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

48.

Principal should help department heads obtain a working knowledge of
other areas and developments In education (individualization of
Instruction, independent study, pass-fall courses, team teaching, etc.).*
- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never.

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

49 •. Principal should help department heads obtain a working knowledge of
al I areas of staff development.
- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

50.

Principal should encourage department heads to help their staff foster
sound interpersonal relationships among students, teachers, and
administration. *
- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

r
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Remember
Functions principals use to improve the supervisory competence of
department
51.

h~ads.

Principal should encourage department heads to prepare handbooks,

.

guides, and worksheets to assist their staff in improving instruction.
- Always - Usually - Half Time
.. - Seldom - Never.

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

52.

Principal should encourage department heads to participate in a/
continuing program of self-improvement. *
- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

53.

Principal should make sure department heads understand their duties
and responsibilities. *

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

54.

- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

Principal should help department heads in assisting their staff In
planning and carrying on educational experimentation.
- Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually• Half Time - Seldom - Never

55.

Principal should help department heads give Importance to their
positions. *
- Always - Usually - ~alf Time - Seldom - Never

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing - Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
*Functions used in this study.
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APPENDIX C
Chi-square tables for:
Hypothesis
Hypothesis
Hypothesis
Hypothesis

I
II
III
IV

Each function used In this study Is numbered as the item appeared
In the survey Instrument (not In sequence order).

The numbered Item

states the function, and each chart on that page refers to that function
only.
Item I-A Is related to hypothesis I; Item 1-B Is related to
hypothesis 11; Item 1-C Is related to hypothesis Ill; and Item 1-D is
related to hypothesis IV.
The numbers in the columns (always, usually, half-time, seldom,
and never) are the frequency of that rating.

A total of twenty-seven

(27) principals and two hundred twenty-eight (228) department heads
ranked each item.
The chi-square value

cx2 >

is stated for each chart.

All items were

accepted as significantly different at the .05 level with four (4)
I

degrees of freedom which Is above 9.49.
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Item I
Principal should encourage department heads to establish a continuous
educational plan In their field, supplemented with professional courses in
education.
Item I-A

Principals' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

15

8

3

2

6

II

x2 Value

0

8·

0

20.24
Item 1-B

Department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actua I ly Doing

106

68

25

26

3

19

66

32

83

28

x2 Value 111 .80
Item 1-C

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

15

8

3

A.

Principal Should Do

106

68

25

x2 Value

0
26

3

3.22
Item 1-D

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
B.

Pr inc t pa I Actua I Iy Doing

B.

Principal Actually Doing

2

6

II

8

0

66

32

83

28

2

.

X Value 16.68
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Item 3
Principal should encourage department heads to develop and use a professional
I lbrarv.
Item 3-A

Principals' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

15

8

3

6

7

7

x2 Value

0

7

0

10.62

Item 3-B

Department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

96

82

B.

Principal Actually Doing

35

47

41

x2

17

4

67

38

Value 97.24
Item 3-C

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

15

8

3

I

0

A.

Principal Should Do

96

82

29

17

4

x2 Value 2.32

Item 3-D

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
B.· Principal Actually Doing
B.

Principal Actually Doing

6

7

7

7

0

35

47

41

67

38

x2 Value 5.48 .
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Item 5
Principal should help department heads in defining problems and relating
them to the participants in the group.

''

Item 5-A

Principals' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

11

13

3

0

0

4

10

10

3

0

x2 Value 10.44

Item 5-B

Department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

107

94

19

6

2

40

80

46

51

II

x2 Value 84.64

Item 5-C

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

A.

Principal Should Do

11

13

3

0

0

A.

Principal Should Do

107

94

19

6

2

x2 Value 1.65
Item 5-D

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

B.

Principal Actually Doing

4

10

10

3

0

B.

Principal Actually Doing

40

SO

46

51

11

x2 Value 2.18
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Item 6
Principal should help department heads determine their own needs for training
in the basic skills of human relations.
Principals'

percep~ion

Item 6-A

of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

9

10

4

4

6

9

10

0

x2 Value 13.10
Item 6-B

Department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

66

88

39

28

7

B.

Principal Actually Doing

19

59

50

66

34

x2

Value 66.20
Item 6-C

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Sho.ul d Do

9

10

4

4

0

A.

Principal Should Do

66

88

39

28

7

x2 Value 1.03
Item 6-0

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

B.

Principal Actually Doing

B.

Principal Actually Doing

19

6.

9

10

59

50

66

x2 Value

4.73

34
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Item 12
Principal should have department heads participate in cltnlcs and workshops.
Item 12-A
Principals' perception of:
Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

9

16

B.

Principal Actually Doing

5

12

0

5

5

0

x2 Value 7.04

Item 12-B

Department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

92

83

38

12

3

B.

Principal Actually Doing

41

71

38

62

16

x2 Value 63.18
Item 12-C

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

A.

Principal ShouJd Do

9

16

A.

Principal Should Do

92

83

0

38

x2

12

3

Value 6.89
Item 12-D

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

B.

Principal Actually Doing

5

12

5

5

0

B.

Pr i nc i pa I Actua I I y Doi ng

41

71.

38

62,

16

x2 Value 3.65
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Item 13
Principal should help department heads work with their staff in developing
a meaningful curriculum.
ltem 13-A

Principals' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

8.

Principal Actually Doing

21

5

6

12

6

0

0

3

0

x2 Value 17.80
ltem 13-B

Department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

8.

Principal Actually Doing

117

58

31

17

5

42

74

43

52

17

x2 Value 63.56
ltem 13-C

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

21

5

A.

Principal Should Do

117

58

31

0

0

17

5

x2 Value 8.58
Item 13-D

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
8.

Principal Actually Doing

6

12

6

3

0

8.

Princip~I

Actually Doing

42

74

43

52

17

x2 Value 4.87
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Item 14
Principal should work with department heads in developing a program for the
orientation of new teachers.
Item 14-A

Principals' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

19

6

7

15

0

2

3

0

x2 Value 10.74
Item 14-B
Department heads' perception of:
Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

131

64

19

13

58

65

47.

43

15

x2 Value 68.42
Item 14-C
Principals' and department heads' perception of:
Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

19

6

A.

Principal Should Do

131

64

0

19

13

x2 Value 2.00
Item 14-D
Principals' and department heads' perception of:
Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
· B.

Principal Actually Doing

7

15

2

3

0

B.

Pr i rie !pa I Actua I ty Doing

58

65

47

43

15

. .

!

x2 Value 10.38
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Item 15
Principal should help department heads develop good Intra-departmental and
inter-departmental communications.
Item 15-A

Principals' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

13

11

3

0

0

2

12

8

5

0

x2 Value 15.38

Item 15-B

Department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

.1 17

63

32

14

2

37

74

53

46

18

x2 Value 77.48

Item 15-C

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

13

II

3

O

O

A.

Principal Should Do

117

63

32

14

2

x2 Value 3.57

Item 15-D

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

B.

Principal Actually Doing

2

12

8

5

B.

Principal Actually Doing

37

74

53

46

x2 Value 4.21

I

0

18
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Item 16
Principal should recognize, encourage, and stimulate professional growth
on the part of department heads.
Item 16-A

Principals' perception ot:

Always - Usually - Halt Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

15

12

0

0

0

3

II

8

5

0

x2

Va I ue 21 • 04
lterfl 16-B

Department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
' A.

B.

Principal Should Do
Principal Actually Doing

135

57

26

9

50

61

51

42

x2

18

Value 83.02
Item 16-C

Principals' and department heads' perception of;

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

15

12

0

0

A.

Principal Should Do

135

57

26

9

x2

0

Value 7.93
Item 16-D

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
B.

Principal Actually Doing

3

II

8

5

0

B.

Principa~ ~ct~ally

Doing

50

61

57

42

18

x2

Value 5.36
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Item 17
Principal should recognize, encourage, and stimulate initiative on the part
of department heads.
Item 17-A

Principals' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

19

7

4

13

7

0

0

3

0

x2 Value 1_9.08

Item 17-B

Department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

152

62

II

3

0

66

67

42

47

6

x2 Value 98.72

Item 17-C

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

19

7

A.

Principal Should Do

152

62

II

0

0

3

0

x2 Value 1.58

Item 17-0
Principals' and department heads' perception of:
Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
B. . Pr Inc Ipa I Actua I Iy Doing
B.

Principal Actually Doing

4

13

7

3

0

66

67

42

47

6

x2 Value 6.98

r
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Item 18
Principal should confer with department heads on

person~!

matters that

might affect their morale and efficiency.
Item 18-A

Principals' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

10

12

3

2

5

7

6

8-

0

x2 Value 8.58

Item 18-B

Department heads' :percept ion of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

A.

Principal Should Do

92

68

28

37

3

B.

Principal Actually Doing

42

49

40

61

36

x2 Value 57.66
:

ltem 18-C

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

10

12

3

2

0

A.

Principal Should Do

92

68

28

37

3

x2 Value 3.84

I.tam 18-0

Principals' and department heads' perception of:
Always - Usually - Half

B.' Principal Actually Doing
B.

Principal Actually Doing
'

~ime

5

7

6

42

49

40

- Seldom - Never
8

~

x2 Va I ue 51.; 55

61

36
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Item 19
Principal should confer with department heads on professional matters that
might affect their morale and efficiency.
Item 19-A

Principals' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

17

9

7

9

9

0

0

2

0

x2 Value 12.56

· Item 19-B

Department heads' perception of:

·. AIways - Usua I I y - Ha I f Ti me -. Se I dom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

a.

Principal Actually Doing

146

61

12

9

0

52

72

57

36

II

x2 Value 92.16

Item 19-C

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

17

9

A.

Principal Should Do

146

61

12

0

0

9

0

x2 Value 1.67

Item 19-D

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time .. Seldom - Never
B.

Principal Actually Doing

7

9

9

2

0

B.

Principal Actually Doing

52

72

57

36

II

x2 Value 3.24

'I

r
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Item 20
Principal should help department heads develop methods for classroom visits
so that teachers will obtain the maximum benefits.
Item 20-A

Principals' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

12

12

2

3

8

9

0
7

0

x2 Value 15.16
ltem 20-B

Department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

105

76

25

19

3

36

63

46

53

30

x2 Value 79.36

Item 20-c

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

12

12

2

A.

Principal Should Do

105

76

25

0
19

3

x2 Value 2.49

ltem 20-D

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

B.

Principal Actually Doing

3

8

9

7

0

B.

Principal Actually Doing

36

63

46

53

30

x2 Velue 6.00
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Item 22
Principal should encourage department heads in assisting their staff in
developing and writing instructional objectives.
Item 22-A

Principals' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

9

II

6

6

8

0

2

10

x2 Value 17.52
Item 22-B

Department heads' perception of:
Always - Usually - Half Time -

Seldom~

Never

A.

Principal Should Do

74

74

33

36

II

B.

Principal Actually Doing

27

39

51

74

37

x2 Value 63.78
Item 22-c

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

9

II

6

A.

Principal Should Do

74

74

33

0
36

II

x2 Value 5.30
Item 22-0

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
B.

Principal Actually Doing

B.

Principal Actually Doing

27

6

8

10

39

51

74

x2 Value 3.71
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Item 23
Principal should encourage department heads In providing leadership for
their staff In developing a sound program of student evaluation.
Item 23-A

Principals' perception of;

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

13

9

5

0

0

8

10

8

0

x2 Value 20.00
Item 23-B

Department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

98

80

27

18

5

B.

Principal Actually Doing

36

54

60

53

25

x2 Value 76.84
Item 23-C

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

13

9

5

0

0

A.

Principal Should Do

98

80

27

18

5

x2 Value 3.68
Item 23-0

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

B.

Principal Actually Doing

7

8

10

8

0

B.

Principal Actually Doing

36

54

60

53

25

x2 Value 7.06

Item 24
Principal should encourage department heads in assisting their staff in
developing a basic understanding of the motivational aspects of student work.
Item 24-A
Principals' perception of:
Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

10

10

6

2

8

8

0
8

x2 Va I ue 12·.28
Item 24-B

Department heads' perception of:

'Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A. · Principal Should Do

67

92

35

24

10

B.

19

57

51

75

26

Principal Actua 11 y Doing

x2

Value 71.34
Item 24-C

Principals' and department heads' perception of :

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

10

10

6

A.

Principal Should Do

67

92

35

0
24

10

x2 Value 3.71
Item 24-D

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

B.

Principal Actually Doing

2

8

B.

Principal Actually Doing

19

57·

8

8

51

75

x2 Value

2.30

26
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Item 25
Principal should help department heads in assisting their staff to be aware
of and encourage educational change.
Item 25-A
Principals' perception of:
Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never.
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actua I Iy Do Ing

13

II

2

6

7

9

0
5

0

x2 Value 10.58
ltem 25-B
Department heads' perception of:
Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actua I I y Doi ng

110

75

24

14

5

35

68

58

52

15

x2 Value 80.12
ltem 25-C
Principals' and department heads' perception of:
Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

13

II

2

A.

Principal Should Do

110

75

24
x2 Value

0

14

5

1.53
Item 25-D

Principals' and department heads' perception of:
Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

B.

Principal Actually Doing

6

7

9

5

0

B.

Principal Actually Doi_ng

35

68

58

52

15

x2 Value 3.41
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Item 26

•

'

Principal should recognize Individual differences and other points of views
in department heads while encouraging them to do the same with their staff.
Item 26-A
Principals' perception of:
Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

17

8

6

13

0

5

3

0

x2 Value 10.12
Item 26-B

Department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

140

59

20

7

2

64

66

44

45

9

x2 Value 69.96
·item 26-C

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A. . Principal Should Do

17

8

Prln1ci pa I Should Do

i40

59

A.

0
7

20

X2 Value

2

1.20
Item 26-D

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
B.

Principal Actually Doing

6

13

5

3

B. Principal Actually Doing

64

66

44

45

.

I'

'

x2 Value

3.31

0
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Item 28
Principal should be sensitive to the real feelings of

dep~rtment

heads in

both their overt and covert actions while encour.aging them to do the same
with their staff.
Item 28-A

Principals' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

15

10

2

0

3

14

6

3

x2 Value

0

14~66
Item 28-B

Department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

118

81

22

6

38

86

52

40

x2

12

Value 87.76
Item 28-C

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

15

10

2

0

A.

Principal Should Do

118

81

22

6

x2 Value

0

.98

Item 28-D

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

B.

Principal Actually Doing

3

14

6

3

B.

Principal Actually Doing

38

86

52

40

x2 Value
,,

2.43

12
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Item 31
Prlnclpa.I should help department heads determine the need for Implementing
staff recommendations.
Item 31-A

Principals' perception of:

AIway's - Usua I Iy - Ha I f Ti me - Se Idom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actua I Iy Doing

13

10

4

0

0

3

II

II

2

0

x2 Value 11.56
Item 31-B

Department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actua I ly Doing

107

77

20

19

5

48

80

52

36

12

x2
Principals' and department

Value 44.88

Item 31-C

perception of:

~eads'

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Pr.incipal Should Do

13

10

4

0

0

A.

Principal Should Do

107

77

20

19

5

x2 Value

3.34
Item 31-0

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
B.

Principal Actually Doing

3

II

II

2

0

B.

Principal Actually Doing

48

80

52

36

12

x2 Value 7.09
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Item 33
Principal should help department heads develop self-understanding while
encouraging them to do the same with their staff.
Item 33-A

Principals' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

8

7

8

4

0

B.

Principal Actually Doing

4

7

7

6

3

x2 Value 4.80
Item 33-B

Department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

99

72

29

19

9

B.

Principal Actua I ly Doing

32

61

59

50

26

x2 Value 74.04
Item 33-C

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
I

A.

Principal Should Do

8

7

8

4

0

A.

Principal Should Do

99

72

29

19

9

x2 Value 8.47
Item 33-D

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
Principal Actually Doing

·4

..,

7

B. Principal Actually Doing

32

61

59

B.

x2 Value

6

.18
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Item 34
Principal should help department heads develop an understanding of school
budgets.
Item 34-A

Principals' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

17

7

6

II

5

2

0

5

0

x2 Value 10.08
Item 34-B

Department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually• Haff Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actual fy Doing

133

57

22

13

3

56

69

38

45

20

x2 Value 67.50
Item 34-C

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

17

7

A.

Principal Should Do

133

57

22

2

0

13

3

X2 Value 1.82
Item 34-D

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

B.

Principal Actually Doing

6

II.

5

5

0

6.

Principal Actually Doing

56

69

38

45

20

X2 Value 3.45
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Item 35
Principal should help department heads develop the ability to adapt to
change while encouraging them to do the same with their staff.
Item 35-A

Principals' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

17

7

2

5

14

6

0

0

2

x2 Va Iue I I •22
Item 35-B

Department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

112

77

22

15

2

34

70

71

31

16

2

.

X Value 88.02

(

Item 35-C

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

17

7

2

A.

Principal Should Do

112

77

22

x2

0

15

2

Value 2.20
Item 35-D

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
Principal Actually Doing

5

14

6

2

0

B. Principal Actually Doing

34

70

71

37

16

B.

x2 Value

8.61
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Item 36
Principal should encourage department heads to participate in professional
organizations while encouraging them to do the same with their staff.
Item 36-A
Principals' perception of:
Always - Usually·- Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

13

10

3

5

14

4

0

4

0

x2 Va I ue 6. I6
Item 36-B

Department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

109

76

25

16

2

44

63

42

54

25

x2 Value 73.38
Item 36-C

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

13

10

3

A.

Principal Should Do

109

76

25

x2 Value

0

16

2

.91

Item 36-0

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
B.

Principal Actually Doing

5

14

4

4

0

B.

Principal Actually Doing

44

63

42

54

25

x2 Value

8.56

r
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Item 37
Principal should help department heads learn the use of authority.
Item 37-A
Principals' perception of:
Always - Usually - Half Tlme - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actua 11 y Doing

12

9

5

2

12

9

0
4

x2 Value 10.50

0
ltem 37-B

Department heads' perception of:
Always - Usually - Half Tfme - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

94

66

29

26

13

B.

Principal Actua I I y Do f ng

33

57

59

55

24

x2 Value 53.84

Item 37-C

Principals' and department heads' perception of:
Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

12

9

5

A.

Principal Should Do

94

66

29

x2 Value

0

26

13

3.79
Item 37-0

Principals' and department heads' perception of:
Always - Usually -·Half Time - Seldom - Never

B.

Principal Actually Doing

2

12

9

4

0

B.

Principal Actually Doing

33

57

59

55

24

. x2

Va f ue 8. 33
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Item 39

.

Principal should encourage department heads to develop decisiveness (make
decisions and accept responsibility for them).
Item 39-A

Principals' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

16

10

4

12

0

10

x2 Value

0
0

17 .38

Item 39-B

Department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

119

64

23

15

7

53

64

. 52

41

18

x2 Value 43.32
Item 39-C

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

16

10

A.

Principal Should Do

119

64

23

x2 Value

0

0

15

7

4.69
Item 39-D

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
B.

Principal Actually Doing

4

12

10

a.

Principal Actually Doing

53

64

52

x2 Value

0

41
10.01

16
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Item 40
Principal should help department heads develop the ability to obtain the
best results from personnel assignment.
Item 40-A

Principals' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

20

4

3

0

0

6

12

6

3

0

x2 Value 15.54
Item 40-B

Department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

123

61

20

20

4

44

67

48

56

13

2

X Va I ue 71 •02

Item 40-C

Principals' and department heads' percept I on of :

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
)

A.

Principal Should Do

20

4

3

0

0

A.

Principal Should Do

123

61

20

20

4

x2 Value 6.10
Item 40-D

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
B.

Principal Actually Doing

6

12

6

3

0

B.

Principal Actually Doing

44

67

48

56

13

x2 Value 6.23
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Item 42
Principal should help department heads develop the ability to question
one's own ,judgment and actions in an objective manner.
Item 42-A
Principals' perception of:
Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

10

12

4

2

12

10

0

3

x2 Value 8.92

0

Item 42-B

Department heads' perception of:
Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

97

80

28

17

6

a.

Principal Actua I I y Doi ng

30

57

66

55

20

x2

Va I ue 82. 16
Item 42-C

Principals' and department heads' perception of:
Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

10

12

4

A.

Principal Should Do

97

80

28

0

17

x2 Value

6

2.04
Item 42-D

Principals' and department heads' perception of:
Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

B.

Principal Actually Doing

2

12

10

3

0

B.

Pr I nc i pa I Actua I I y Doing

30

57

66

55

20

x2 Value

7.34
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Item 44
Principal should help department heads develop the ability to evaluate
their staff.
Item 44-A

Principals' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

20

4

3

0

5

8

10

3

x2

0

Value 18.10
Item 44-B

Department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

8.

Principal Actually Doing

134

51

21

16

6

53

63

44

56

12

x2 Value 40.70
Item 44-C

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

20

4

3

0

0

A.

Principal Should Do

134

51

21

16

6

x2

Value 4.25
Item 44-0

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
B.

Principal Actually Doing

5

8

10

3

B.

Principal Actually Doing

53

63

44

56

'x2 Value 6.93

I •
12
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Item 45
Principal should encourage department heads to become aware of and should
use, when possible, new technologies in education.
Item 45-A

Principals' perception of:

Always - Usually ~Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

II

12

4

0

0

2

13

6

6

0

x2 Value 12.66

Item 45-B

Department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

IOI

79

33

14

40

56

63

60

9

x2 Value 74.70

Item 45-C

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

A.

Principal Should Do

11

12

4

0

A.

Principal Should Do

IOI

79

33

14

0

x2 Value 4.23

Item 45-0

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
B.

Principal Actually Doing

2

13

6

6

0

B.

Principal Actually Doing

40

56

63

60

9

x2 Value

7.76
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Item 46
Principal should encourage department heads to be aware of and use recent
research in their subject areas.
Item 46-A

Principals' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

8.

Principal Actually Doing

II

12

4

0

0

0

9

12

6

0

x2 Value 18.42
Item 46-B

Department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do.

97

75

34

19

3

8.

Principal Actually Doing

36

55

46

69

22

x2 Value 75.70
Item 46-C

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

II

12

4

A.

Principal Should Do

97

75

34

r.

0

0

19

3

x2 Value 3.83
Item 46-0

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
8.

Principal Actually Doing

0

9

12

6

0

8.

Principal Actually Doing

36

55

46

69

22

x2 Value 14.5t
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Item 48

Principal should help department heads obtain a working knowledge of other
areas and developments In education (indlvidualtzatlon of instruction,
independent study, pass-fail courses, team teaching, etc.>.
Item 48-A

Principals' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

13

II

4

0

0

4

8

II

4

0

x2 Value 13.82
Item 48-B

Department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

97

79

31

17

4

B.

Principal Actually Doing

36

58

55

62

17

x2 Value 69.94
Item 48-C

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

A.

Principal Should Do

13

II

4

0

0

A.

Principal Should Do

97

79

31

17

4

x2 Value 3.02
Item 48-D

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
B.

Principal Actually Doing

B.

Principal

Act~al!Y

Doing

4

8

II

4

0

36

58

55

62

17

x2 Value 6.27
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Item 50

Principal should encourage department heads to help their staff foster sound
interpersonal relationships among students, teachers, and administration.
Item 50-A
Principals' perception of:
Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

19

8

0

0

0

5

14

6

2

0

x2 Value 17.80

Item 50-B
Department heads' perception of:
Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

127

69

21

7

4

51

72

49

44

12

x2 Value 74.56
Item 50-C
Principals' and department heads' perception of:
Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

19

8

0

0

0

A.

Principal Should Do

127

69

21

7

4

x2 Value 8.18
Item 50-D
Principals' and department heads' perception of:
Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
B.

Principal Actually Doing

5

14

6

2

0

B.

Principal Actually Doing

51

72

49

44.

12

x2

Va1Uf3 6.49
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Item 52
Principal should encourage department heads to participate in a continuing
program of self-improvement.
Item 52-A

Principals' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

14

12

4

8

12

x2

0

0

3

0

Value 18.66
Item 52-B

Department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

110

68

32

13

5

39

63

48

57

21

x2 Value 74.74
Item 52-C

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

A.

Principal Should Do

14

12

A.

Principal Should Do

110

68

•

32

0

0

13

5

x2 Value 5.84
Item 52-D

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
B.

Pr inc i pa I Actua I I y Do i ng

4

8

12

3

0

B.

Principal Actually Doing

39

63

48

57

21

x2

Va I ue I 0. I0
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Item 53
Principal should make sure department heads understand their duties and
responsibilities.

Item 53-A

Principals' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

26

0

B.

Principal Actually Doing

II

12

4

0

0

0

0

x2 Value 19.88
Item 53-B

Department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing·

180

35

II

2

0

52

90

51

29

6

x2

Value 150.14

Item 53-C

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never

A.

Principal Should Do

26

0

A.

Principal Should Do

180

35

11

0

0

2

0

x2 Value 5.58

ltem 53-D

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
B.

Principal Actually Doing

11

12

4

0

0

B.

Principal Actually Doing

52

90

51

29

6

x2

Value 8.26
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Item 55
Principal should help department heads give importance to their positions.
Item 55-A
Principals' perception of:
Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

16

6

7

9

7

4

0

4

0

. x2 Va I ue B.62

Item 55-B

Department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

B.

Principal Actually Doing

117

59

25

20

7

48

61

48

54

17

x2 Value 56.02
Item 55-C

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
A.

Principal Should Do

16

6

A.

Principal Shoutd Do

117

59

25

4

0

20

7

x2 Value 3.50

Item 55-D

Principals' and department heads' perception of:

Always - Usually - Half Time - Seldom - Never
B.

Principal Actual IYDoing

7

9

7

4

0

B.

Principal Actually Doing

48

61·

48

'54

17

x2 Value

3.76

'•.
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Appendix D
lndepth Interview Questions
To Be Answered By Principals and Department Heads
Section I
I•

What program do you have to improve the competence of department heads?
<May I have a copy of the program?)

2.

If you don't have a program, what do you feel might be developed to
Improve the competence of department heads?

--

3.

What do you believe determines the "should assume" role of principals
in Improving the supervlsor-y competence of department heads? (Those
functions that principals think are Important even though the function
may not be actually being performed).

4.

What prevents principals from "carrying out" their role (should assume)
In Improving the supervisory competence of department heads?

5.

In what ways can the "carrying out" role of the principal be brought
closer to the "should assume" role of the principal?

6.

Does the district have a Job description for department heads?
(May I have a copy?>

7.

What In-service training Is given to department heads to Improve
supervisory competence?

8.

In what way does the principal formally and/or informally evaluate
department hea~s?

9.

How was the evaluation process developed?
(May I have a copy?)

i

IO.

In what ways are department heads selected, appointed, retained, or
removed?

II•

Is the procedure written down?
(May I have a copy?>

12.

What human
receive?

rel_~tlons

tra In i ng do department heads and pr Incl pa Is
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13.

Do department heads regard themselves primarily as supervisors for
the improvement of instruction?

14.

Do you be I i eve specific courses In superv Is ion he Ip. department heads

in their positions?
15.

Do you believe specific courses in superv1s1on help principals In
developing the supervisory competence of department heads?

Section 11
I.

In what ways does the principal encourage department heads to establ lsh
a continuous educational plan in their field, supplemented with professional courses in education?

2.

In what ways does the principal encourage department heads to develop·
and use a professional i ibrary?

3.

In what ways does the principal help department heads in defining
problems and relating them to the participants in the group?

4.

In what ways does the principal help department heads determine their
own needs for training in the basic skills of human relations?

5.

In what ways does the principal have department heads participate In
clinics and workshops?

6.

In what ways does the principal help department heads work with their
staff in developing a meaningful curriculum?

7.

In what ways does the principal work with department heads in developing a program for the orientation of new teachers?

a.

In what ways does the principal help department heads develop good
communications?

9.

In what ways does the principal recognize, encourage, and stimulate
professional growth on the part of department heads?

10.

In what ways does the principal recognize, encourage, and stimulate
initiative growth on the part of department heads?

II.

In what ways does the principal confer with department heads on
personal matters th~t tpight .affect their morale and efficiency?
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12.

In what ways does the principal confer with department heads on professional matters that might affect their morale and efficiency?

13.

In what ways does the principal help department heads develop methods
for classroom visits so that teachers will obtain the maximum benefits?

14.

In what ways does the principal encourage department heads to assist
the staff in developing and writing instructlonal objectives?

15.

In what ways does the princlpal encourage department heads to provide
leadership for their staff in developing a sound program of student
evaluation?

16.

In what ways does the principal help department heads In assisting the
staff in understanding motivational aspects of student work?

17.

In what ways does the principal help department heads assist thetr
staff to be aware of and e~courage educational change?

18.

In what ways does the principal recognize indivlduat differences and
other points of views in department heads while encouraging them to do
the same with their staff?

19.

In what ways does the principal be sensitive to the real feel lngs of
department heads In both their overt and covert actions while encouraging them to do the same with their staff?

20.

In what ways does the principal help department heads determine the
need for implementing staff recommendations?

21.

In.what ways does the principal help department heads develop selfunderstanding while encouraging them to do the same with their staff?

22.

In what ways does the principal help department heads·develop an
understanding of school budgets?

23.

In what ways does the principal help department heads adapt to change
in themselves and encourage it in the staff?

24.

In what ways does the principal encourage department heads to participate in professional organizations whi 1.e encouraging them to do the
same with their staff?

25.

In what ways does the principal help department heads learn the.'-'se
of authority?

~
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26.

In what ways does the ·principal help department heads to develop
decisiveness (make decisions and accept responsibility for them)?

27.

In what ways does the principal help department heads to obtain the
best results from personnel assignments?

28.

In what ways does the principal help develop the ability to question
one's own judgment and actions in an objective manner?

29.

In what ways does the principal help department heads develop the
ability to evaluate their staff?

30.

In what ways does the principal encourage department heads to become
aware of and use new technologies in education?
·

31.

In what ways does the principal encourage department heads to be aware
of and use recent research in their subject areas?

32.

In what ways does the principal help department heads obtain a working
knowledge of other areas and developments in education (Individual lzed
instruction, pass-fail courses, team teaching, etc.)?

33.

In what ways does the principal encourage department heads to help
their staff foster sound interpersonal relationships among students,
teachers, and administrators?

34.

In what ways does the principal encourage department heads to continue
in programs Q.f self-improvement?

35.

In what ways does the principal help department heads understand their
duties and responsibilities?

36.

In what ways does the principal help department heads develop a feeling
of importance to their positions?

APPENDIX E
CHART I
Per Cent Of Responding Principals Rating "Always" or "Usually" Functions
Of Principals In Improving Supervisory Competence Of Department Heads
- - - - Principals Should Assume

~~~___.Principals

Function: Number As In
Study Instrument

Carrying Out

Per Cent Of Principals
0 - 10 - 20 - 30 - 40 - 50 - 60 - 70 - 80 - 90
9 - 19 - 29 - 39
49 - 59 - 69 - 79 - 89 - 100
M

3
5
6

...

--

12
13
14
15
16

- - - - - - - - - -~

17
18
19
20
22
23
24
25
26

-----

~~~~~~----

- - - - -~
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CHART
Ccontrnued)
Function: Number As In
Study Instrument

Per Cent Of Princrpals
0
9

10
19

20
29

30
39

40
49

50
59

60
6.9

70
79

80
89

90
100

28
31
33
34
35

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

36
37
39

--

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---

40
42
44
45

- - - - - - - - - - - - -·- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

-

46
48
50
52
53

55

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
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CHART 11
Per Cent Of Responding Department Heads Rating "Always" or "Usually"
Functions Of Principals In Improving Supervisory Competence of Department
Heads.
____Principals Carrying Out As
Perceived by Department
Heads

- Principals Should Assume As
Perceived by Department
Heads
Function:

Number As In Study
Instrument

Per Cent of Department Heads

0 - 10 - 20 - 30 - 40 - 50 - 60 - 70 - 80 - 90
9 - 19 - 29 - 39 - 49 - 59 - 69 - 79 - 89 - 100

3
5
6

12
13
14
15

-- -

-- - -

- -- - -- -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -. -

---

16
17
18
19
20
22
23
24

- - - - - - - - - - - - --- ~

~
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CHART 11
(continued)
Function:

Number As In Study
Instrument
0
9

Per Cent of Department Heads
10
19

20
29

30
39

40
49

50 - 60

59 -'69

70
79

80
89

25
26
28

31

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -

33

34
35

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. - - - -

36
37

- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -

39

40

42
44

45
46
48
50

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -

52

53
55.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -

90
100
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CHART 111
Per Cent Of Responding Principals and Department Heads Rating "Always" or
"Usually" Functions Of Principals In Improving Supervisory Competence Of
Department Heads.
- - - - Principals Should Assume As
Percetved By Principals

____Principais Should Assume As
Perceived By Department Heads

Function:

Per Cent Of Principals and Department
Heads

Number As In Study
Instrument

0 - 10 - 20 - 30 - 40 - 50 - 60 - 70 - 80 - 90
9 - 19 - 29 - 39 - 49 - 59 - 69 - 79 - 89 - 100

3
5
6

12
13
14
15

16

17
18

19
20
22
23
24

25

- - - - - - -· - - -

CHART 111
(continued)
Function:

Number As In Study
Instrument
0
9
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Per Cent Of Principals and Department
Heads
10
19

20
29

30
39

40
49

50 - ,_60
59 - 69

70
79

80
89

90
100

26
28
31
33

34

-

- --- - --- - -- -- - - -- - - -

35
36
37
39

- - - - -- - - - -- - --- - -- - --

--

40
42
44
45

--------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

46
48
50
52
53

-- ---- -----------------
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CHART IV

Per Cent Of Responding Principals and Department Heads Rating "Always" or
"Usually" Functions Of Principals In Improving Supervisory Competence Of
Department Heads.
(

- - - - Principals Carrying Out As
Perceived By Principals

-----'Pr inc I pa Is Carrying Out As
Perceived By Department
Heads

Function:

Per Cent Of Principals and Department Heads

Number As In Study
Instrument

0 - 10 - 20 - 30 - 40 - 50 - 60 - 70 - 80 - 90
9 - 19 - 29 - 39 - 49 - 59 - 69 - 79 - 89 - 100

3
5
6

12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22

23
24.

---

...

-
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CHART IV
(Continued)
Function:

Number As In Study
Instrument

Per Cent Of Principals and Department Heads

0 - 10 - 20 - 30 - 40 - 50 - 60 - 70 - 80 - 90
9 - 19 - 29 - 39 - 49 - 59 - 69 - 79 - 89 - 100
25
26
28
31
33
34

35
36

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -

37
39
40

- - - - - - - - - - -- - -. -

42
44

45
46
48
50
52
53

§5

------
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